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Abstract

Tho first volume of this report traced the development of

ideas from September 1970 to June 1973 in a project concerned

with problems of incl.-axing and classification of social science

literature, with particular reference to the sociology of

education. Tho present volume describes the systom being

dfDvoloped, in cooperation with subject experts, to realise

those ideas. The overriding aim is that tho intellectual

cent-mt of the system be appropriate to tho ways in which

subj(et experte organise their thinking in searching the

literature. Brief consideration is given to the alternative

physinal forms and formats employed in information services

which miiht choose to implement the system.
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I THE SYSTEM IN GENERAL

1 RATIONALE

The social sciences are often described as lacking consensus

by comparison with the 'hard' sciences. Shifting perspectives,

and differences in perspectives, mean that th' social sciences

lack the stable boundaries and clearly defined concepts which the

hard sciences are said to have achieved. In the absence of a

consensus of this kind, designers of information retrieval systems

tend to feel that they face very considerable problems. ThAr

idea, in organising documents for retrieval, is that subjects of

documents and of literature nearches alike may be located in terms

of a logical structure of mutually exclusive categories. Retrie-

val is achieved when a match between document and search subject

is found. On this view it would seem that, when a subject field

lacks consensus, the system designer must impose a logical

structure of his own. The dilemma is that subject experts in

general find such an approach unacceptable. Yet, on this view,

without a oonsersually agreed or at least accepted language in

which to talk about documents, effective retrieval of information

is impossible.

The assumption underlying the prototype information retrieval

system presented in this volume, is that there is an alternative

way of conceptualising the literature searching situation, which

allows of a more optimistic assessment of the practical possibil-

ities for information retrieval. We, too, recognise the multi-

plicity of structures and languages employed in social science

fields. We part company from other system designers in that we

see no reason to assume that user acceptance of a single language

is a prerequisite for retrieval. Consequently it does not

follow, for us, that effective retrieval of social science

information is impossible.

Wo take a positive position. We regard alternative and

changing languages as the necessary means by which social

scientists communicate new understandings. The prerequisite

for effective retrieval of social science information, in o-,z7

view, ie that the system respect empirical differences in the

languages that social scientists use, so as not to distort the

meaning of their idees. The development of a 'non-interfering'
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system is the task we have set ourselves*.

Clearly, in principle, there is a contradic'don'in terms when

we speak of a non-interfering system. Tho imposition of struct-

ure implied by a system must necessarily be interfering. How-

ever, in practice, leaving aside individual nuances in thinking,

we believe there is fairly wide agreement as to the overall

pattern of differences in thinking in the field. To this extent,

there is structure which can be imposed without serious interfer-

ence.

Views of the social world, as contrasted with collective

perceptions of thinking in a field or discipline, vary and overlap

in complex ways. We have considered arguments that a system

which seeks to reflect the empirical, rather than to impose its own

logical, structure of thinking, will necessarily be so complex

and confUsing as to be, for all practical purposes, unusable.

We feel this is to suggest that subject experts are incompetent

as practitioners of their own discipline. In fact, they tend to

have mastery of a number if not all of the languages of their

field, and to employ one or another depending on the focus they

wish to adopt. If so, providing the general framework has some

approximation to their view of their field, the problems of this

aspect of usability need not be serious.

A more important aspect of usability concerns the degree, as

opposed to the variety, of structure we impose. Our intention

is to confine the scheme to relatively generalised distinctions

amongst ways of thinking (eg model building/operationalisation,

level of analysis, content/context), so as to help the user to

orient himself within the literature. Within the broad and over-

:lapping categories we construct in this way, material is presented

as far as possible in authors' own terms, leaving the user free to

impose his own construction on what he finds. The summaries of

clocuments we provide to assist him in this, like the headings by

* A detailed account of the development of our ideas, their

theoretical basis and practical implications is given in the first

volume of our report: Swift, D. P. et al. A case study in index -

in: and classification in the sociolo:4 of education. Report to

Office for Scientific and Technical Information. Milton Keynes,

Open University, 1973.
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which documents are indexed, are as faithful as we can make them

(given the nood for condensation, and for consistent treatment of

like items) to authors' own description of their work.

We may mention, at this point, another difference between our-

selves and other system designers. We do not think that users

necessarily want only to locate work which in a superficial sense

matches their own, either in the particular concepts employed or

in substantive content. We are working on the assumption that,

at least as often, and probably more importantly if given a choice,

users will want to locate thinking which is compatible with their

own. Evaluation of documents in these terms must be a matter for

the individual user.

Litamtvre searching, viewed in this way, involves intellectual

effort on the part of users, as contrasted with 'push button'

systems which seek to take all the work off their shoulders. It

is possible that some users might be deterred from using a system

such as ours for this reason. There is, however, no alternative

if a system is to be effective for the subject expert. Our

concern is not, in any case, to increase the volume of use of the

literature so much as to ensure that, if a user judges that others

have ideas which might help him in his work, there is a tool avail-

able *which is appropriate for tracing them.

The thinking we have outlined hero has developed in the process

of consultation with subject exports, whose comments have been

highly valued and are warmly acknowledged. We are particularly

indebted to a group of subject exports* who have met regularly,

and worked in cooperation with us over several years, as part of a

project funded by the Office for Scientific and Technical

Information. It is our belief that a significant advance in

information retrieval systems for social scientists will be

aohievod only on the basis of a genuine partnership between subject

and information experts. The proposals discussed and illustrated

in these pagesrepresent a first attempt to promote discussion and

to provide a basis on which subject experts may enter fully into

debate of the issues involved. We hope very much that they will

* One outcome of their work is a paper Tociology and information

science', forthcoming in the Journal of Librariv:iol,p.
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feel prompted to comment on our proposals. We believe it is

°seen-bill that future development of social science information

systems be guided-by subject experts. The issues with which, as

Systems jesigners, we are ultimately concerned, boar on the future

direction of developments in a discipline, and subject exports

must olearlir control tho development of their own diseipline.

O

2 PRINCIPLES GUIDING SYSTEK BUILDING

General nature of system

Our aim is to develop an information system to aid

retrospective literature searching which will be sensitive to

the ways in which subject experts view their literature.

The system we propose comprises three aspects: procedures for selec-

tion and for description of ,dooumentsr and a scheme of intellec-

tual organisation for the indexing of documents to aid literature

searching. These procedures are being, developed by working

on documents in cooperation with subject experts. 'We believe

our ideas are relevant to a range of social science areas.

We have illustrated them in relation to our own field of the

sociology of education by (1) selecting documents relevant

to the soolological analysis of education from the 1971

volumes of around twenty journals, (2) preparing a brief

description of each article intended to convey its nature

and content, and (3) indexing each article from as many of

the viewpoints afforded by our retrieval scheme as are

relevant*.

Users to be served

The clientele we have in mind may be defined as those who

wish to concern themselves, for academic purposes with the

sociological analysis of education. We have not designed our

scheme to assist users in locating documents which provide

direct or off-the-peg solutions to practical problems.

Subject experts: be they researchers, teRchers or policy

* The sample bibliography and index fbrm Appendix A of volume

2 of our report.. Details of further items, studied in detail

but not included in the bibliography, are listed in Appendix

B of the report.
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makers, are in our view best served, for this kind of purpose,

by publications such as digests of research which relate

findings to practical situations. It is members of any of

these exoups in their role as academics whom we hope to help,

together with research assistants, librarians and information

officers entering as proxies into the thinking of particular

clients on whose behalf they search the literature.

Selection and description of documents

Detailed accounts of our procedures for both selection

and description of items are contained in the first volume

of the report of our project, and we do not repeat them

here. The main point about our selection practice is that

we do not subscribe to any particular definition of the

sociology of education in terms of its boundaries with other

fields or disciplines. Our approach is from the viewpoint

of the varied interests and concerns involved in 'doing'

the sociology of education, and we draw on thinking in a

range of fields and disciplines which has relevance in this

sense. Our descriptions are most succinctly described as

aiming (1) to convey the thinking of the original with the

minimum of distortion possible, and (2) to include as many

cues, to which users may be expected to respond in relating a

document to their own thinking; as space reasonably permits.

Construction of scheme' of intellectual or anisation

.A detailed description of our scheme of intellectual

organisation follows tha.s overview' of the system as a whole,

and we wish only to refer to its main features here. The

central principle guiding construction of our scheme is that

we are seeking to reflect differences and developments in

perspectives in a field, rather than to map or taxonomise the

subject matter of that field.- The notion of perspective is

sometimes used as a synonym for the range Of 'isms' prominent

in theoretical discussions in the social sciences. Ne define

it more broadly to include any intellectual structure which,

in day-to-day practice of his discipline, an observer imposes

upon his subject matter for the purposes of description or

explanation.
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The particular categories employed will vary from one

obseiver to another. 'le do not aim to reflect individual

differences in thinking in the scheme we propose. Our

approach, in brief, is to index documents in terms of

'dimensions' by which knowledge in a field comes to be struc-

tured. At the most general level, this means selecting a

number of distinctive ways of thinking about work in a field

(eg models, methodology employed). Then, viewing a corpus

of work from each of these standpoints in turn, we propose to

structure the corpus of work in terms of each of a range of

distinctions -which we have selected from amongst those relevant

to a given standpoint. (For example, when thinking about a

body of work in terms of-the models employed, level of

analysis and range of phenomena concerned are amongst the

relevant considerations.) The distinctions we make are

defined relatively broadly lest, by the categories we construct,

we impose structure seriously incompatible with the definitions

a user wishes to employ.

A general conspectus of the.scheme may be helpful at this

stage (see opposite page).

The main point about the construction _of our scheme, by

contrast with schemes which employ a logical structure, is

that the 'dimensions' it comprises are conceptually indepen-

dent of one another although, in terms of the documents to

which they are relevant, they are overlapping. Our cate-

gories simply represent different, often crosscutting, ways

of talking about work in the field, selected from amongst those

actually employed in the field. The test of their validity

will be the extent to which members of the field recognise

them as such, and are able to think with them.

Our method of construction allows us readily to take

account of developments as well as differences in thinking..

We have imposed no structure at the level of individual

concepts, so that redefinitions of concepts will be 'absorbed'

without affecting the scheme. Now elements can be built

into the scheme, without disruption of existing ones, for

day-to-day purposes. This will have a cumulative effect
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such that, if the scheme is rat progressively to become out

of touch with thinking in the field, per41dic review of the

categories in the scheme will be essential. One can

envisage an ongoing process of 'maintenance' by which

particular sets of categories within the scheme become subject

to review onco they are seen to relate to a focus of intensive

activity in the field. Only changes at the level of

generalised perspectives (og the recent emergence of phenomen-

ological sociology) would be likely to affect the overall

structure of the scheme, and developments at this level tend to

bo both rare and gradual*.

Anticipated use of system

It may help to describe the nature of tho system we are

propce:ng if we reformulate what we have said in terms of the

interantion of a hypothetical user with the system. From the

user's point of view, our central aim is that he should be able

to search the literature in terms which have reasonable con-

sonance with the way in which he has chosen to think about the

problem ho is studying, and the definitions he wishes to employ.

Practioal constraints are such that we can offer him only a

limited range of options. This makes it particularly

important that our choice aid definition of options are appro-

priate.

We believe the process of literature searching to be a

complex one, involving an interplay between constructions

imposed upon a body of documents and clarification of problem,

but this modal has yet to be subjected to empirical test.

At a more superficial level, and in terms of the way it would

* We should perhaps make the point that change in the scheme

does not mean that structure previously imposed becomes invalid,

nor that documents indexed by categories whioh become obsolete

have necessarily to be reindexed by new ones. The implica-

tion is rather than previously indexed documents may, in

hindsight, be seen as forerunners of some new development, and

would be indexed by relevant new categories as well as their

original ones, but such documents are likely to be in a minority.
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be shaped by the system wp have built, the process may be des-

cribed as follows

(1) Hypothetical user considors which of the following kinds

of consideration are relevant to the problom in hard: (a)

Thoories and models; (b) Mothodology; (c) Affiliation with

an aroa defined by a journal policy; (d) Affiliation with an

area definod by a 'significant author'`; (e) Affiliation with

an aroa defined by current interest; (f) Variables; (g)

Samplo; (h) Geographical location of investigation.

(2) Usor eliminates those not relevant. He chooses to

think in operational terms, and selects 'Variables' option.

(3) User has to consider whether he defines his variables

at the individual level or the social (io not reducible to

properties of the individual, as is often the case with organ-

isational or system variables). Usor is studying attitudes

and selects 'Defining individuals' option.

(4) User finds throe catogorios: Social background

characteristics; Physical, dovelopmontal and behavioural

characteristics; Social psychological characteristics. Ho

selects tho lattor.

(5) Usor locates tho set of documents labellod 'Attitudes'.

Ho has than to consider whether he is thinking in terms of

content (og local/cosmopolitan) or context (og attitudes to

education). User is thinking in terms of content, and selects

relevant dichotomies and frameworks.

(6) User refers to descriptions of individual documents or

originals to study the definitions employed by authors in the

context of their work and to rolato them to his own thinking.

(7) Wore our usor to go on to search the literaturo again in

some other terms (og if he worn thinking in terms of the

methodology or models used in investigations reported in tho

literature), tho process would be similar but his search of

the literature would be guided by other questions relevant to

the issues invelvod.

* This term is coined by analogy with 'significant other' and

denotes nu evaluation.
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For tho purposes of describing our system, we have mis-

represented the process of literature searching in an important

way which we must now, explain. In the course of stages (1)

to (5) the user has a range of options from which to choose,

but it is a forced choice. !To make the assumption that the

user is prepared to Accept the risk of losing a proportion of

relevant documen1 ts for the sake of speedily locating a set of

documents of manageable proportions on which to work. This

is an artificial situation. In 'normal' circumstances (ie the

user in interaction with an unsorted body of documents), the

process of decision making would be too complex for us to do

more than make a general statement about it in one or two

sentences, as we have done. in describing stage (6).

Tho point we are making is that although our account makes

stage (6) appear no more than an 'outcome' of the search, it is

the only part of the process/ which can strictly be described

as literature searching. The preceding steps represent only

the first stages of a larger process, and are a very inadequate

simulation of that part of the process. He tend to share the

view of a subject expert who suggested that, taking the process

as a whole, it is best described in terms of the user 'doing' a

perspective*.

Imgomentation of the szaka

Ito have designed. our system with the concerns of a service

such as Sociolo of Education Abstracts (SEA) uppermost in

mind. Fbr instance, increasing the amount of use made of the

available literature is of secondary importance to quality of

use, if the aim is to assist the devolopment of ideas in .'a

field without 'interfering' with it. This particular system

we are constructing aims to be relevant to the sociological

analysis of education, although we believe the general prin-

ciples guiding our work to be appropriate for comparable,

services in other subject fields.

* This description is'prObably-eqUitlly validlY:appliedto the

indexing process, in which the indexer must sensitise himself

to the Perspective of an author and seek to reenact it.
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The main prerequisites for implementation of our system

are the active involvement of practising subject experts, and

subject background on tho part of inhouso staff. Given those

circumstances, there is nothing in our experience of running

information services to suggest any serious problems for a

service which wishes to offer a facility for retrospective

literature searching, and judgos our system to be appropriate

to the intellectual noods of its users.

Intellectual appropriateness is clearly the first con- '

sidoration for a service in deciding whether to implement such

a system. There are of courso a variety of forms and formats

in which it might be realised. Considerations of this kind,

together with economic and organisational factors,

bearing on how the system is implemented. Ue arc

that our system need not be ruled out on practical

will have a

satisfied

grounds*.

As it stands at present, the system may be viewed as a

prototype. Further work on tho construction of our scheme

of intellectual organisation is a first priority, although the

system as a whole is subject to further development since the

different aspects of the system aro interdependent (for instance,

work on tho methodology section of our scheme has had implica-

tions for our selection policy and for the elements of documents

to bo represented in our descriptions).

Categorical statements of any kind about a system under

development are liable to be ill-founded and premature. The

point to make is that wo believe the principles on which we are

working to bo appropriate. We shall not realise them perfectly.

The problems that confront us aro the same ones that confront the

social scientist. This does not moan that we should abandon..
* As an example, an annual sot of descriptions and indexes to

300 items would broak even at a selling price of 21.25 per copy,

oven if our procedures were employed in all their detail, and

even if the, publication had to stand entirely on its own.

Sharing of facilities in ,a service which issued several pub-

lications, and the streamlining of procedures which would be

expected in an oporational.situation, would

production costs.

of course, reduce
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our principles for more immedatoly realisablo onos. We see

the system designer's task as being to devise procedures which

represent the least departure from principle which can be

achieved within the constraints of tho practical situation.

To take anexamplo, a major question for us, from a

practical point of viow, is the capability of our scheme of

intellectual organisation to accommodate a larger body of

material than we havo indoxod so far without increasing,

boyond manageable proportions, (Dither the size or number of

sots to which the searcher is dirooted. Our scheme is at an

advantage over those which are relatively fixed, in that sorious

ovorburdoning of categories is unlikely in a scheme designed to

respond to diversification of thinking in its field. The

reverse situation is quite possible, namely a superabundance

of sots of ono. - In this caso$ the effect would still be to

convoy more meaning, with no less effort for the searcher, than

mechanically produced one documont/ono line indexes. We would

expect, however, a procoss of coalescence amongst such sets as

now areas and approaches become established, which would act as

a mechanism of control in this respect. Were such a

mochanism to prove inadequate, it would bo for us to deviso

procedures such that the necessary amount of clustering would

bo achieved with the minimum loss of meaning.

In short, practical realisation of our. system should be

viewed not as a finite stage. inits life cycle, but as an

ongoing process, involving continuing evolution in response to

dovolopmonts in thinking in the field. We vievuthis-as essen

tial if tho system is to be of practiOal aid to subjeptexperte,

as academicsvin working on their litoraturb.

3 ALTERNATIVE MODES OF ACCESS TO TgE. LITERATI=

X=066

The effectiveness of 'a system such as we have outlined is

dependent upon appropriate 'choice and definition ofaPproaches

to be afforded by the eystem. Only the subject-expert Caneay

what,- for hiPIO:Peonstitutes an appropriate range of options.

This applies both to the .present stage of syeteM construction,
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and to the subsequent evolution of the system in response to the

development of ideas in the field.

There has already been consultation with subject experts

over.our procedures for selection and preparation of descrip-

tions, and also over general principles for constructing a

scheme of intellectual organisation for retrieval. We focus

now on the structure by which we are attempting to realise these

prinoiples in our scheme. Our-purpose is to make explicit the

distinctions and definitions underlying this structure. This

will enable subject experts to make an informed judgment as to

the value of the options we have built into the Scheme, rela-

tive to thcise we have blocked in the process.

General considerations

We have desoribed our approach as concerned with indexing

documents in terms of the 'dimensions' by which knowledge

comes to be structured. This involves selecting distinctive

ways of thinking about work in the field, which subject experts

might wish to employ in searching the literature. We shOuld

therefore say something about the considerations which guide

the process of selection..

A first point is that the distinctions we make in construo-

ing categories should be selected from those employed in the

field, not externally imposed. They should therefore be famil-

iertO the searcher even if he does not personally accept them.

Secondly, the distinctions we select should be capable of clear

definitiOn and relatively reliable'application. 'Intuitive'

indexinge.liable to be unPredictable. Thirdly, where there

are several major distinotione of equal relevance,. we should

employ them all, rather than arbitrarily telecting one. Fourth-

ly, from a practical point ofYview, the distinctions should

lead'to useful sets of manageable proportions for the searcher.

Further considerations arise with regard to ways of rel-

ating-Idimensionel together aea:scheme. 'Our position on-this

matter is that, as a general principle, documents should be

sorted on one ldimensionl'at a' time. We haVe ekperiMented with

combining-add' crosstabulating categories, and we find this

praotioe is open to serious objection. Users.' constructions
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are varied and sometimes complex, and there are no grounds for

selecting one way of combining categories rather than another.

A final general point is that we are in no sense aiming f-

at uniformity in the structure, e impose. Eaoh section of the

scheme represents a different way. , of approaching the litera-

ture*. The construction of oategoriesland the representation

of sets of items as categories, reflect these differences in

approach. In other words, we have varied our °indexing lan-

guage' in relation to different ways of thinking and talking

which subject experts may employ.

Major options

The main seotions of our scheme are intended to represent

a range of considerations relevant to widely different app-

roachea' to the study of the social world, both in our own and

other social science fields. Broadly speaking, we have assumed

that (1) sometimes the searcher will wish to think in terms

of assumptions guiding investigation (indexes to theories and

models, methodology); (2) sometimes the searcher will view

the process or content of investigation in terms defined by

some theoretical or substantive area of enquiry in the fie]d.

(we attempt to tap elements in collective perceptions of such

patterning by our indexes to areas defined in terms of journal

policy, 'significant authors' and current interests); (3) some-

times the searcher will focue on operational aspects of fnves-

tigatim (indexes to variables, sample, geographical location

of investigation). These ways of approaching the study of the

social world, of course, by no means exhaust the possibilities,

but we believe they are amongst the most widely relevant.

When the searcher turns to a particular section of the

scheme, a further range of options is presented, each of which

may sometimes be relevant in terms of the viewpoint he has

chosen to adopt. We discuss each section (;11 the scheme in turn.

*It will be clear that agivenSpprPP,qh is not necesSarilY:.

relevant to all documents, but equally approaches are not

mutually exclusive in terms of the.documents to which they are

relevant; the subsets are overlapping,
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Options relevant-to thinking in terms of theories and models

Our definition of theories and models refers to thinking

about a situation as contrasted with accepting a taken for

granted view of it. This definition has been chosen so as to

take account of a considerable body of work which, whilst few

would question its relevance to the sociological analysis of

education, lacks any fully worked out theory. This body of

work tends to relate, directly or indirectly, to a concern

with intervention policies. It is reasonable to suppose

that the existence of such a body of work is typical of other

areas in which a discipline is brought to bear on a field of

practical activity.

We assume that the searcher will sometimes be concerned

with understanding for its own sake, the issues addressed being

theoretical ones, and sometimes will have a concern to influ,

ence policy, the issue's then addressed being practical ones.

We have built in this distinction as central to this index,

although the two approaches are not regarded as mutually ex-

elusive interms of documents.

For the purpose of classifying documents on the basis of

thinking addressed to theoretical issues, we propose to employ

Dawe's diStinction between 'order' and 'control' views of the

.social world *. The distinction is one which will be familiar

to subject experts, and we therefore hope,it will have pre-:

diotability as: regards locating different theoretical app..:

roaches, even if individualerwould personally classify them in

some other way.

Dawe defines 'order' views as positing a social system

ontologically prior to its partioipants. There is no single

operational expression of this position .which can be employed

for classifying documents in relation to Dawe's distinction.

Its meaning varies according to the standpoint of a particular

model. We can best illustrate the basis for our classification

*Dave A. The two-goolologies.-- British Journal of Sociology,

1970, XXI(2), 207.:218.'
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decisions by means of examples. We do not necessarily impute

belief to the observer; we are merely concerned with whether

the observer proceeds as if the system had ontological prior-

ity. Thus, for example, models which view aspects of the

social environment as catalyst or as impaoting on the indiv-

idual are classified under this heading. Models including

the notion of conformity to or deviance from a normative order,

and models viewing the social world in a nonpersonalised way,

are also taken to rest (for the observer's working purposes

at least) on a similar assumption. Where general traditions

like Marxism are concerned, classification under this or the

'control' heading will depend upon the particular aspect of a

theory which is stressed.

We had hoped to subdivide 'order' views on the basis of

a relatively conventional definition of level of analysis

(eg individual / group / societal or institutional). In prac-

tice, we found that a large number of studies spanned the

levels, differences in level of analysis being largely a

matter of relative emphasis on the individual or the social.

We therefore propose a rough division only between (1) studies

which focus on the individual, the social being conceptualised

in some sense as an element of the individual's environment,

and (2) studies which focus on social phenomena, the individual

being conceptualised not as a person but as an element or unit

of a social system.

'Control' views are defined as resting on the assumption

that the eociakworld.is constructed by,its.membere, in terms

of the meanings they impobe on social situations.',There is,

as with 'order' views, no single operational:expression of the

position Which may, guide_ theolassifier to locate models or

theories under this heading rather than the 'order' one. Rel-

ativismvap in the notions of alternative, definitions of.the

situation and alternative rationalities, tends to beakeynote.

There are no:diStinctions,comparable_to-level2ofanalysip.

for 'order' views,- to which 'control' authors in general sub-

scribe. However, .OPCmmon factor is the rejection of an

'order' view.:- Consequently, 'control' aUthore:tend -0 be
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detailed and explicit in explaining their alternative app-

roaches, so that their thinking can actually be seen to be

based on an assumption of social construction. Their thinking

also tends to be associated with a particular language (eg acts,

action, doing, rather than behaviour, behaving). Linguistic

cues such as these serve as a check on the imputation of a

'control' view to an author in classifying his document.

The organisation of material within both 'order' and

'control' categories seeks to take account of.recognised ways

in which subject experts organise their thinking. The same

procedures are used for both categories. There are, first,

established 'approaches' for which the literature provides

labels, some of which have the status of 'isms', whilst others

are more limited in scope. Secondly, theories and models may

be described in terms of the phenomena to which they refer,

some of which may be viewed as clustering together as estab-

lished approaches for study in a particular area, whilst others

(at the present time at least) seem to stand on their own as

conceptualisations of the phenomenon in question. Finally,

there are different concepts of an analytical nature, some

of which may be used simply as a frame for sorting data,

whilst others (eg paradigms of ideal types) come much closer

to fully worked out theories, We have attempted no distinc-

tion on this latter basis, on the grounds that the insights

afforded by description may be held to constitute an explan-

ation'. We merely distinguish all these analytical concepts

from what Blum calls'Isensitisingl conoepts, the latter not

being indexed here, The grounds for inclusion as an analyt-

ical concept is that the concept be readily operationalisable.

In olassifying thinking addressed to practical issues,

we propose a distinction between models which conceptualise

situations in ways relevant to social intervention (including

education) policy making, and models which guide evaluation

of intervention policies in terms of some kind of means/ends

framework. The former comprise models of situations affording

insights which have then been translated by an author into

implications for action, as well as models of intervention
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situations. We use the term model here to cover a range of

thinking including frameworks and concepts, assumptioni

guiding definition of concepts, and specification of factors

relevant to intervention in.a given situation. Models guiding

evaluation, which relate, actual to 'ideal' or future states

within:some kind of means/ends framework, may refer to unin-

tended as well as intended effects.

As a final point, we may mention that this index illus-

trates our practioe of varying the 'indexing language' to suit

the documents in hand. In the case of established approaches,

a simple label is adequate to convey all the meaning required

(eg structural functionalism). In the case of some oonceptual

isations of particular phenomena, as typified by the phrase

'school as organisation', it is not adequate separately to

index the model as 'organisational' and the phenomenon as

'school'. A. phrase combining all the main elements in such

a model,, preserved as a unit, is required. Examples are:

'Aoademio reward system as exchange process'; 'Mobility as

compensatory/ disruptilre process'.

Options relevant to thinkingAntermulmettodalogy

The notion of methodology per se will be unacceptable to

some of our users. The thorOughgoing phenomenologist, for

instance, will reject a distinction between methodology and

conceptualisation, on the grounds that merely by collecting,

evidence, an'observer is imposing a construction on the sit-

uation. Such users are already served by the theories and

.models section of the scheme. There is probably also a large

number of people who have no specific concern with methodology,

and Who may tend to-think of it as imethods'!' A separate

index to Methods. was planned.

There are, however, some for whom methodological issues

are of central impOrtanCe. Some would argue that an observer

always has a model, ementhOugh it may be implicit. We feel

we cannot:ignore the view that the particular model employed

implicitly oreiplicitly'lby the .observer guides the process
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by which he selects data from the environment, and determines

what data he selects.

In thinking about the construction of this index, we dec-

ided to experiment with a definition of methodology as con-

cerned with procedures of investigation in terms of the

relation between model and evidenoe of whatever kind (one

need not presuppose formal empirical investigation). More

specifically, we may say that methodology is concerned with

assumptions in, the models relative to assumptions implicit in

methods and techniques.

On this view, we take the searcher in general to be inter-

ested in how others, similar in their thinking, have proceeded

operationally, in order to collect ideas which he will eval-

uate in relation to his own work. We take the methodologist

to be, in a similar way, interested in the relation between

the models and the procedures which observers have chosen to

adopt. His interest, however, will be in the alternative fac-

tors which may make particular procedures seem appropriate to

particular models, and also in the criteria by which the

relative importance of alternative factors may be weighed.

We argued that, to allow searchers to approach documents

in these terms, we should construct categories which describe

alternative views of the relation between model and method.

Unfortunately, in general, labels describing this relation are

difficult for the classifier to apply reliably. Documents

tend to describe the outcome rather than the process of inves-

tigation so that, for instance, it may not be clear whether an

a priori or a grounded theory approach has been employed.

FTOM the point of view of serving the methodologist, the prob-
.

lem is rather a lack of language in which, to talk about the

-Jelation between model and method in his terms, although there

are a few labels (eg aggregative,'ecological fallacy), employ-

ed for purposes of criticism, which characterise overall re-

search strategies.

We considered the possibility of crosstabulating' state-

ments about models with statements about methods, as raw data

with which the,searcher may work. It is by no means clear,
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.however, what aspeots of models are to be regarded as having

implications for methodology, in the sense of being directly

relatable in the mind of the model builder to the tasks of

data collection. It is also often the case that the model is

implicit or not presented formally. Another point is that a

lcrosstabulation, approach could be viewed as a conservative

bias in the scheme, since it would only describe methods which

have been employed in relation to given thinking whereas, at

the level of assumptions, a rather wider range of methods

might have consonance with that thinking.

This seems to be a situation in which we have to accept

that for lack of required data, we can only inadequately rep-

resent the nature of the relationship in the observer's mind

between model and procedures of investigation. We see no

reason to depart from our principle that, where categories

are not available in the field, it is not appropriate to im-

pose structure externally.. We do not propose to impute meth-

odologioal positions when none are stated. We see our task .

rather as to devise approximations to our definition of meth-

odology. We have experimented with alternative approaches

with the object:of helping users to identify options which are

not seriously distortiilg.

We can first identify certain aspects of models which will

be fairly generally agreed to have implications for procedures

of investigation. The distinction between 'order'. and !contror

views, which we employed in the previous index, is one such.

Within 'order' views, a distinction such as that between sec-.

ial factors in individual differences and individual develop-

ment,is another. From other angles, for instance concentual-

isation of 'a situation .40Static or dynamic, we may think of:

further distinctions with which to experiment,- and subject

experts will be able to Suggest others.

With this as-a starttng.point we can. think in terms of

.constructing statements referring to Whatwe may call.the.

'methodological models' guidini studies (eg aspects ofdefin-
_ .

. ,

ition and measurement'. of variablesfor:study Of:attitude.for.

'Dation as process of self reflexive activity). By thip,means,
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we are able to present the relationship between model and

method as a relationship. Also, where the grounds or criteria

for adoption of particular procedures are given, we may help

the methodologet as well as the general searcher by including

them in the statement. This approach is as appropriate for

documents criticising others' methodology as for documents in

which an author charaoterises his own.

We found, when we began constructing such statements for

documents providing us with at least the minimum data we

needed, that several patterns began to emerge. There seems

to be a difference in focus between those who emphasisapp-

ropriateness of explanation relative to model and those who

emphasise validity of evidence relative to explanation sought.

In the first, case, either assumptions or the approaches to

which they give rise may be stressed. In the second, the

stress may be on research strategies in general or procedures

specific to some particular stage or aspect of research.

We have already mentioned that we originally planned to

build in an inventory of methods as a section of the seheme

separate, from methodology. It then occurred to us that users

who tend to think of methodology as 'methods' would not be

greatly inconvenienced if we were to loCate this inventory

within the methodology section. Tie felt it would have a value

here as a complementary approach for thoseeinterested in meth-

odology as such, as well as serving them on the occasions when

their ooncern is with methods rather than methodology.

It seems reasonable to suppOse that familiarity with the

assumptions implicit in alternati.ve methods will enable the

searcher to make some predictions as to the location of studies

which he would regard as compatible with the thinking he has

chosen to employ, We recognise that, for either the general'.

searcher or the methodologist, an inventory of methods can an--;

swer only a. range of queettions. There isvhowever,

the advantagethat:it_ellowS us to maiceat least a partial

statement about the methodology of documents which we are un-

able to oharacterise by the other approachwe have described

because we lack some of tb.e.dat4 we need. As such, the invent-

ory of methods may be viewed as a complementary aeprOach to
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indexing methodology, and another 'approximation' for users

to evaluate.

Options relevant to thinkiirasterrnf
work in a field

There may be times when the most appropriate or convenient

way for the subject expert to characterise his work is in

terms of affiliation with a particular area of work in his

field. Individual perceptions of the patterning of work in

a field will probably differ. However, we believe it is

possible to identify common elements which are likely to form

part of a collective view of the field, and which may serve

as a language for talking about affiliations rithin the field.

In thinking about classifying documents in terms of this

approach, we have looked first to the documents themselves to

define elements in this view. We first argue that the process

of publication involves the imposition of structure on docu-

ments, and that this structure has meaning to members of the

field. In so far as journal editors and publishing houses

have distinctive selection policies, these are likely to be

known to their clientele, and changes in policy ma' be readily

observed. Thus, to characterise a document in terms of its

provenalloe in this sense is tc, identify it as a member of a

category, and to say something about either its approach or

content, or both. We use this 'language' as the basis for

one of our lamas' indexes.

Secondly, subject experts tend to trace their affiliations

with other members of the field in describing their work.

Thus, in a similar way, the names of individuals to whom an

intellectual debt is acknowledged* constitute labels which

place documents in traditions and enable the subject expert

to relate them to his own thinking at the time of a liters"-

*Reference to an individual in a list of citations or a foot-

note is not assumed necessarily to imply an intellectual debt.

We define intellectual debt in terms of evidenoe that specific

ideas have been drawn from anther's work, and we have looked

to the text of an article for such evidence.
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tune search. We have noted that significant others, or in

this case 'significant authors', may be defined in at least

two ways. We make a distinction between tracing a genealogy

('vertical' links among individuals, the 'ancestor' often

being a 'great man') and acknowledging membership of a

clique ('horizontal' links among contemporaries variously de-

veloping related ideas). We have chosen the former to exem-

plify this kind of approach as another 'areas' index. We

have constructed two sets of such 'significant authors' as

sources of theoretical and methodological ideas respectively.

These two 'areas' indexes have the advantage of employing

relatively reliable indicators. The picture of the field

they present is, however, that portrayed by the literature.

As an alternative approach, we believe it will be helpful

to ask subject experts themselves to characterise the pattern

of current interests in the field as they see it, and to

index documents in terms of their picture of the field also.

The greater sensitivity and currency afforded by this approach

are likely to outweigh any disadvantages from the greater

degree of intuition involved in indexing of this kind. Reg-

ular review of this kind of 'areas' index is essential so

that it keeps abreast of developments in the field. From a

different angle, surveys of research and of education in diff-

erent countries may be assumed also to relate to the current

stage of developments, and are included as subsets in this

index.

Options relevant to thinking in terms of variables

By 'thinking in terms of variables' we mean a concern

with the operational aspect of investigation, focussing on the

translation of a model into variables amenable to measurement

in some sense, although we do not exclude from consideration

the indexes, measures and instruments by which data are act-

ually collected and sorted. This is to contrast conceptual-

isation and operationalisation of a model for the purposes of

empirical investigation. We assume that the coacher may wish

to approach the literature at an operational level as well as

in terms of theories and models, and that the scheme should
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allow for this.

In olassifying documents in terms of this aspect of invest-

igation, we make a central distinction between variables de-

fining individuals and variables defining social situations.

It would seem that empirical investigation must necessarily,

whatever the model guiding it, involve the collection of data

on individuals. For example, even a study of mobility as a

social process (based perhaps on a societal model in terms of

sponsored v contest mobility) requires data on mobility as a

property of individuals. In this index, therefore, mobility

is indexed in the 'individual' section. This contrasts with

our practice in the theories and models index, where the crit-

erion is level of analysis. Not all the variables in our

material, however, can be expressed as properties of individ-

uals. An obvious example is size of social unit. The

Isooiall section of this index brings together those variables

which can only be viewed as properties of social situations.

An additional distinction that could be made amongst var-

iables referring to individual phenomena concerns the unit of

discussion. Although, in an empirical investigation dealing

with social situations, it is necessary to collect data on

individuals, some authors discuss their investigation solely

in terms of the population with which they are concerned.

Their interest is not so much in summing individual responses

as in making generalisations about categories of individuals.

In some oases, this distinction is easy to make by examining

authors' terminology. For instance, an author may state an

interest not in differences in attitudes according to partic-

ular social characteristics, but in the likelihood of persist -

ant cleavages of opinion developing, within a community, between

categories defined in terms of social characteristics. In

other cases, the distinction is less obvious, and often takes

the form of giving priority to one variable (eg family back-

ground identification), and making generalisations about the

category so identified in terms of other variables.

This kind of approach is, in our view, analytically dis-

tinct both from the study of individuals as individuals, and
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from the study of groups as groups. It has perhaps most in

common with the investigation of stereotypes. In practice,

the judgment as tc whether an author I 'caring this pair of

conceptual spectacles or not must often rest on questions of

individual interpretation, and inter-indexer reliability

might be low. Given this proviso, there is no reason why the

distinction should nt' be tuilt into the index, if subject

experts indicate that they find it conceptually appropriate

and helpfUl.

The further structure we have imposed is designed to be

loose in fit. Variables are defined independently of one ttn-

other, unlike the elements of a conceptual model, which lose

meaning when divorced from one another. Variables may differ

or overlap in meaning from one observer to another. Our app..

roach, therefore, has been to construct broad groups of vari-

ables, such that the individual variable is roughly context-

ualised and no attempt is made to relate them to precise

definitions.

We have employed a general distinction, at a number of

points in the index, between definitions in terms of content

(eg local/cosmopolitan attitudes) and of context or role

(eg attitudes to education). We believe this will be gener-

ally acceptable. There are other circumstances where we have

felt unable even to differentiate particular variables in a

cluster of related variables. For instance, we have gone no

further than to classify variables relating to performances

and capacities under one of three headings (abilities, ach-

ievements, potential).

Such sets of 'individual variables' are grouped in three

categories (social background / physioal, developmental and

behavioural / social psychological characteristic's), and sets

of 'social variables' in two categories (as referring to

person-defined interaction and nonpersonalised structures/

processes respectively). Even this degree of structure may be

rejected by some, although it is unlikely that they will be

practically inconvenienced by it. For instance, some sociol-

ogists will reject not only the distinotic4,s emongst sets of
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variables under the heading of social psychological character-

istics, but the meaning of the heading itself.

There are also alternative ways in which these variables

may be classified, representing ways in which searchers are

equally likely to think. We illustrate one of these, involving

grouping of variables in terms of the social cortext to which

they have been applied (eg classroom variables, family var-

iables, teacher variables). Another is proposed by which

'combinations' of variables would be indexed (eg social class

+ achievement, social class + language).

This index is a good example of the application of several

of the principles we outlined earlier, and it affords an opp-

ortunity to assess their appropriateness and practical value.

It will be clear that we have had to balance considerations

of constructing sets of proportions manageable for the

searcher against that of imposing no more structure than will

be generally acceptable. It also represents a case when sev-

eral modes of categorisation are essential adequately to take

a000unt of alternative approaches the searcher may at differ-

ent times wish to adopt.

tions relevant to other ractioal as eats of investi tion

Other notions relevant to operational investigation are

the sooiooultural context and the population to which a study

is generalisable. There is often ambiguity on these points

in documents, and subject experts we have consulted indicated

that, in these instances, reliability was the prime require-

ment of an index. In the sections of the scheme relating to

these two notions, therefore, we have based our indexes on

sample* as specified and geographical location in which an

investigation was carried out, recognising that the validity

of these indicators may be questioned.

Samples of individuals are indexed in two ways: educational/

developmental stage (adults are indexed within this framework

only when engaged in formal education), and social character-

*We use the term in the Glaser and Strauss sense of

theoretical sample.
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istios. The notion of educational/developmental stage re-

quires explanation. It has been adopted to take account of

different approaches th,.Lt may be employed in defining samples.

Educational level is diffioult to equate across institutions

and even more so aoross countries, and some studies focus on

chronological rather than intellectual age. To translate all

data in terms of chronological age, however, would result in

the loss of much meaning. We therefore distinguish between

pre /oompulsory /posteduoational stages, the boundaries of

which vary according to country. Within this framework, sam-

ples are indexed by type of institution (contextualised by

country) and chronological age, and additionally by grade in

the compulsory education stage section. We experiment with

a presentation in the form of charts for age and grade. A

given sample is indexed in as many ways as are relevant.

Samples of larger units have been listed. We are uncertrlin

as to whether characteristics of members of these units, as

well as of the units themselves, would helpfully be indexed.

If so, there is the question of whether these data would best

be merged with that 2or individuals or should form a separate

but parallel section in this index.

We have confined our indexing of geographical location to

the country level, but it would be quite feasible to build in

further detail. Names of regions and conurbations, for in-

stance, convey demcn7raphic information which may assist the

searcher.

Both indexes represent a mechanical approach to indexing

which in one cense detracts from their value. Clearly, the

nature of a sample may have no bearing on the subject matter

of a study, and goographionl location may similarly be II

runction of oiroumetExkoes or convenience rather than defli.pr.

The strength of these indexes is that they are based on rel-

atively'hard'data. They thus gain in reliability what they

lose in validity.
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Conclusion

The prototype scheme we have outlined has drawn heavily

on suggestions made by subject experts whom we have consulted.

Nevertheless, by the options we have created, we have inev-

itably blocked other approaches in ways that may not have

been predictable. Only subject experts can 'judge the appro-

priateness, for their purposes in searching the literature,

of what we propose, and their comments will shape the con-

tinuing evolution of the prototype scheme we have built. As

a first concrete expression of the ideas they have put to us,

the prototype version-is a necessary means by which they may

clarify and develop their thinking concerning the appropriate

organisation of their information,
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II SCHEME OP INTELLECTUAL ORGANISATION

COMPRISING:

Vrall *de structure of scheme Pp.36-39

IndiVidual sections of'soheme:

Pag .9.1.2.12,2L21911ai

Theories and models 41

MethodologY 49
Affiliation with area defined by

journal policy 55

Affiliation with area defined by
'significant author' 59

Affiliation with area defined by
current interest 63

Variables 67

Sample 75

Geographical location of investigation 83'

Old gold
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Lavender
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Yellow

White

READERS ARE RECOMMENDED TO STUDY THE BASIC STRUCTURE
BUILT INTO THE SCHEME (see PP36-39) BEFORE LOOMING AT TEE
DETAILED PRESENTATION-1N LATER PAGES.

The scheme rests 464 relatively few major distinctions,
selected from amongst those widely used in the field. The
structure may give an initial impression' complexity* but
knowledge of the distinctioue we have a:4)1079d in construc
iugeategoriee will counteract- this:effept.:
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Cutting aoross the above individual/social olaasifioation of variables,
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of variables (eg classroom variables, organisational variataes,

teacher variables).

A further possiola nod& of oatagorisation vs might employ is the

indexing of 'combinations' of variables . (eg social *lass and achieve-

ment, sooial class and language).
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Individual sections of schemes

THEORIES AND MODELS
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Proposed content of index

522z32SiVex

Theories and models employed in carrying out investigation
of either a theoretical or empirical nature, including those
designed to have a direct bearing on policy questions.

Range of documents covered

Studies in which a theoretical framework of any kind is
employed, for the purpose of either theory building, theory
testing, or the application of theory to afford insights into
practical situations.

Rangtof thinking covered

The index covers idealisations ranging from generalised
models of man to models, theories and concepts specific to
particular situations. A special feature is that we index posi-
tions that authors refer to in order to reject, as well as those
they adopt. We do not, however, index atheoretical positions,
those opting for 'naked empiricism', pragmatic etc approaches,
although we recognise them:as 'traditions'.
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Details of proposed structure

This index is divided into two parts. The l'irst repreeents tninkinr ar!e.
reseed to theoretical questions. In the necond, ae explore the possibil-
ity of bringing together theories and models which researchers have em-
oloyed to provide insights into situations raising issues of pxacticel
concern, along with the thinking of those directly concerned with
making in relation to social intervention.

THINKING ADDRESSED TO
THEORETICAL ISSUES

A central distinction is made be-
tween 'order' and 'control' views,
based .n.n Dawe's characterisation
of models which focus on system
and action respectively, the dom-
inant actor in the first ease
being the systnn and, in the sec-
ond, the person.

'01:DER' VIEWS OF SOCIAL WORLD

We subdivide 'order' views on tha
basis of unit of study.

Social system as unit of study
(individual as element in
social system)

Theories and models in terms

of 'a-2219.11212g1

General traditions

Conflict
Consensus
Cybernetio
Exchange
Functional
Marxist

There are also approaches des-
cribed in terms such as 'man'
as judgmental dope' and 'soc-
iological-scientific absurdity'.
These tend to be used in a
pejorative sense, and study of
further material will be re-
quired to determine how to
represent them.

Other specific models

Bureaucratic and formal
organisational models

Communication-exchange-
coalition model

Embourgeoisement thesis
Input /output systems models
Role models
Subcultural models

Theories and mojsls in terms
of the phenomena to which
they refer

General areas

Collective behaviou
(including unrest)

THINKING ADDRESSED TO
THEORETICAL ISSUES cont'd

Differential access to life
chances (including enual-
ity of opportunity)

Innovation and change
Institutionalised human

grouse
Relation Letwoan efhict4tion

and society
Stratification
Urban politics

We do not propose to index
here societal theories of a
wholly generalised nature.

Particular conceptualisations
of different phenomena

We propose to describe items in
the form typified by the foll-
owing phrases:

egAcademic reward system ae
exchange process

Collectivities as inter-
actional networks

in term
of constituent bodies

Curriculum research ae a diva-
cipline

Forms of social organisation
ae mediating between social
structure and social change

The precise relation between
this category and the previous
one cannot be fully clarified
on the basis of material
etudled to date.

Concepts of an analytical nature

No basis on which these con-
cepts might helpfully be
grouped in apparent from meter,-
ial studied to date.

Ascription /achievement
Bargaining
Cueing
Formal/communal organisation
Formal/informal (incl&ing

structured /unstructured)
organisation

Freedom
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HI:-.FIYG ADDRESSED TO
7.:ORETICAL ISSUES

VIEWS OF SOCIAL WORLD
system as unit of study

Concerts of an analytical
nature cont'd

Individuated heteronomy/
commenaual heteronomy/
eommenaualism/ heterar-
chy/simple, unitary, lim-
ited, balanced centralism/
feudalism

Integrative mechanisms
Locus of control
Open/closed system
Organic/mechanistic organis-

ation
Rate of regeneration
Strategies for avoiding
dependence

Structured belief system
Voluntarism/corporate volun-

tarism/democratic localism
/bureaucracy

Individual as unit of study
"(social system. as element in
individual's environment)

Theories and models in terms
of 'approaches'

General traditions

Deficit models
Deviance models
Difference models
Environmental theories
Experimental approaches
Field theory
Genetic theories
Linear/temporal (including
causal) ordering of
variables

Psychoanalytic theories
Small group theories
Social learning theories
'Stage' theories

We recognise that associa-
tional or correlational stud-
ies represent a tradition in
the same sense as those list-
ed above. We do not propose
to include them here, since,.
the cntogory would be too
overburdened to have much
practical value.

As a slightly different way
of defining 'tradition', we
propose to introduce an add-

.

itional subset of headings
representing current theoret-
ical debates:

eeHeredity/environment
Social structural /social
psychological explan-
ations

THINKING ADDRESSED TO
TRSORETICAL ISSUES cont'd

Other specific models

Articulated system model
(concerning individual's
relationship with differ
ent social systems)

Biculturationmodels
Bureaucratic and formal
organisational models

Class'oulture conflict
models

Identification theories
(including imitation and
modelling)

Labelling theories

Theories and models in terms
of the phenomena to which
they refer

General areas

Acculturation
Achievement
Activism
Attitude formation and

change
Decision making
Delinquency
Development
Differential access to life
chances (including equal-
ity of opportunity)

Interpersonal choice
Language
Lower class political
extremism

Mental abilities
Motivation
Occupational mobility
Race relations
Sex role differentiation
Socialisation (including
political socialisation)

Particular bueliaati"8
of different phenomena

We propose to describe items
in the form typified by the
following phrases:

e gActivism as political rom-
anticism

Adolesoence.an marginal role
Attitudes as determined by
events

... as hierarchically
structured

Career decisions as an adds-
tive process

The precise relation between
this category and the previous
one cannot be fully clarified
on the basis of material
studied to date.
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MIMING ADDRESSED TO
THEORETICAL ISSUES

'ORDER' VIEWS OF SOCIAL WORLD
Individual as unit of study
cont'd

Concepts of an analytical
nature

No basis on which these con-
cepts might helpfully be
grouped is Apparent from
material studied to date.

Academic /collegiate/
collegiate scholar/
independent

Ascription/aohievement
Authoritarian /democratic

orientation
Authoritarian /egalitarian

orientation
Baaio learning ability
Behavioural style
College 'charter'
Commands/reasoning
Conflict environmental

force units
Convergent/divergent
orientation

Culture /counterculture
Deep structure
Formal/informal (inolud-

ing structured/Unstruct-
ured) organisation

Home and family/ wider
interests

Home-centred aspiring/
solid working class

Husband dominant/ syncretic/
autonomic /wife dominant

Inauthentio images
Instrumental-task/sociable-
person orientation

Intoleranoe/openmindedness
Intrinsic/extrinsic
orientation

Looal/cosmopolitan
orientation

Locus of oontrol
Modern/traditional

orientation
National style
Self direotion/conformity
Seniority/expertise
Speech oonvergenoe/
divergence

Uncommitted/integrationiet/
nationalist/pluralist
orientation

Unresponsivrdependent-
oompliant thoughtful-
persistenyoffensive-
oombative other modes of
adaption

Value themes
Vocational /academic

orientation
Youth/middle olass values

Typologies of developmental
stages could also be in-
cluded here.

THINKING ADDRESSED TO
THEORETICAL ISSUES cont'd

Syntheses between thinking at
personal /interpersonal and
sooial levels

We have only a few candidates for
this seotion in material studied
to date, involving thinking
such as

Classical urban theory/
psychological model of
intrafamilial social-
isation

Formal sociology/psycho-
analytic theory

Structural functional/
social psychological

A decision on the most appropriate
way of building such approaches
into our scheme would be premature
until a further range of material
has been studied.

'CONTROL' VIP= OF 30CIAL WORLD

There is no distinction,comparable
to unit of study for 'ortler, view%
by which we propose to structure
this section.

Theories and models in terms
of 'approaches'

General traditions

Action
Existentialist
Interaction
Marxism
Symbolic interaction

Mare general labels for items
which, in blonder terms than
the approaches we have just
listed, contrast 'control'
with 'order' views, are:

Phenomenological
Radical sociology

It is impossible to tell
whether indexing at this level
of generality would have any
value, and we have deferred a
decision on this point.

Other specific models

Theory of the definition of
the situation

Theories and models in terms
of the phenomena to which
they refer

General areas

Attitude formation and
ohange

Meaning
Occupational choice process
Role identification
Social ascription of motives



THINKING ADDRESSED TO
THEORETICAL ISSUES

'CONTROL' VIEWS OF SOCIAL WORLD`
Theories and models in terms of
the phenomena to which they robs
oont'd

Particular oonoeptualieations
of different phenomena

We propose to describe items
in the form typified by the
following phrases:

"Adult/ohild relationship
as grounded in taken for
granted evaluations

Creation of adolesoenoe as
a social fact

Marriage as mechanism for
personal validation

Nature of adolesoent exper-
I ! ienoe

... of definitions of
work
... of work orientations

Concepts of an analytical nature

No subdivision is proposed
under this heading at this
stage.

Allooational frameworks
Awareness contexts.
Cultural/habitual personal/
unique personal definitions

Reference individual
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THINKING ADDRESSED TO
PRACTICAL ISSUES

CONCEPTUALISATION IN RELATION TO
INTERVENTION SITUATIONS cont'd

THINKING ADDRESSED TO
PRACTICAL ISSUES

The central distinction we propose
is between models used to guide
conceptualisation of intervention
situations (on the assumption that
the nature of the situation is
preblematic) and models used, to
guide evaluation (taking the. nat-
ure of the situation for granted,
and relating...factual' to 'ideal'
or future states in terms of.some
kind of means/ends framesork).

CONCEPTUALISATION IN RELATION TO
INTsaVaTION SITUATIONS

The models indexed here are ones
which have been used in thinking
about the intervention process,
though not necessarily ooncept-
ualisations of it. The oommon
faotor is that insights afforded
by the models have been trans-
lated into implioations (direct
or indirect) for aotion. There
is no suggestion that the cate-
gories we propose are mutually
exclusive either from each other
or from categories of models
addressed to theoretical issues.

Framewelks 64,00teePte relevini
to iniertentlen

We propose to index. items under
thieheading by the policy in
question,ln,the form typified by
the following. hrases:

"Curriculum of higher eduoation

Relation,betseen eduoation
and eipIOthint structure as
complex. and dynaMio

Distribution of educational
resew:use

Bases of public support for
educators as changing

Equality of opportunity as
capital embodiment

Education and social advance-
ment of minority groups

Aohievement as related to die.
erenoes in educational
opportunity

. ... as inhibited by
value orientations

Educational. failure as outcome
of mainstream culture's its
ability to cope with bioult-
nrationprooess

Life-thane:see of blanks as
related to .family stability

Assumptions guiding definition of
concepts employed in current
intervention W19:1211

We propose to index items under
this heading by.the policy in
question, in the fortstypified by
the folloeiag phrasept::'.

eg-
compensatory education

Natnre of educational need
of parental involvement

CoMpreheneivisation

Beliefeaboutoptimum size--
efsohool

.

Education. of_minorityamnine

.fate .control .and Sobs

.#0miailtplion that community con-
will `increase se oftrol

'achiOrsient
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THINKING ADDRESSED TO
PRACTICAL ISSUES

CONCEPTUALISATION IN RELATION TO
INTERVENTION SITUATIONS oontld.

Factors in current situations
relevant to current intervention
policies

We propose to index items under
this heading by the polioy in
question, in the form typified by
the following phrases:

egCurrioulum

Educational values of arts
v soienoe undergraduates

Educational change

Aspects of adolescent educ-
ational experience

Problems of student teachers
in college and practice
school

Manpower flow

Career aspirations of
sixth formers

EVALUATION OF
INTERVENTION SITUATIONS

We define evaluation to include
(1) proposals as to the goals
of intervention appropriate to
given situations, as well as
(2) description of the effects of
interventions actually implemented,
relative to their predicted or in-
tended effects, in given situa-
tions. This is a distinction be-
tiien different stages in the
'intervention prooess and, in
terms of documents at least, the
categories differ only in emphasis.

'Intervention proposals

Goal settifig

We propose to index items under
this heading by the goal pro-
posed and the situation prompt-
ing consideration, of goals, in
the form typified by the foll-
owing phrases:

Bioulturation of black youth
as goal of black college in
context of racism and black
awareness

... of black youth
as goal of black college in
raoially integrated society

THINKING ADDRESSED TO
PRACTICAL ISSUES

Intervention proposals

Goal setting cont'd

egCommunity service as function
of black college in a-
desegxated society

Radical change in role of
urban schools relative to
other educational resources
in community so as to re-
place bureaucratic control
by community participation

Implementation of goals

We propose to index items under
this heading in terms of given
goals relative to means by which
they maylx, realised, in the ftirm
typified by the following
phrases:

.

Equality ofeducational oppor-
tunity for minority groups
dependent..on teaching methods
in amord with nature of
ability.

Infant sohoolinkAePendent for
effectiveness on relevance
to developmental needs of
child

Role change in head teachers by
means of courses to prepare
them for democratic decision
making

Intervention effects

We distinguish between two app-
roaches to the study of interven-
tion effoots. The first involven
oomparinon of actual with predict-
ed or intended effects. Tho meo.
and analyser the intervention
situation to ,diaprose, factors
responsible for unintended con-
sequences. The two approaches ame
not mutually'eXclusi4e.

We proPorie to index items under
this heading by the means used
relative to the goal in question.

The form of phrase by which we
plan to index items under this
heading is typified in the sea-.
tioni: on the follOwing page.
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PINKING ADDRESSED TO
PRACTICAL ISSUES

EVALUATION OF
INTERVENTION SITUATIONS

Intervention effects oont'd

Comparison of actual/Intended
effects

egBladk colleges as agents in
emergence of 'black estate1

Day oars as factor in devel-
opment of young children

Education as agent for aoh-
ieving aims of socialism

... as agent for
democratisation

Industrial training as ele-
ment in sandwich courses

Analysis of unintended effects

eg School, family and peer in-
fluences as factors in
inadequate political social-
isation

Social control mechanisms in
schools as factor in diff-
erential educational
success amongst races
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Individual sections of scheme:

METHODOLOGY
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Propoied content of index

Scope of index

Pe are experimenting with two approaches. Our first concern
is with the nature of the evidence an author considers it appro-
priate to seek, relative to the model guiding his study. Method-
ology defined in this way often remains implicit. We therefore
additionally index mothods and techniques employed, both in
empirical and theoretical studios, on the grounds that use of a
method involves acceptance by the author of assumptions in the
method. The user may study these assumptions in relation to
assumptions in the model employed.

Range of documents covered

There is a sense in which all studies may be said to have a
methodology. However, for experimental purposes, we are con-
fining ourselves to indexing: (1) studies in which the methodology
is explicitly discussed; (2) studies in which a stated method is
employed.

Range of thinking covered

Our dual approach to indexing methodological aspects of docu-
ments allows us to take account both of methodology as a 'subject',
and the methodologies employed in individual studies.
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Development of proposed structure

There are two parts to the index, corresponding to the two approaches we
are experimenting with. The first concerns methodological positions, in
terms of aspects of models whioh have methodological significance, as
related to considerations in researoh techniques which have a bearing cn
the nature of the evidence collected. Specifically, we propose to index
items by unit/level of analysis, and to distinguish between considera-
tions in appropriateness of explanation relative to model, and consid-
erations in validity of evidence relative to nature of explanation
sought. This approach could be extended to both other aspects of model
and other aspects of evidence. The second approach involves a broad
characterisation of particular methods and techniques which have been
employed in studies being indexed.

METHODOLOGICAL POSITIONS

:;der each heading we exemplify
items oniy. is propose to index
items by phrases which are'oued'
so as to distinguish between ass-
umptions in and approaches to ex-
planation, and between general
strategies and specific proced-
ures in terms of research tech-
nique.

ACTORS' MEANINGS AS UNIT OP STUDY

Later categories are subdivided
by level of analysis, but no sub-
division of that kind is approp-
riate under this heading.

Appropriateness of explanation
relative to model

Assumptions guiding
contemporary radical sociology:

nonobjectivism, relativism.
rejection of clausal deter-
minism

study of occupational choice:
alternative rationalities as
contrasted with postulation
of given type of rationality

Approaches to
study of behaviour as socially
intelligible:

analysis of observable
courses of action, in which
motives serve as observer's
rules of relevance in im-
puting socially available
orientations

study of individual acts:
Marxist analysis as approp-
riate to focus of oontemp-
orary radical sociology

METHODOLOGICAL POSITIONS

ACTORS' MEANINGS AS UNIT OF STUDY

cont'd

Validity of evidence relative to
nature of explanation sought

General strategies for
study of actors' definitions:

allowing categories to
emerge from data, as com-
pared with imposing cate-
gories on data

amenability of theory of
definition of situation to
empirical investigation

Specific procedures for
study of actors' definitions:

'awareness contexts' as
means of representing act-
ors' definitions of situa-
tions

generalisability of data de-
rived from open questions,
as compared with forced
choice

INDIVIDUAL AS UNIT OF STUDY

Subdivision is by different ways
of viewing the individual.

Individual behaviour/difference

Appropriateness of explanation
relative to model

Approaches to
study of individual behaviour:

analysis in terms of causal
antecedents... viewed as foc-
ussing on surface phenomena...



EETHODOLOGICAL POSITIONS

INDIVIDUAL AS UNIT OP STUDY
Individual behaviour/difference
cont'd

Approaches to
study of political attitudes
and behaviour:
observers' explanations con-
trasted with those of aotors
(New Left) for understanding
of political attitudes and
behaviour of other actors
(students in general)

Validity of evidence relative to
nature of explanation sought

General strategies for
educational research:
procedures for ensuring
confidentiality of data, in
particular data from survey
questionnaires

Specific procedures for
study of educational situa-
tionet
procedures for determining
whether findings of educa-
tional research are genuine-
ly contradictory, and for
combining them when approp-
riate

study of racial preferences:
value of picture ranking
instrument

Individual development

Appropriateness of explanation
relative to model

Assumptions guiding
study of adolescence:
continuing validity of estr
ablished theory in relation
to change in empirical sit.:*
uation

study of children's legal
development:
universal applioability of
given theory

METHODOLOGICAL POSITIONS

INDIVIDUAL AS UNIT OF STUDY
Individual development cont'd

Approaches to
study of children's legal
development:

interpretation of date, in
light of several different
models to take account of
complex nature of process

Validity of evidence relative to
nature of explanation sought

Specific procedures for
study of child development:
effeotiveness of Bayley
Infant Scales for predict-
ing scores on WISC and
Bender-Gestalt tests

Situational influence

Validity of evidence relative to
nature of explanation sought

General strategies for
study of college impact:
appropriateness .to nature
of data, hypothesis to be
tested, pattern of correla-
tions

Speoific procedures for
study of achievements of
highly selective sohoolsi

distortion from measures em-
ployed, analysis of regress-
ion phenomenon

study of economic effects of
eCuoational institution:
measurement of rate of
return in relation to char-
acteristics of students in
a given institution
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INDIVIDUAL AS UNIT OF STUDY
contld

Interpersonal interaction

Appropriateness of explanation
relative to model

Assumptions guiding
study of mother-child
interaction:
continuing validity of
established modal

Validity of evidence relative to
nature of explanation sought

General strategies for
study of mother-child
interaction:
observation as supplement
or alternative to second-
hand data as means of reduc-
ing distortion

observation in home as com-
pared with laboratory study

Specific procedures for
study of decision making in
the family:
distortion through question-
ing only of wives, over-
representation of tradition-
al male decision areas,
inadequate consideration of
personality variables

SOCIAL SYSTEM AS UNIT OF STUDY

We subdivide under this heading
by level of analysis.

Organisational level

Appropriateness of explanation
relative to model

Assumptions guiding
study of sooial organisations:
qualitative difference
amongst institutionalised
human groups

METEODOLOGICAL POSITIONS

SOCIAL SYSTEM AS UNIT OF STUDY
Organteational level cont'd

Approaches to
study of social organisations:
rate of regeneration as
basis for comparison of
organisations

study of formal organisations:
value of complementary
viewpoints as means of pre-.
dioting undiscovered rela-
tionships and suggesting
new variables

Validity of evidenoe relative to
nature of explanation sought

General strategies for
study of formal organisations:
emphasis on objective inst-
itutional v subjective att-
itudinal measures

Institutional level

A22i =114Lkenesnatiori
relative to model

Approaches to
study of education:
Marxist approach, dealing
with specific processes in a
country as forms of general
laws of development, clarit-
ing them in the context of
the ooncrete historical and
social situation, and eval-
uating them by appropriate
criteria, contrasted with
'mere.descriptionl.as app-
roach to comparative study
of education

viewpoint 'from inside look-
ing out' as appropriate to
historioal study of educa-
tion
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METHODOLOGICAL POSITIONS

SOCIAL SYSTEM AS UNIT OF STUDY

Institutional level oont'd

Validity of evidence relative to
nature of explanation souxht

General strategies for
study of educations
methods of several disc-
iplines appropriate to
historical study which foc-
usses on education in its
involvement with rest of
society

validity of distinguishing
between ability/aptitude
tests and achievement tests,
and regarding them as input
and output indicators resp-
ectively, for study of educ-
ational inequality

Cultural level

Appropriateness of explanation
relative to model

Approaches to
study of sociology of
literatures
alternative views of
culture

Validity of evidence relative to
nature of explanation sought

Specific procedures for
study of sociology of
literatures
distorting effect of use of
quantitative methods, unrep-
resentative samples, inad-
equate range of situations
studied

rotes Examples of issues which
might be pinpointed in the fur.
ther development of this part
of the scheme include range and
explanatory power of theory,
conceptualisation of situation
ns static/dynamic, conceptual-
isation in terms of structure/
process.

OTTER WAYS OP CHARACTERISING
Documans, annum To
METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED
(Sample inventory)

Methods and techniques which have
general implications for
research approach

Analysis of predictable
deviant oases

Case study
Content analysis
Crosscultural comparison
Event analysis
Field research
Historical study and comparison
Laboratory based study
Longitudinal study
Quantitative approach
Replication
Reputational analysis
Small group study
Sooiometric method
Survey method

Another candidate under this
heading would be economic study

Methods and techniques of
data collection

We would propose to include here
techniques of observation and
questioning, ohoioe of subjects,
excluding very widely used
methods such as questionnaire
and interview.

Methods and techniques of
data analysis

Cluster approach
Factor analysis
Input/output analysis
Partitioning explained
variance

Path analysis
Rate of return approach
Regression analysis
Residual gain
Stoohastio model for change

Notes Other 'inventories' which
might be constructed include
definitions of concepts, and also
named instruments and measures.
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Individual seotions of scheme:

AFFILIATION WITH AREA DEFINED BY JOURNAL POLICY
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Proposed content of ind.1

Scope of index

The concern is with documents sharing the characteristic
of being published in a particular journal, and the relation
between publication in a particular journal and content of docu-
ments. (This principle could be readily extended to books in
terms of relation between publishing house and content of docu-
ments.)

Range of documents covered

All articles published in journals.

Range of thinking covered

In so far as journals reflect distinctive editorial policies,
fPmiliar to members of a field; the distribution of documents by
journal may be viewed as an element in collective perceptions of
the patterning of work in a field.

Arrangement of documents

Arrangement is alphabetical by journal, the sootion for each
journal representing a contents list of relevant items.
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Sample pate of index

NEW SOCIET" cont'd

482

1245-1248

Little, Alan A sociological portrait: educ-
ation. (162)

SCHOOL REVIvw

79(2)

243-267

Westbury, Ian and Steimer, William Curriculum: a
discipline in search of its problems. (273)

79(3)

359-378

Schrng, Francis The right to eql.late. (227)

379-403

Spady, William G. Status. achievement, and moti-
vation in the American high school. (247)

79(4)

Schwab, Joseph J. The practical: arts of sclectio.(228)

543-559

Reitman, Sandford W. Role strain and the American
teacher. (213)

561-578

rhosialas, Byron G., Sprague, Nancy Freitag and
Sweeney, Jo Ann. Traditional teachers, parochial
pedagogy. (174)

80(1)

1-25

Stern, George G.
etudonts. (253)

Self-actualizing environments fr'r

27-49

Hall, David J. A case for teacher continuity in
inner-city schools. (104)

SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW

19(1)

5-29

Bandyopadhyay, Pradoop One sodolo or many:
some issues in radical sociology. (013)13)

79-94

Haystead, Jennifer Social structure, awareness
contexts and processes of choice. (115)

95-114

Timperley, Stuart R. and Gregory, Alison V. Some
factors affecting tho career choice and career
perceptions of sixth form school leavers. (265)



Individual sections of schemes

AFFILIATION WITH AREA DEFINED BY 'SIGNIFICANT AUTHOR'

1
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Proposed content of indei

Scope of index

This index refers to original sources of ideas employed by
authors, and individuals are indexed in terms of their 'signifi
cant authors' (this term is coined by analogy with 'significant
other'), The index is confined to authors to whom a debt is
acknowledged, as contrasted. with the larger number to whom
reference may be made in a given document.

Finge of documents. covered

Studies in which sources of the ideas employed are specified.

Bartle of thinking covered

The index refers not to linkg between documents but to links
betweon people. The assumption is that authors tracing the
genealogy of their ideas to a common 'significant author' will be
compatible in their thinking in a way that, for members of the
field, will be characterised by the name of that person. In this
sense, relationships between authors and their 'significant
authors' may be viewed as an element in collective peroeptions of
the patterning of work in a field.

Arrangement by author

Arrangement is alphabetical by name of significant author
within two sections:

Sources of concepts/theories employedly author

Sources of research strategies/measures employed by author
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SS.Mple rare of index

oi_;i1cEs OF CONCEPTS/THEORIES EMPLOYEB BY AUTHOR oont'd

)-TRAUS, M.A.

25: (Thomas, D.E.)

SUGARMAN, P.

20h (Polk, K.)

k.

2)31 Aorns, )

WILSON, J.Q.

004 (Aiken, M. )

TAVISS, I. WINCH, P.

121 (Hoge, D.R.) 052 (Coulter, J.)

THOMPSON, J.D.

102 (Hage, J.)

274 (Westhues, K. )

THOMPSON, V.

oP) (Aiken, M. )

102 (Hage J.)

TOCH, H.

207 (Purtes, A.)

WALLER, W.

251 (Stebbins, A.A.)

WEBER, M.

015 (Beattie, C. )

047 (Collins, 5.)

122 (Holnaway, E.A.)

150 (Kohn, M.L.)

234 (Sheldrake, P.F.)

WIRTN, L.

Th2 (Thomas, D. L. )

0,1)EI1:FL, J.

154 (Land, K.C. )

WOLFF, P.

041 (Oenlers,

MUT, K.11.

251 (Stebbins, R.A.)

SOURCES OF RESEARCH STRATEGIEZMEASHRES EMPLOYED BY AUTPOR

Arrangement is alphabetical by name cl 'significant author'

AL$SRNO, T.W. CARTTLR, A.M.

041 (Centers, R.) 10)3 (Hagstrom, W.0.)

A3T1N, A.W. COLE, S.

103 (Hagstrom, W.0.) 103 (Hagstrom, W.0.)

EALES, R.F.

03-I (Brewer, J. )

COLEMAN, J.S.

055 (Crain, )01.)

BERELSON, B. DOUVAN, E.

137 (Kamens, D.H.) 041 (Centers, R.)

BLAU, P.M.

040 (Greenberger, E.)

BLOOD, R.O.

041 (Centers, K.)

CAMPBELL, A.

255 (Stradling, R.)

DUNCAN, 0.D.

077 (Farley, R.)

143 (Kessin, K. )

154 (Land, K.C.)

272 (Wellman, B.)

251 (Woelfel,
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Individual sections of scheme:

AFFILIATION WITH AREA DEFINED BY CURRENT INTEREST
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Proposed content' of index

Sorex
The aim is to reflect themes or questions which are

currently a focus of interest in the field. The idea is that
subject experts should select the themes to be represented in
the index at any point in time, documents being selected and
indexed on the basis of their relation to current activity in the
field thus defined. (This contrasts with other indexes in which
the aim is to describe a population of documents in its own right.)
For purposes of illustration, we are taking the themes of
'special issues' of journals to have some consonance with the
kinds of themes subject experts would wish to see represented.

Range of documents covered

Documents which collectively represent work in areas of
current interest, and reflect the present stage of development.
The index also covers documents which summarise or comment on the
present stage of development in an area, publication of which
assumes some reference to current interests.

Range of thinking covered

The emphasis is on current thinking and developments.
Within this context, subject experts' views as to themes on which
attention in the field is focussed will define the range of
thinking covered at any time, and will characterise the patterning
of work in the field.

Arrangement of themes

Arrangement is alphabetical under three headings

Themes of current interest (by theme contributions

on a theme collectively representing that theme)

Overviews of thinking (by theme)

Overviews of education in different countries (by

cyuntry)
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Samele page of index

THEMES OF CURRENT INTEREST

Arrangement is alphabetical by theme

eg

Adolescence

Legal (including political) sooialisation

Role of black colleges in US

Status and achievement in US

Student politics

Wastage in higher education

OVERVIEWS OF THINKING

Arrangement is alphabetical by subject of review

eg

Legal decisions concerning education

Methodology in study of college impact

in study of parent/child interaction

Race, intelligence and education

Role analysis

Secondary modern school in fiction

Sex differences

Sociology in United Arab Republio

Theories of action

OVERVIEWS OF EDUCATION IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

Arrangement is alphabetical by country

eg

China

Cuba

West Germany

Further oategories of overviews might later be added on the basin

of searohers' suggestions..
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Individual seotions of scheme:

VARIABLES
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Proposed content of index

Scope of index Concepts as stated for operational purposes.

Range of documents covered

Investigations employing a specified sample. Such investi-
gations are defined to include studios which involve the analysis
of secondary data, providing the basis on which the data were
generated is known. For example, variables employed in studies
based on census data, are included, except in cases where such
data are used for illustrative purposes only. Studies drawing
on documentary sources of a varied and unofficial nature are
excluded from this index.

Range of thinking covered

This index is concerned with the operational level of investi-
gation. lie define the operational level of investigation as
referring to statements of theories and models in terms of specific
situations to be investigated. No are distinguishing such state-
ments from (1) theories and models stated in such a way as to
apply to a range of social contexts, (2) actual measures employed
in investigating specific situations.

We recognise the artificiality of these distinctions. To
take nocount of it,. the variables index has been designed to over-
lap with both the theories and models and the samples indexes.
Ilodels in the sense of dichotomies and typologies, which are used
as a frame for the collection of data, are indexed in the
variables as well as in the theories and models index. Variables
such as race, social class etc, which define sampling frames, are
indexed in both variables and samples indexes.
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Development of proposed structure

VARIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUALS

Notes: We have made no attempt
to distinguish between individ-
ual background and experience.
We do, however, make a distinc-
tion between these variables,
which impute a property to the
individual, and notions which
posit an objective relation-
ship between the individual and
the social environment. The
latter are to be indexed in the
section of variables defining
social situations.

Throughout the index, the
'general' subheading is intended
for use in several situations:
(1) detail not clear; (2) de-
tail not specified; (3) specifics
elements so numerous as effective-
ly to sum to the whole.

SOCIAL BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

Sociodemographic characteristics

General
Age
Birth order
Geographical mobility
Language
Marital status
Race/nationality/ ethnics origin

(excluding religion)
Religion
Residence
Season of birth
Sex

Socioeconomic background and
characteristics

General
Social class background and

position

It has been suggested that
items under social olass should
be grouped into: (1) origin,
(2) previous experienoe,
(3) current position.

The following are singletons in
material studied to date, which
would not appropriately be sub-
sumed under social class'

Cultural assimilation
Disadvantagement
(Mother's) Employment situation
Fatherless status
Financial position
(Married women's) Participation
in work

Educational background and char=,
acteristice

General

VARIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUAL:

Educational background and char-
acteristics cont'd

Course/ departmental affilia-
tion (past and present)

Eduoational qualifications
Informal educational exper-
periences (eg mass media ex-
posure)

Mode of instruction received
Position in educational struc-

ture (formal and informal)
Type of educational institution

attended

Ocoupational background and char-
acteristios

General
Specific occupational exper-

iences
Information sources in choice of

occupation
Location of employment
Status and prestige
Type of post (including level

taught, or for which preparing
to teach)

The following are singletons in
material studied to date:

Expertise
Occupational mobility
Tenure status

Political background and char-
acteristics

Political affiliation (includ-
ing party preference)

Union membership

Interests and memberships

This section refers to individual
affiliations. Notions of part-
icipation in, and identification
with, a social structure are loc-
ated with variables defining
sootal situations.

General
Political organisations
School organisations
Voluntary organisations

PHYSICAL, DEVELOPMENTAL AND
BEHAVIOURAL CHARACTERISTICS

The substructure in sections under
this heading seeks to take account
of two kinds of thinking: defini-
tions in terms of content/ context
or role.

Physical characteristics

There is only one item under
this heading to date.

Zygosity
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VARIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUALS

PUYSICAL, DEVELOPMENTAL AND
-.7LVIOURAL CHARACTERISTICS oont'd

Individual developmental char-
acteristics

7.:y content.

General
Coomitive
Linguistic
Moral
Yo for

Social

y context/role

Tolitical

ehaviours

Thor,e who reject a distinction be-
tween behaviours and predispos-
itions will find notions which for
them are related under social
psychological characteristics in
the next main section. When in
doubt of an author's position in
this matter, we propose to index a
variable as behaviour.

Py content

General

The rest of these variables
in material studied to date
are singletons:

Asocial
Competitive (guessing/hiding)
Conforming
Curious
Obedient

Dichotomies and typologies
would also be indexed here,
eg unresponsive/ dependent-
compliant/ thoughtful-
persistent/offensive-combative
/other

17v context/role

Linruistic
Political
Teaching

Inewledre

In the material studied to date,
all the items concern knowledge
in terms of the social context to
which it refers.

By context/role

Occupations
Folitioe
Sex
Social class

Ferremances and capacities

?hic section relates to variables
referred to by terms such as the
following: ability, achievement,
aptitude, attainment, competence,
exam results, IQ, intelligence,

VARIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUALS

Performances and capacities coned

performance, potential, progress,
qualifications, status, success/
failure. Definitions associated
with these terms appear to vary
and overlap in complex ways. If
we were to select an arbitrary set
of definitions, and attempt to
translate authors' variables acc-
ordingly, we would run the risk of
considerable distortion. We pro-
pose instead to index these var-
iables in terms of three broad un-
derlying notions (abilities, ach-
ievements and potential).

By oontent

General
Abilities (including intell-

igence)
Achievements
Potential

By context/role (achievements
only)

Educational
Occupational

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

This section brings together var-
iables which in some sense posit
a subjective relationship between
the individual and the social
world. We recognise that some re.
jeot distinctions amongst say att_
itudes, values and personality.
They will need to view items as a
single set without reference to
the categories we have constructed.
Similarly, others may wish to re-
late this set of ideas :;) ideas

located under 'behaviours' in the
previous section, on grounds that
behaviour is not distinct from
notions such as attitudes, viewed
as predispositions. Variables de-
fining participation or inter-
action with the social environ-
ment, located in a later section,
are also related.

A substructure has been created in
certain categories involving a
distinction between definitions to
terms of content/context or role.

Personality

Variables under this heading may
be loosely described as character-
ising generalised behavioural
stylee, as these are manifested
in social behaviour.

We simply list these variables.

General
Alienation and anomie
Emotional adjustment
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VARIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUALS

, Attitudes

By content

VARIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUALS

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Personality oont'd

Feelings of competence
Intoleranoe/openmindedness
Motivation (in sense of an in

dividual state that is
aotivityarousing)

Satisfaction
Self concept and self esteem

The folloling are singletons
in material studied to dates

Affect
Aggression
Authoritarianism
Cognitive style
Curiosity
Desire for independence
Dogmatism
Feelings of group embedded
ness

Intrinsic/extrinsic reward
motivation

Locus of control
Neuroticism
Other directedness
Sociality

Orientationb beliefs and values

Variables under this heading are
defined as focussing on relative
ly stable relationships between
individuals' thoughts or actions
and aspects of the social world.

By content

Asoription/aohievement
Home and family/ wider

interestn
Modern /traditional
(Primary) Work /materialism
Self direction/oonformity
Vocational/academio

By context /role

General
Education
Moral issues
Opportunity structure
Politics
Religion
Work

Attitudes

Variables under this heading are
defined, like those under 'orient
ations', as focussing on a rel
ationship between individuals'
thoughts and aotionn and aspects
of the social world, but stabil
ity is not assumed.

By content,

Libertarianism
Radioalism
(Relative worth of) Authority
of rank /expertise

cont'd

Traditional/ rrogrercive)
Unoomeitted/integrationist/
nationalist/pluralist

By context/role

General
Education
Housing
Oocupations
Opportunity structure
Politics and state
Race
Social change
Social class
Social i301108
Women working

Aspirations, intentions and
expectations

Variables under this heading are
distinguinhoi from those in all t}i
other categories of sooial psychol-
ogioal characteristics by looking
to the future.

A 'content' subset might later be
created, as in other categories,
but is not required for documents
studied to date.

We index definitions by context and
by role nerarately.

Bzoontext

General
Education
Occupation
Social mobility

G.y rol e

Parents for child
Peers for peer
Significant others for ego
Teacher for pupil

Perceptions and ratings

The significant feature of var
iables under this heading, by con
trast with those in all the other
social psychological sections, is
that the social world element in
the relation between the individ
ual and the social is defined in
terms of the individual's percep
tions of it. We see a contrast
with variables in the next section
(perspeotives and meanings) in that
variables describing peroeptions of
the social world do not necessarily
include the notion of imposing
meaning.

A 'content' subset might later be
created, but is not required Cc'
material studied to date.

By context/role

Achievement
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VARIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUALS

Perceptions and ratings

By context/role oont'd

Aspirations of others
Disadvantaged
Educational institutions
Educational issues
Effectiveness/relevance of

training
Jobe and careers
Opportunity structure
Role requirements
Social issues
Teaching methods and materials

Pers7,ectives and meanings

Variables under this heading, like
those in the previous section, de-
fine the social world element of
the elation between the individual
n71.1 the social in terms of the in-
dividual's perceptions of it. By
contrast with variables in the pre-
vious section, perspectives and
meanings are defined as including
the notion of imposing meaning.

Py content

Symbolic universes

By context/role

Language codes
Misconduct in the classroom
Self
Work and occupations

11:'0:2011LIELLOLIARIAMLE§

These arc variables featuring in
studies of an experimental nature.

Teak variables

Other situational variables

VARIABLES DEFINING SOCIAL
SITUATIONS

The variables under this heading
define social situations in that,
RE minimum, they assume a two-
perron situation. The structure
of this section reflects a dis-
tinction between person-defined
and nonpersonalised views of soc-
ial situations.

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS (person-
defined view of social situations)

We propose to distinguish between
participation and two-way inter-
action on one hand, and one-way
influence (personal or situational)
an the other.

VARIABLES DEFINING SOCIAL
SITUATIONS

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS (person-
defined view of social situations)
oont'd

Participation and reciprocal
(two-way) relationships

interpersonal level

General
Conmuni ty
Educational settings
Family
Peers
Voluntary organisations
Work settings

Inter-unit level

'Influence' (one-way) rintionnhips

Personal influence (reciprocal
role indicated where ambiguous)

General
Employer
Family
Headteacher (on pupil)
Older pupil (on younger pupil)
Peer
Priest

Situational influence

General
Community
Sduoational opportunity
struoture

Home
Job opportunity structure
School and college
Social events

SOCIAL STRUCTURE/PROCESS
(nonpersonalised view of social
situations)

The following is a simple lint of
structure/process variables featur-
ing in material studied to date.
There is a oonsiderable proportion
of singletons, and it would be pre-
mature to make any decisions as to
the structuring of this seotion. A
distinction which might be useful
is between variables employed in
studying social systems in general
and those specifically defining
oharaoteristios of formal organise,
tions.

General
Background variables(eg origin,

history)
Centralisation
Change and innovation
Communioation
Complexity
Expenditure
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FROPOSED roicTEXTUAL' CLASSIFICATION
OF Vi AP.IABLI3S

SOCIAL STRUCTURE/PROCESS
(nonpersonalised view of social
situations) cont'd

Formalisation
Intactness
Intervention
Physical features
Power and authority
Selection and recruitment
Size
Social composition

By ability
By race/nationality/ethnic

origin/ religion
By social class

Socialisation (including curr-
iculum and teaching)

Specialisation
Staff ratios

It has been suggested that the
notion of 'identifioation'
should also be located here
rather than under the heading
of participation and reciprocal
relationships (the notion of
'self concept' under personal-
ity variables is also related).

The following are singletons in
material studied to date:

Administrative control
Modernisation
Open/closedness
Patterns of interaction

Commands/reasoning
Democratic/authoritarian
Elaborative/nonelaborative
Husband dominant/ syncretic/
autonomic/wife dominant

Professional training
Quality and prestige
Research opportunities
Resources
Reward systems
q+andardisation
Teohnology

PROPOSED 'CONTEXTUAL' CLASSIFICATION
OF VARIABLES

This would be an additional section,
cutting across the preceding indiv-
idual/social one, and creating
clusters of variables relating to
particular contexts or roles
(eg classroom, teacher variables).
Sets defined like this are distrib-
uted under too many headings in the
previous sections for conienient
recall, and we believe that users
may sometimes want to think in this
way.

There are a number of questions to
be considered in defining such

clusters. Three possible clusters
are aketohed, to illustrate poss-
ible principles for constructing
this part of the scheme: classroom
variables, family and kinship var-
iables and, from a different angle,
'political variables'.

CLASSROOM VARIABLES

Social structure/process

Social structural characteristics
(excluding social composition)

Social composition

Behaviour in classroom eituations

We could inc.lude further member
variables, such rn pupil orienta-
tion to lesson, which have a direct
bearing on the classroom situation.
We would not plan to include pupil
variables which could have such a
bearing but are not so viewed.
Further relevant variables are
those arising in formal classroom
interaction analyses.

FAMILY AND KINSHIP VARIk3LES

Structural aspects

Member/member relations

Further possible subsets, since the
family msy ho defi.,ed in ways other
than the abcve, include:

'Home' variables

Individual member variables

We would define membership closely,
including eg 'mother' role but not
'married woman' role. A number of
parental variables may also be rel-
evant (eg income, employment), al-
though employed as indicators of
nonfamilial notions (eg social
class).

POLITICAL VA:1A.PLK,

Political socialisation

Political action

Political attributes (excluding
action)

A distinction between objective/
subjective attributes might be made.
We could further include 'local-
political' variables (eg attitudes
to community control). We would
not include political variablen
which are employed to measure some
nonpolitical attribu*J.
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Individual aeotiona of sohesp:

SAMPLE



Proposed content of index

SCODO of index

In identifying samples for tho purposes of this index, we
define the term 'sample' in tho Glaser and Strauss sense of
'theoretical sample'. Our concern is with the characteristics
by which samples are defined.

Range of documents covered

Invostigations employing a spocifiod sample. Such investi-
gations are defined to include studios which involve tho analysis
of secondary data, providing the basis on which the data was
generated is known. For example, variables employed in studies
based on census data aro included, except in oases where such
data are used for illustrative purposes only. However, variables
in studies drawing on documentary sources of a varied and
unofficial nature are excluded from this index.

Range of thinking covered

The index is confined to viewing samples in terms of the
characteristics by which Cloy are defined for operational purposes.
No attempt is being made, at this stage, to index the population
to which a given study is generalisablo. This index does not
deal with the procedures by which a sample is constructed.
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Development of proposed structure

SAMPLES OF INDIVIDUALS

DEFINED BY EDUCATIONAL/
DEVELCPMENTAL STAGE

Preeducation stage

This section overlaps with the
next (compulsory education) to
allow for difference between
countries in the age at which
compulsory education starts,
and also for items to which
attendance of school is irrel-
evant. There would be some
double indexing of items.

Thr7lughcel- 41,Liq and following
sections, the 'general' sub-
heading is intended or use in
several situations: (1) detail
not clear; (2) detail not spec-
ified; (3) specific elements so
numerous as effectively to sum
to the whle.

The characteristics listed under
different headings describe sam-
ples in material studied to date.
The coverage is thus not com-
plete.

Educational affiliation
(type of institution, by oountmr)

Great Britain
gland and Wales

General

United States

General
Day care centre
Read Start*
Kindergarten*
Montessori school
Nursery school
Preschool

*These are not necessarily
separate institutions

Chronological age

We propose a tabulated present-
ation under this heading for
two reasons. First, the age
ranges studied vary and overlap
considerably. Second, we be-
lieve that the ability to dis-
tinguish studies of a particu-
lar age or ages within a range,
from those dealing with an age
range as such, may be important.

We exemplify such a presenta-
tion in the next column on
this page.

SAMPLES OF INDIVIDUALS

DEFINED BY EDUCATIONAL/
DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE
Preeduoation stage

Chronological age cont'd

Na of
Ago.study

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

020 z x x x

009

090 X X X

127 X X x

128 X X X

131

etc

Compulsory eduoation stage

This section overlaps the prev-
ious one (preeducation) to allow
for differences between countries
in the age at which compulsory eel,
uortion starts, and also for items
to which attendance of school is
irrelevant. There would be some
double indexing of items also in
relation to the following post-
education stage section.

Educational affiliation
type of institution and grade,

by country)

We would expect to have, under
each country, two subsets (for
institution and grade). In the
material studied so far, grade is
appropriate only for the United
States.

Australia

Primary school

Canada

General

Great Britain
England and Wales

General
Infant school
Junior school
Secondary school
General
Comprehensive
Grammar
Modern

Scotland see next page
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SAMPLES OF INDIVIDUALS

DEFINED BY EDUCATIONAL/
DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE
Compulsory education stage

Sduoational affiliation
(type of institution and grade,
by country)

^_-rest Britain oont'd
S,3otland

Junior

We would include here under
compulsory education, as well
as under postcompulsory educ-
ation stage, items dealing
with the sixth form.

Hong Kong

Secondary school

Israel

Secondary school

Mexico

High school

New Zealand

Comprehensive school

Puerto Rico

High school

United States
type of institution)

General
Elementary sohool
Catholic high school
Community school
Comprehensive school
(Public) High school

United States
(grade)

No. of
study Crado

1 2 3 .... 11 12

og
014 x x

021

093 x .

146 .... x x

i me

Chronological age

We propose a tabulated present-
ation under this beading oompact
able to that in the sister sec-
tion under preoompulsory educ-
ation stage. We believe index-
ing by age to have a value here
also. Age-defined samples may
be of inttcest, and are not
readily ie-mtified from index-
ing either by institution or
grade. Both these types of

SAMPLES OF XRDIVIDUALS

Compulsory eduostion stage

elojacLaLum cont'd

labels vary in meaning from
country to country. On the
other hand, were all items to
be translated into age, access
for those interested in eduo-
ationally defined samples would
be unduly complicated.

No. of
stu. A_.

4 5 .... 16 17 18
og

003 .... x x x

022 VOOdir

038 "Om x

0.5 .... x x

068 ....

etc

Other ways of defining samples
of individuals at the compul-
sory education stage

Samples at the compulsory educ-
ation stage may also be defined
in terms of affiliation to an
educational institution des-
cribed by its social character-
istios. In principle, this
mode of charaoterisation outs
across the administrative boun-
daries we have taken to define
educational /developmental stage.
In praotioe, it seems to be rele-
vant almost exclusively to ems.
plesmt the compulsory education
stage. Provisionally, therefore,
we propose it only under this
beading.

Educational affiliation
(social oharaoteristios of
institution)

Nature of oommunity in
whioh looated

Defined by social class
Urban/rural

Nature of community taken
to be represented

Ethnolinguistio

Social composition of
institution

By race
By sex
By social olass
Streamed/unstreamed

For further note, please nee
next page.
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SAMPLES OF INDIVIDUALS

DEFINED BY EDUCATIONAL/
DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE
CompulseelLica:Lion Bilge

Other ways of defining samples
of individuate at the compul-
sory ealmatiaLtIsa oont'd

The characteristics of instit-
utions mentioned on the previous
page parallel, to some extent,
later headings describing in-
dividual social characteristics,
but they cannot be assumed,to
describe individuals.

A number of items refer to sam-
ples drawn from individuals or
schools in a restrioted looal-
ity (eg one city), but these
w.uld nct automatically be ind-
exed here. (zg urban school).
They would be indexed here only
when the 'urbannesul rather
than theirestrictednessl of the
frame is the point at issue.

This section is confined to those
individuals past the age of com-
pulsory education who are receiv-
ing formal education. Samples
drawn from this category but not
in formal education are indexed
in terms of social characteris-
tics in the next section.

Educational affiliation
17type of in titution, by country)

Australia

University

Brazil

General

Great Britain

General

EjklAtitiand Wales

General
Sixth form*
College of education
Polytechnic
Technical college
University

Scotland

University

*Some items under the 'Great
Britain' heading in the com-
pulsory education section may
not specify age range, and may
refer to sixth formers.

Israel

University

Puerto Rico

University

SAMPLES OF INDIVIDUALS

Postcompulsory education stage

Educational affiliation
type institution, by country)

oont'd

United States

General
University

It is rare that samples of post-
education stage subjects are de-
fined by age. we do not there-
fore plan to offer here a cate-
gorisation by age comparable to
that in previous sections. If
it later proved desirable, it
could readily be built in.

Additional oharaoteristics of
posteduoation stage students
which could be indexed include
course followed (eg psychology
students, sandwich course stu-
dents), and year or stage of
studies (eg graduate students).

DEFINED BY SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

We propose to index here social
characteristics of all samples of
individuals whether in formal ed-
ucation or not. Some of the head-
ings parallel those in the pre-
vious educational/developmental
stage section, which refer to soc-
ial characteristics of the social
units from which samples are
drawn. We believe it would be un-
helpful to merge the headings as
a single set, because it would
confound two different ways of de-
fining samples.

It is not proposed to group these
characteristics in any way. We
simply list them alphabetically.

Community membership

Eduoational background

Graduate

We are keeping this heading sep-
arate from the 'social class'
one since, although the interest
is often in social class, this
is not always the case.

Family membership

Family/household head
Parent

General
Father
Mother

Nhere parents comprise the sample
but the basis of sampling is cat-
egories of their young (eg same
sex twins), wepropose to index
both parent and child attributes.



SAMPLES OF 1MM:41:DUALS

DEFINED BY SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS
cont'd

Income

Le,' income bracket

We are keeping this heading sep-
arate from the 'social class'
one since, although the interest
is often in social class, this
is not always the case.

Marital status

General
Married women

- 50 -

=um or INDIVIDUALS

DEFINED BY SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS
cont'd

Occupation

Genera].
Education

School
Head
Head of department
Teacher. lincluding

assistant)
Institution of higher
education

Academic staff'

Study of further material may
suggest subdividing these
items either by level/type of
institution, or country, or
both. There are, however, a
number of cases where the for-
mer is not clear. Further
categorisations could also be
developed. Characteristics of
schoolteachers noted in meter-
ial studied to date, which may
be of interest, include en-
gagement in inservioe traini%
nature of area in which teaoh-
ing. Others. (eg whether
married) may be identified by
crosstabulating this heading
with some other (eg marital
status). In the case of
staff of institutions of high-
er education, a distinction
between samples selected on
the basis of teaching /research
/administrative duties might
be helpful.

Other specific occupations
might be indexed under broad
headings or as a single set.

We would wish to keep cate-
gories under this heading dis-
tinct from the 'social class'
category since, although the
interest is often in social
class, this is not always the
ease.

Political affiliation
and activity

No proposal as, to the structure
of this oategory can be made on
the basis of items studied so Dm

Itaoe/elhniollthationalitz

Black/Coloured/negro/
Afro-American

Indian
Japanese American
Latin Amerioan
MeXicen American
Pakistani
West

Wee do At propone to index Cali,
casda.'l or Anglo as contrasted
with negro samples.

Relieo-ethnio categories might
be indexed here or a separate
heading might be required. A

. further possible heading is one
for ethnolinguistic charaoter-
isties,to take account of sam-
ples each as one comprising
.Anglophones and Francophones.

Residence

Area of residence is character-
ised in a variety of ways. No
overall pattern is clear as yet.
Provisionally, we simply list
the modes of oatogorisation em-
ployed in material studied to
date.

By race
Mexican American

By social clasp
.a--(Modern)/Traditional
4-Urban/rural

Sox

As a two-way split, this heading
is likely to -produce very Isrge
sets. We assume that this does
not mean that we should exclude
it. However, we recognise that
the heading will probably be
most useful in croestabulation
with other.

Social class

We feel able to offer only a
very rough grouping under this
heading, because definitions
differ widely and in incompat-
ible ways. The headings
'educational background',
;Income, and 'occupation' may
also be relevant. We would not
wish to subsume these headings
under social class, however,
since although the interest is
often in soCial class, this is
not always the case.

Lower class/working class/
blue collar

Middle class /white collar
Upper class/elite
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SAMPLES OF INDIVIDUALS

DEFINED BY SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS
cont'd

Other definitions of
social position

The following are singletons in
the material studied to dates

Able but unqualified
Fatherless
Immigrant
Legitimacy
Person identified as

significant other

SAMPLES OF SOCIAL UNITS

We believe it may be helpful to
index samples of individuals and
samples of larger social units
separately. We simply list here
the units represented in material
studied so far. We would expeot
to index charaoteristios of these
units as distinct from, but in
parallel with, characteristics
of individuals.

ads

Child/ohild
Husband wife
Parent child
Mother/child

larger social units

Educational
Sohool district
School
University department

Family

Other
Business organisations
Churoh
Welfare organisations
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Individual sections of scheme:

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF INVESTIGATION
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Proposed content of index

?,cope of index

Geographical location of investigation is dofinod
is 'country'. (It would be possible additionally to include
names of regions, conurbations, otc.)

Range of documents covored

Invostigations employing a spocifiod sample. Such investi
gations are defined to include studies which involvo tho analysis
of secondary data, providing tho basis on which the data was
goneratod is known. For oxamplo, variables employed in studios
bosod on census data are included, except in cases whero such
data aro usod for illustrative purposes only. Howovor, variables
in studios drawing on documentary sources of a varied and
unofficial nature are excludod from this index.

Ihngo of thinkinKcovorod

Goographical location is taken to refer strictly to the
setting of an investigation. In this sense, it does not
necessarily say anything about the subject matter of an investiga
tion.

Arrangomont of matorial

Alphabetical by country
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59mPlo _Paste of index

Note: * Country inferred from internal evidence but not explicitly stated by author.

AUSTRALIA

022 133 139 201

BRAZIL

240

CANADA

015 032 122 187 251

CHILE

207

MEXICO

262

NETHERLANDS

153

NEW ZEALAND

110

NIGERIA

007

ENGLAND - See GREAT BRITAIN: ENGLAND PARAGUAY

GERMANY

003 084

GREAT BRITAIN

003 084 087 106 142 SCOTLAND - See GREAT BRITAIN: SCOTLAND

ENGLAND SOUTH AFRICA

254

PUERTO RICO

158 262

009* 010 043 044 045 053 054
008

056* 061 062 064 065 068 070
101 107 113 119 127 129 157 UNITED STATES
163 181 186 190 196 198* 210
211 214 218 220 222 234 235 003 004 005 012 014 016 017
245 255 263 264 265 266 277 020 021 024 025 033 034 038
280 283 041 055 059 063 071 072 074

SCOTLAND
078 082 084 089 090* 094 096
097 098 102 .03 109 120 121

069 192* 277 128 130 131 133 135 137 138
143 145 146 149 150 152 155

WALES
174 177 180 182 185 189 193

044 080* 129 195 205 206 209 212 215 219
223 226 229 230 231 232 238

HONG KONG 239 240 246 247 248 250 253
261 262 267 272 274 278 281

042 183
282 285

ISRAEL

006 202
WALES - See GREAT BRITAIN: WALES
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APPENDIXA

Sample bibliography, indexed by our scheme
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SAMPLE BIBLIOGRAPHY

Items contained in this sample bibliography were all published in 1971. They

are arranged in author order and serially numbered so that descriptions of items

located by means of our retrieval scheme (where items are identified by serial

number) may readily be traced in the bibliography.*

The journals from which items have been drawn are:

American Journal of Sociology
American Sociological Review
British Journal of Educational Psychology
British Journal of Educational Studies
British Journal of Sociology
Child Development
Comparative Education
Daedalus
Educational Research
Education and Urban Society
Harvard Educational Review
Journal of Social Issues
New Society
School Review
Sociological Review
Sociology
Sociology of Education
Trends in Education
Universities Quarterly

We are extremely grateful to the many authors who have checked our summary of

their work for accuracy. This has been of immense value not only in the case

of the present items but in terms of suggestions for future practice. Two

suggestions for serious consideration are: inclusion of more methodological

information, and brief indication of findings.

* We recognise that this procedure can be cumbersome for an ongoing service.
Reference by author and date (as in citations in text') might be more prac-
ticable, as well as conveying more meaning, in an operational situation.
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Note

In reading descriptions of items, it may be helpful initially to ignore
information in brackets, and then return to study the detail in context.
Such information is normally either definitional or else sketches major
points in treatments of arguments of themes. It should not be allowed to
impede understanding of the overall structure of ideas in a document although,
once this is clear, the information may be essential to an understanding of
the meaning of those ideas.

Our present typographical resources do not allow us to help the reader as
much as we would like. In an eventual printed publication, however, it will
be possible physically to give prominanCe to overall structure so as to focus
attention on it at the start. The two following examples give some idea of
the effect which readers should imagine in looking at the actual descriptions
in the present sample bibliography.

Boyle, Edward Perspective on graduate unemployment. Universities Quarterly,

1971, 26(1), 6-10.

Critique of view held by 'long-tern pessimists' that employers' demand for

graduates will diminish in future (grounds that it is based on present

situation and fails to recognise both complex nature of interaction between

educational expansion and changes in employment structure, such that

historically there has been no neat match, and that the employment situation

is not static); also discussion of view that honours courses at English

universities do not fit graduates to available employment opportunities

(qualities of wide outlook, and independent analytic mind are fostered by such

specialist courses, and they stand in good repute with employers, although

probable increase in demand for graduates for general management may be

expected to influence course provision); implications for policy in context

of present problems concerning graduate employment.

Boyle, Edward Perspective on graduate unemployment.
Quarterly, 1971, 26(1), 6-10.

Universities

Critique of view held by 'long-term pessimists' that employers'

demand for graduates will diminish in future (grounds that it

is based on present situation and fails to recognise both complex nature

of interaction between educational expansion and changes in employment struc-

ture, such that historically there has been no neat match, and that the

employment situation is not atatic); also discussion of view that

honours courses at English universities do not fit graduates to

available employment opportunities (qualities of wide outlook, and

independent analytic mind are fostered by such specialist courses, and they

stand in good repute with employers, although probably increase in demand for

graduates for general management may be expected to influence course provision);

implications for policy in context of present problems concerning

graduate employment.
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001 Ac land, Henry Does parent involvement matter? New Society, 1971,

468, 50/-510.

Critique of research used to support policies which increase parental

involvement in education, from viewpoint of determining more effective

way of improving achievement than Plowden EPA policy (weaknesses revealed

by reanalysis of Plowden data), with consideration of American experience;

recommendation that parental involvement might work, but needs to be on a

larger scale than envisaged by the Plowden Committee.

002 Acland, Henry What is a 'bruit school? New Society, 1971, 467, 450-453.

Critique of preconceptions underlying policy (educational priority areas)

for compensatory education in England, drawing on findings from reanalysis

of data collect Ad for Plowden Committee, and other research (scheme should

identify disadvantaged individuals rather than schools); leading to dis-

cussion of likely effect of alterations made in EPA schools on children's

performance, and of alternative ways of spending compensatory money.

003 Adelson, Joseph The political imagination of the young adolescent.

Daedalus, 1971, 100(4), 1013-1050.

Analysis of development of political thought in adolescence as primarily an

age-related transition, in terms of differences according to age, social

class, sex, intelligence and nationality in character of political thought,

distinguishing three aspects of change (1. change in cognitive mode as

adolescent achieves skill of abstract thinking, extension of time perspective,
1

extended repertoire of motivational and psychological categories and

hypothetico-deductive capacity in reasoning; 2. change from authoritarian

viewr to critical and pragmatic stance; 3. achievement or capacity for

ideology both in terms of cognition, as mastery of principles and facts

interacts with skills of formal operations, and also political cathexis,

with consideration or degree of idealism); also characterisation of national

styles in adolescent political thought (themes emphasised concerning the

appropriate social order). Source of data - Sample of c450 adolescents

(ages 11-18), including c50 youngsters studied longitudinally, from Great

Britain, Germany and US.

Adelson, Joseph Jt. author See 084

004 Aiken, Michael and Hage, Jerald The organic organisation and innovation.

SOCiOlOgY, 1971, 5(1), 63-82.

Presentatioh of modified version of Burns and Stalker's model of the organic

organisation, stressing its greater relevance than their mechanistic model
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for the study of innovation; basic for investigation of relation between

organisational characteristics (degree of complexity, centralisation,

formalisation of rules, professional training and activity, intensity of

scheduled and unscheduled communication between departments, availability of

rrsoor(os, stir, intordeprnsienve with olh...3r orgsnisations, history a(

innovation) and innovation; implications for understanding technological

gap between Europe and US. Source of datn, - Sample of 16 health and

welfare organisations in US.

Aiken, Michael Jt. author

Aiken, Michael T. Jt. author

Ainsworth, Mary D. Salter Jt. author

See 102

See 059

See 250

005 Almy, Timothy A. and Hahn, Harlan Perceptions of educational conflict:

the teacher strike controversy in Detroit. Education and Urban Society,

1971, 3(4), 440-452.

Investigation of changing bases of public support for educators in regard

to policies aimed at redistribution of educational resources, as these

are influenced by attitudes formed as result of actions affecting ioterests

nf particular groups in community, in terms of relation between attitudes

(at time of a teacher strike) to issues in urban education (including

integration, bussing and, in more detail, teacher strikes) and characteristics

associal-nt with different segments of community (race, social class and

ilnior m-mbership); also investigation of emerging coalitions of school

support, in terms of relation between perceptions of educational conflict and

persistent cleavages of opinion on a range of city issues; implications

concerning some problems to which school leaders should devote attention in

order to sustain their policies and programmes. Source of data - Sample

of 406 "hilt residents in one city in US.

Alutto, Joseph A. Jt. author See 017

ii

006 Amir, Yehuda and Krausz, Moshe Satisfaction in an academic setting.

Educational Research, 1971, 13(2), 141-145.

Investigation of relative importance of different sources of satisfaction

in an academic context among students of different academic yearn and with

different personal backgrounds, with consideration of tle atypical nature

of students in Israel. Source of data - Sample of 262 psychology students

(graduate and undergraduate) at one university in Israel.



Arbib, P. S. Jt. author See 139

007 Armer, Michael and Youtz, Robert Formal education and individual

modernity in an African society. American Journal of _Sociology., 1471,

76(4), v04-626.

Statement of proposition that men's environment, as expressed in institu-

tional patterns, shapes their experience, and h-7.v..e their perceptions,

attitudes and values, in standardised ways despite influence of traditional

cultural patterns, as basis for argument that formal Western education has

a modernising influence on perspectives in traditional societies in Africa

and elsewhere; tested in investigation of relation between level of

education and modern value orientation (Western values), with consideration

of differences according to personal and social background characteristics

of youth (ethnic affiliation, socioeconomic status, intelligence),

selectivity processes and alternative modernising influences (urban

experience, factory experience, mass media exposure, voluntary association

membership, 'modern' home environment), relative vulnerability of specific

value orientations to educational influence, and relative effect of Western

curriculum/social structural aspects of formal education systems. Source

of data - Sample of 591 young men from one city of traditional character in

Nigeria.

008 Ashley, M.J. The education et white elites in South Africa. uhmoarative

Education, 1971, 7(1), 32-45.

Investigation of characteristics of white South African elite, in terms of

type of school (Afrikaans or parallel medium: by province; English boys'

government; English coeducational government; English private: by

denomination; United Kingdom and other foreign) and type of university

(Afrikaans, English, parallel medium) attended by incumbents of top positions

in all sections of South African society, with consideration of features of

specific schools and universities at which t twenty holders of top positions

were educated, and of situation in other countries; implications for elitism

of educational institutions in South Africa. Source of data - Sample of

1723 holders of elite positions (lp56 interviewed, data on 667 others from

'Who's Who of S'uthern Africa') in South Africa.

009 Askham, Janet Doing a degree at a technical college. 1. Who does and

why? Educational Research, 1971, 13(2), 151-154.

Investigation of motivation to apply for degree course at technical college

(reasons as reported by applicants), with consideration of adequacy of
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sources of information available to applicants (formal :-themes an- personal

sources) and time of receiving information; also investigation of charac-

teristics of applicants (age, sex, social class, type of schooling, number

and grades of A levels) of technical college as compared wieh university

applicants; implications for technical college policy. Source or data -

Samples of 544 students who in 1966 used ACE scheme, 220 who used official

LEAclearing house scheme and 257 students who had just. completed first yar

of degree course at technical college in [? England].

010 Askham, Janet Doing a degree at a technical college. 2. Attitudes of

students. Educational Research, 1971, 13(3), 226-229.

Argument that students on degree courses at technical college, who applied

to university and were rejected, will have negative attitude to technical

college; tested in investigation of attitudes to technical college as

compared with university among technical college degree students, with

consideration of course taken (arts and social science/science; full time/

saodwich), and of change in attitudes during course. Source of data -

Snmpl,! of 387 students in first term and 257 students who had just completed

first year in technical colleges in England.

Atkinson, Sonia M.

Austrin, Harvey R.

Bagur, J. Susana

Jt. author

Jc. author

Jt. author

See 022

See 038

See 131

011 Bakan, David Adolescence in America: from ide. to social fact. Daedalus,

1971, 100(4), 979-995.

Position that adolescence is a technical term which became converted into

social reality 'sagely as a response to social change in US in latter

19th century/early 20th century (represents prolongation of childhood so

as to fulfil social aims embodied in legislation concerning compulsory

c.ucation, child labour and in introduction of special legal procedures

for juveniles); leading to argument that such movements, despite

humanitarian motives, had effect of increasing power of state rather than

protecting rights of young people and their parents, and that stress laid

by psychologists on adolescents as being psychologically pathological

tended to justify this process; leading to discussion of declining cred-

ibility of social 'promise' tnat acceptance of disabilities of adolescence

will be rewarded by success in adulthood (predicts move by young people and

their parents to dissolve social fact of adolescence),



012 Baldwin, Thelma L., McFarlane, Paul T. and Garvey, Catherine J.

communication accuracy related to race and socioeconomic status.

Development, 1971, 42(2), 345-357.

All

Children's

Child

Investigation of language differences as factors in academic achievement of

socially disadvantaged children, in terms of relation between use of language

to exchange task-relevant information (accuracy, efficiency and communication

of critica: attributes) and race, social class and sex, taking account of IQ.

Source of data - Sample of 48 child pairs (fifth grade white/negro children

of low/middle SES - 6 dyads of girls and 6 of boys in each race/class

category) from 4 neighbourhood schools in US.

013 Bandyopadhyay, Pradeep One sociology or many: some issues in radical

sociology. Sociological Review, 1971, 19(1), 5-29.

Critique of methodological and epistemological themes of contemporary

radical sociology, with special reference to its positions of non-

objectivism, relativism and its rejection of causal determinism;

implication that adoption of such positions means denying possibility of

planned soc:AI change; leading to recommendation that investigation of

range of problems on which radical sociology focusses (explication of

individual acts) would be better served by a development of Marxist

analysis.

011 Bartel, Nettie R. Locus of control and achievement in middle- and

lower-class children. Child Development, 1971, 42(4), 1099-1107.

Argument that one mechanism through which schools serve a social

control function for a society is the differential cultivation of locus

of control, and related beliefs about ongh effectiveness in coping with

the world,amoog lower at compared with middle class children; tested in

investigation of relation between social class and beliefs about ability

to control environment wl+en child first enteia school and periodically

thereafter, taking account of IQ; also investigation of relationship

between locus of control and school achievement; Ieadio/ to discussion

of possible ex;!_nation for finding (that scho)l experience brings about

a widening gap between the social classes in beliefs about locus of

control) in terms that aspects of school situation negate the working

class child's belief that he can control his environment, and thus he is

unable to integrate his beliefs into effective strategies for dealing with

school tasks. Source of data - Sample of 431 pupils (first, second,

fourth and sixth grade) from 64 classes in one community school system in

US.
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015 Beattie, C. and Spencer. B. G. Career attainment in Canadian

bureaucracies: unsorambling the effects of age, seniority, education,

and ethnolinguistia factors on salary. American Jo is _of

SOCi01QAY, 1971, 77(3), 472-490.

Investigation of career attainment in bureaucratic organisations, in

terms of relation of salary with age, seniority, expertise (educat-

ional level) and ethnolinguistic factors (identification with major/

minor ethnic group in society, with oonsideration of status of dominant

Croup in organisation, and unilingualism/bilinguelism). Source of

data - Sample of 168 Anglophones and 128 Franoophones of officer

status and at midnareer L. 5 federal government departments in Canada.

016 Beckwith, Leila Relationships between attributes of mothers and their

infants' IQ scores. Child Development, 1971, 42(4), 1083-1097.

Investigation of ways in which genetic and environmental factors influence

intellectual success, in terms of relations amongst maternal attitudes,

mother /child interaction, infant's experience outside home, and individual

differences in IQ and motor development, amongst infants adopted into

middle/class homes, with consideration of sex of child and socioeconomic

status of adoptive and natural mothers. Source of data - Sample of 24

mother/infant pairs (infants ages 7.2m-11.3m) in US.

017 Belasco, James A., Alutto, Joseph A. and Glassman, Alan A case study of

community and teacher expectations concerning the authority structure of

school systems. Education and Urban Society, 1971, 4(1), 85-97.

Theory that schools are open social systems which interact with and depend

upon certain environmental groups to function effectively (unless school

system meets the expectations of resource supplying environmental groups it

will not continue to receive the inputs necessary for its survival); bass

for investigation of congruence between perceptions (concetaing the current

decision making practices in the school system as these relate to economic,

administrative and educational issues), and also expectations on these issues,

as between the community and the professional teaching staff; implications

for possible emergence, in other areas, of conflict similar to that in New

York City school system in 1968. Source of data - Sample of 321 members of

community and 325 teaching staff from one upstate city school district in US.

018 Bell, Colin A sociological portrait: marriage. New Society, 1971,

476, 932-935.

Presentation of survey and census data on marriage in Britai-- background

to analysis of meaning of marriage u- arried status valued in terms of own

or others' personal competence, maturity and normality), and discussion of

consequences, for the individual, of loss of marriage by death, divorce or

separation, in relation to other factors (income, age, sex).



019 Berm, Caroline School style and staying or. raN&/istt, 1971, 456,

1084-1087.

Discussion of phenomenon of staying on at school beyorvi compulsory leaving

age, in context of comprehensive reorganisation and raising of school

leaving age; leading to discussion of factors affecting proportion of

children staying on, distinguishing between external factors (region,

socially mixed v homogeneous neighbourhood, single v mixed sex school,

comprehensive v maintained schools, size of school and range of choice of

subjects available in school) and internal factors (streamed v unstressed

classes, open v closed sixth forms, and freedom of choice of subjects), and

suggesting that beliefs about the pool of ability will have a major

influence on policies concerning provision of sixth form places.

Berger, Stephen E.

Bergman, Ronald L.

Jt. author

Jt. author

See 128

See 128

020 Berk, Laura E. Effects of variations in the nursery school setting on

environmental constraints and children's modes of adaptation. Child

Development. 1971, 42(3), 839-869.

Critique of various approaches to study of frustration in childhood (failure

to distinguish between the frustrating event itself and the response to it,

and to recognise that such a result need not produce negatively toned

responses); basis for investigation of influence of environmental charac-

teristics of school (structured: preplanned and scheduled activities v

unstructured: no formal curriculum; differences in size and spatial

characteristics of classroom, and in teacher/pupil ratio) on incidence of

actions or constraints by environment on child (conflict environmental

force units), responses of child, and on relation between type of conflict

environmental force unit (desire v desire - child /child conflict, desire v

teacher expectation, desire v clutter crowds, desire v institutional res-

triction, desire v inability, desire v teacher outlook, desire v environ-

mental limitations and other) and mode of adaption of child (unresponsive,

dependent-compliant, thoughtful-persistent, offensive-combative and other),

with consideration of age, sex, and socioeconomic status of child. Source

of data - Sample of 72 children (ages 2-5) from 4 nursery schools (2 middle

class schools - Montessori and University Nursery School, and 2 lower class

Head Start Program schools) in US.

021 Bernstein, Martin E. and di Vesta, Francis J. The formation and reversal

of an attitude as functions of assumed self-concept, race, and socioeconomic

class. Child Development, 1971, 42(5), 1417-1431.

Theory, extending Rhine's paradigm of attitude formation to children's

learning of racial attitudes and to attitude change (self cceu...As

are abstractions from personal experiences, evalrttions of others
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and other communications, and attitudes in a new situation will be

correspondingly positive or negativo where the new situation is

conceptually similar to the old, with responses in the new situation

boillg influenced by the saliency of relevant attributes of tho new

situation, by strength of existing attitudes or self concept, and

by polarisation of connotative moaning associated with attitude

object), with consideration of extent to which prejudice is linked

to race or socioeconomic class of perceiver; tested in investigation.

laboratory situation, of relation between learner's race, kind e

concept formed (positive v negative evaluations) polarisation

(positive v negative affect) of words employed as descriptions of

the attitude object and stimulus materials (lino drawing of both

:,lack and white boy) in both an attitude formation task and an

attitude reversal task; also investigation of relation between

learner's social class, kind of concept formed, and nature of stimu-

lus materials in both tasks implications for further researoh.

Source of data - Sample of 112 nozro and white boys (fifth and sixth

grade) from 4 lower SRS sohools and 28 white boys (fifth and sixth grade)

from one upper /middle class sohool in one community in US.

022 Biggs, J.B , Fitzgerald, D. and Atkinson, Sonia M. Convergent and

divergent abilities in children and teachers' ratings of competence and

certain classroom behaviours. British Journal of Educational Psychology,

1971, 41(3), 277-286.

Discussion of evidence for commonly held belief that teachers find highly

divergent children undesirable as pupils despite known high achievement of

such pupils (suggests that teachers are typically unable to perceive such

pupils realistically, yet achievement is known to contribute to halo

effect in desirability type ratings); background to investigation of

relations amongst divergent/convergent ability scores, pupil sex,

teachers global ratings of aspects of academic competence (mechanical v

conceptual child) and relative occurrence of certain classroom behaviours;

implications for use of teacher ratings for educational purposes and need

for research into effect of teacher cognitive style on ratings. Source of

data - Sample of 6 teachers rating 107 girls and 67 boys (age 11) from 3

classes in one primary school in Australia.

Birns, Beverly Jt. author See 090

023 Black, Stephen and Sykes, Mary More means worse revisited. Universities

Quarterly, 1971, 25(3), 289-325.

Analysis of evidence concerning possible decline in academic standards as

result of increases in intake of students into higher education, in context

of Arnie' 1960 prediction that 'more will mean worseladmission standards,

A level standards, degree grades, IQ levels); leading to discussion of
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factors bearing on future academic standards (student factors: quality of

students now rejected who will come to be admitted relative to those

currently admitted, size of pool of ability, quality of women and working

class as categories currently underrepresented in higher education in terra

of characteristics known to be associated with achievement; resources:

facilities, and quality of staff as evidenced by relevant rather than obvious

measures; societal factors: rates of return to investment in higher

education v alternative investments); implications in terms of need to take

a comprehensive view in determining educational policy.

024 Blackburn, Robert T. and Lindquist, John D. Faculty behavior in the

legislative process: professional attitudes vs. behavior concerning

inclusion of students in academic decision-making. Sociolosv of Bdv.ation,

1971, 44(4), 398-421.

Investigation of congruence between faculty beliefs (responses to external

questionnaire) and faculty actions (voting on a number of occasions, without

injection of new information, on proposal for joint student/faculty assembly

in own university); reading to analysis of decision making process (decisions

changed between meetings), from viewpoint of leadership and the political

process. Source of data - Sample of 87 faculty members from one school of

education in US.

025 Blaikie, Norman N.H. Towards a theoretical model for the study of

occupational choice. Sociology, 1971, 5(3), 313-333.

Presentation of acvion model, following Berger and Luckman, of occupational

choice process (occupational goal priorities differ ss result of differences

in vexes received through primary socialisation into particular symbolic

universes, and may change over time through secondary or resocialisation);

tested in investigation of occupational choices (particular occupations,

priorities concerning rewards and conditions) of university studentr, with

consideration of changes while at university, restrictions on choice, and

relation between gotl priorities and symbolic universes inhabited by student.

Source of data - Sample of 216 students (third and fourth year Arts students

who came straight from school; at one university in US.

026 Blew, Elias Jr. Future leadership roles for predominantly blaC.:

c 'lieges and universities in American higher education. Daedalus,

1971, 100(3), 145-771.

Argument that future educational equity amongst races in U8 will

largely depend on expansion of black cellIges, ..Jad that their importance

should increase, both in light of expansion requirements and as

exemplars of approaches that attract and hold black youth; leading to

discussion of future of black colleges in terms of development of

programmes (should ino.,,udo remedial work as element in int llectually

demanding courses rather than requiring students to complete prior
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remedial courses, should be infusod with faculty work in new arrr and

from rolovant perspoctivcs, should create traditions which will command

respect and permanence for unique accomplishments of black men), and

implications of those principles for different areas of study

(aesthetics, social-political institLtions, scientific and technical

development) and for role of blank college in remhapint, America

(educative impact of knowing that black men are in charge of areas of

hnowledgo will lead to redirection of America towards a multiracial,

pluralistic civilisation).

Blowers, Thomas A. Jt. author See 122

027 Blum, Alan F. and McHugh, Peter The social ascription of motives.

American Sociological Review, 1971, 36(1), 98-109.

Critique of conceptions of motives which regard them as causal antecedent

variables, or private 'states' of persons, or (in symbolic interaction terms)

as concrete speech acts, stressing that these refer to surface phenomena and

mistakenly pose problem of motives as a factual one; leading to presentation

of alterrative sociological conceptualisation of motives as publicly

obser "able courses of action, which are to be understood in terms of 'deep

structure' (motives acquire analytic force as observer's rules of relevance

when observer explicates how behaviour is socially intelligible by ascribing

a socially available orientation to actor), and analysis of such socially

organised conditions which make this process possible (assumptions that 1.

both observer and 2. actor know there are rules, 3. there is a grammar

providing rules for linking an event with a biography, or collection of

experiences associated with an actor which informs observer about possibili-

ties for actor's behaviour, 4. these rules concern the formulation of a

person as a type who would do the given event and hence 5, the formulation

of a typical course of action, on the assumption that actor is using same

rules in displaying his biography in situations and thus revealing his type

of person to the observer).

028 Boruch, R.F. Educational research and the confidentiality of data: a

case study. Sociology of Education, 1971, 44(1), 59-85.

Analysis of some issues in, and possible solutions to, the problem of

confidentiality of research data, drawing on a systems analytic description

of total information collection and analysis survey scheme at the American

Council on Education Office of Research, with particular reference to data

derived from survey questionnaires.
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029 Bowles, Samuel Cuban education and the revolutionary ideology.

Harvard Educational Review, 1971, 41(4), 472-500.

Discussion of economic and social objectives of revolutionary movement in

Cuba since overthrow of Batista in 1959 (to expand forces of production,

eliminate dependence on US, create a classless society, and transform work

into creative activity), with consideration of role of education in

achieving them; leading to description of expansion (extension of education

throughout population, including adults) and structural changes in Cuban

education (measures to reduce illiteracy, promote contact with the

productive life of the country and minimise competition); implications in

terms of dilemmas to be resolved (how transmission of values may be com.,

bined with transmission of skills).

030 Boyle, Edward Perspective on graduate unemployment. Universities

Quarterly, 1971, 26(1), 6-10.

Critique of view held by *long-term pessimists* that employers' demand for

graduates will diminish in future (grounds that it is based on present

situation and fails to recognise both complex nature of interaction between

educational expansion and changes in employment structure, such that

historically there has been no neat match, and that the employment situation

is not static); also discussion of view that honours courses at English

universities do not fit graduates to available employment opportunities

(qualities of wide outlook, and independent analytic mind are fostered by such

specialist courses, and they stand in good repute with employers, although

probable increase in demand for graduates for general management may be

expected to influence course provision); implications for policy in context

of present problems concerning graduate employment.

031 Brandon, Ruth The library's public. New Society, 1971, 456, 1092-1093.

Discussion of some research concerning extent of public library use in rela-

tion to sex, age, class, education, intelligence and media (magazines and

papers read), taking account of type of book borrowed (fiction v nonfiction);

implications in terms of extent to which libraries provide books to book-

less homes.

032 Braun, Carl and Klassen, Bernard A transformational analysis of oral

syntactic structures of children representing varying etbnolinguistic

communities. Child Development, 1971, 42(6), 1859-1871.

Investigation of influence of ethnocultural factors in language development

of children, in terms of relation of speech patterns and syntactic flexibility

(indices of language maturity: length of speech units, number of sub-

ordinate clauses, main clause patterns, number of sentence combining

transformations; indices of language deficiency: number of language mazes,

redundancies and false starts, noun clause direct discourse, number of

errors in use of transformations) with ethnolinguistic background (mono-
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Lingual Anglo-Saxon, bilingual French, bilingual German), with consideration

Jf ability, grade and sex; implications for conceptualisation of bilingualism,

for devising languar.s development programmes which take account of wide

linguistic differences amongst children, and for further research. Source

of data - Sample of 216 children (4 boys and 4 girls from grades 1, 4 and 6)

from 9 rural schools representing 3 ethnolinguistic communities (monolingual/

Anglo-Saxon/Protestant, bilingual/French/Roman Cas'olic, bilingual/German/

Mennonite) in Canada.

033 Braungart, Richard G. ramily status, socialization, and student politics:

a multivariate analysis. American Journal of Socioloev, 1971, 77(1),

108-130.

Investigation of extent to which family of orientation has influenced

campus-based politics in US in 1960s, in terms of relations amongst aspects

of family status (social class, ethnicity, parents' religious and political

affiliation), socialisation practices (democratic/authoritarian parental

decision making, frequency of family political argumentation) and student

activism (student political group membership and identification); leading to

presentation of a path analytic model explaining relationship between these

variables. Source of data - Samples of '09 Young Democrats, 11: Young

Republicans, 248 Students for a Democratic Sc.ziety, 215 Young Americans for

Freedom from 11 colleges and universities and national samples of members of

latter two groups (with 557 students belonging to no political group as

controls) in US.

034 Brewer, John Flow of communication, expert qualifications and

organisational authority structures. American Sociological Review, 1971,

36(3), 475-484.

Argument that organisational research case studies and comparative studies

can complement one another (case latidy Aothod can help to predict as yet

undiscovered structural relationships and suggest new structural variables

to be introduced into comparative work); demonstrated by analysis of

strategic cases (predictable deviant cases) of social interaction of

superiors and subordinates in business organisations in relation to

_Jmparative research by Blau in which inferences were made about hierarch-

ical communication processes; implications for both methodology and theory.

Source of data - Sample of 2 business organisations (home office department

of an underwriting firm and an electrical construction department of a light

and power company) in US.

Bridger, Wagner Jt. author See 090
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035 Brimmex, Andt.3w F. The economic outlook and the future of the negro

college. Daedalus, 1971, 100(3), 539-572.

0:aline of main contours of US economy in 1980 (predicted effects of treads

in gross national product for Omoges in esplorment opportunities), tnd

implications for economic position of negroes (growth in population and

changes in labour forcc)oarticipation rates expected to improve negroes'

educational and economic position); basis for discussion of future of

negro colleges in next decade (major factors are new structre of demand

for graduates, changing patterns in enrolment, iladequate financial

resources).

036 Broadbelt, Samuel The plight of the cities and citizen commitment.

Education and Urban Society, 1971, 3(3), 265-276.

Discussion of economic, social and political problems of big cities in

United States, with special reference to problems of educational system as

contingent on relationship of socioeconomic and political forces; bowie

for recommendation that a programme of action should foster greater mora

commitment to solving city problems, and that strategy be based upon

priorities developed according to human needs; implications for broader

concept of public education and its part in the resolution of societal

problems.

037 Brogan, G.S. Multiple control, foul-up, and wastage in polytechnics.

universities Quarterly. 1971, 25(2), 146-152.

Discussion of problems for policy makers in obtaining appropriate data on

wastage in polytechnics (data on other institutions is of limited value;

cuestion of meaning of wastage: measurement am tr.ke account not only

of attrition but also transfer between courses and institutions; determinin6

nature of data required depends on issues in forward planning); leading to

argument that transfer among courses is a aeans of minimising wastage, but

leolytechnica are inhibited in this respect, despite their uniquely wide

range of courses, because of disjunction in academic organisation resulting

from control by multiplicity of externalb5dies who regulate examinations;

basis for general policy recommendation (that each polytechnic should put

forward a ramprehensive development plan, based on a network principle,

which would enable students to trace a path through a series of interlinked

studies),and for suggestions concerning particular aspects of administration

in which action might help to overcome wastage (polytechnics are concerned

with vocational interests ar well as personal and intellectual development of

students, and selection prcedures, counselling services and curriculum

organisation are relevant in this respect).

Brown, Anne M. Jt. author See 278
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U38 Buck, r rlred R. and Austrin, Harvey R. Factors related to school

achievemeli. in an economically disadvantaged group. Child Development, 1971,

42(6), 1813-1826.

Investigation of interrelations amongst factors (child's feelings of

internal/external control over success/failure; classroom behaviour,

attitudes, personalitT and performance as rated by teachers; mother's

rating of child's competence in academic and intellectual tasks; maternal

attitudes, values and reaction to achievement) Lelieved to differentiate

between adequate achievers and underachievers amongst the socioeconomically

disadvantaged, with consideration of sex; implications for theory (inter -

lretation of findings in terms of Rotter's social learning theory and dis-

cussion of bearing on theories of deviant behaviour). Source of data -

sample of 50 matched pairs of Afro-American students (ages 14-16) from

poverty schools in one city in US.

)39 Bullock, Henry Allen The rack college and the new black awareness.

Daedalus, 1971, 100(3), 573-602.

Argument that black colleges are currently experiencing institutional dia.-

continuity (racism creates barrier against actualisation of colleges'

aspirations to train students for participation in a WASP dominated culture,

and a new force of black awareness has rejected assimilation as an ideal as

part of a thrust towards cultural nationalism); leading to position that

black colleges must prepare their students to live in two cultural worlds;

implications for black college curriculum (proposed medium is a general

,'.'ration programme built around black culture as a basic curricular theme).

Butler, Bruce V. Jt. auth,r See 089

040 Campbell, Hilary, Pseud. Students and univezr ty ,eacherat a case study

of informal student pressures. Sociology, 1971, 5(2), 191-207.

Description of informal pressures by which students, despite their formal

lack of power over their academic careers, influence their teachers,

distinguishing between ccllective pressures (in spheres of lectures, seminars

and examinations) and individual pressures (to establish formal or informal

relationships with staff) which involve implicit bargains struck between Ulf:

two sides, drawing, on participant observation data from a university in a

developing country; leading to discussion of relative ga^.na of both students

nd teachers in context of local culture, stressing that patron/client

relationship is a benefit in itself to the patro -; implications fur patterns

of relationships in universities in Britain, and for understanding student

unrest.

Cattell, R. B. Jt. %Labor See 063
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041 Centers, Richard, Raven, Bertram H. and Rodrigues, Aroldo Conjugal

power structure: a re-examination. American SociologELLBakm, 1971,

36(2), 264-278.

Critique of work of Blood and Wolfe concerning decision making in the

family (grounds that they only questioned wives, overrepresented traditional

male decision areas, and gave inadequate consideration to personality

factors); background to investigation of relation of conjugal power

(husband dominant, syncretic, autonomic, wife dominant) in fourteen decision

making areas to range of background variables (length of marriage, first/

later marriage, occupation, education, religion, age, nationality of

husband/wife) and personality variables (authoritarianism, self competence,

part of marriage most highly valued); comparison with findings of Bloo

and Wolfe study. Source of data - Quota sample of 747 respondents

(including 410 wives and 86 couples) in US.

042 Cheng, S.C. and Edwards R. Individual versus co-operative research in

comparative education: an extension of the I.B.A. znquiry to Hong Kong.

Comparative Education, 1971, 7(3), 107-119.

Discussion of International Evaluation Achievement project as a

cooperative crossnatilnal exercise in comparative education, with con-

sideration of extent to which individuals seeking to carry out case

studies in particular areas can match the criteria net by the national

research institutes involved in the project, with special reference to

the authors' intention to apply the IBA mathematics test in Hong Kong;

leading to description of Hong Kong educational system and impact of

recent developments in mathematics teaching in Hong Kong schools;

background to investigation of mathematics achievement in relation to

forty-five variables (relating to teaching, school organisation and the

student), with consideration of factors in Hong Kong situation which might

account for high achievement found as compared with other countries.

Source of data - Sample of all students in grade 1 in a national sample of

14 secondary schools in Hong Kong.

n43 Child, Dennis, Cooper, H.J., Huasell, C.G.I. and Webb, P. Parents'

expectations of a university. Universities OuartsTlv, 1971, 25(4), 484-490.

Investigation of expectations of a university (opinions concerning

attributed of ideal university and extent to which real universities possess

them) amongst parents of undergraduates, taking account of sex and subject

area of undergraduate and sex of parent. Source of data - Sample of 76

mothers and 74 fathers of second and third year students at universities in

England.
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Child, Dennis

Christie, T.

Clement, David E.

Jt. author

Jt. author

Jt. author

See 266

See 125

See 240

044 Cohen, Louis Age and headteachers' role concepticcss. Educations)

Research, 1971, 14(1), 33 -39.

Investigation of relationship between age (above/below fifty) and role

conceptions of headteachers (traditional v innovative views, supervision v

freedom of teacher performance, authoritarianism in relation to teachers,

pupils and parents, paternalism and willingness to deviate from expecta-

tions of others); comparison with American findings. Source of data -

National sample of 340 headteachers from 14 local education authorities in

England and Wales.

045 Cohen, Stanley and Waton, Alan The typical student? New Society, 1971,

475, 873-876.

Investigation, of extent to which characteristics of students are consistent

with dominant image of student, in terms of student attitudes to drugs,

sex and politics (internal: student participation in university decision

making, educational goals of university; external: political role of

university, personal voting intentions and political involvement), with

consideration of course, sex, social and educational background. Source

of data - Sample of 194 students from one university (Durham) in England.

046 Coles, Robert The weather of the years. Daedalus, 1971, 100(4),

1139-1157.

Description of the development into adulthood of black children who, at

age six, experienced the hostility associated with the desegregation of

schools in the South, drawing on personal conversations with them concerning

their personal development, relations with family and racial attitudes;

leading to argument that, despite their experiences as blacks, the period

has bee, one of change for the better not only for them but also for the

region pqd the US in general.

047 Collins Randall Functional and conflict theories of educational

stratiation. American Sociological Review, 1971, 36(6), 1002-1019.

Analysii, of adequacy, as explaining evidence on link between education and

strati;.ication, of a technical-functional theory (assumes that skill

requirements of jobs increase in industrial society and education provides

the necessary skills, but equally possible to interpret evidence concerning

demands of occupational positions in terms of bargaining between persons
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who fill positions and those who control them, and to explain occupational

success in terms of ascription rather than achievement factors); leading

requirements are seen to reflect the interests at the status groups that

have power to set and change them, the main activity of schools being to

teach particular status cultures), and discussion of evidence supporting

both conflict and technical-functional theory; basis for explanation of

rise in educational requirements in US over last century, using the conflict

theory and incorporating elements of the technical-functional theory (the

interaction between formal job requirements and informal status cultures

has resulted in a spiral in which educational requirements and attainments

become increasingly higher); implications for further research towards a

comprehensive theory of forms of stratification.

048 Conger, John Janeway A world they never knew: the family and social change.

Daedalus, 1971, 100(4), 1105-1138.

Position that problems of adolescence are increasing as result of

accelerating rate of change in family and in its relations with society

(change from spirit of community which characterised 1940s to social

divisiveness of society today is such that adolescent is growing up in a

eLfferent world from his parents); leading to discussion of aspects of

this change (decline in adult authority, rise of postadolescent youth

culture, diminished interaction among age groups); background to argument

that generation gap is not as great as stereotypes tend to suggest

(grounds that average adolescent still shares traditional values with his

plrents although there are differences on specific issues), that contem-

porary parents have continuing relevance as models for their children

(though appropriateness of authoritarian/democratic models will vary with

differences in cultural conditions), and that dominance of peer models

does not necessarily conflict with parental models (take on dominant

role only when there is lack of attention or concern in home); implica-

tions in terms of need for continuing communication between adolescents

and parents, and for society to ensure minimum standard of life, reverse

trends in age segregation and restore sense of community.

049 Conway, Edward S. Enlarging a school. Trends in Education, 1971, 24,

23-27.

Description of development of a three form entry secondary modern school

into a large comprehensive school, with special reference to qualities of

small v large schools (charactcristics of teacher /pupil, teacher/parent,

and staff relations, variety of courses and hence scope for both teachers

and pupils, and quality of administration); implications for organisation

of comprehensive schools.
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050 Cook, Vivian How children learn language. New Society, 1971, 442,

433-434.

Outline of contribution of Chomsky and his followers to study of acquisition

f language in children (notion of deep structure and view of language as a

selfcontained system at each stage of development), with consideration of

alternative theories (product of parent /child interaction v innate) to

r.plain learning of deep structure.

cooper,

Costello, Joan

Jt. author See 043

Jt. author See 131

051 Cottle, Thomas J. The connections of adolescence. Daedalus, 1971,

100(4), 1177-1219.

Personal recollections of experience of adolescence, with special

reference to development of self concept; and to notion of connection or

Integrity; leading to discussion of interview data on young people today,

stressing social pressures to reveal themselves, their aim of *getting

inside your head in order to see what really exists*, and the resulting

*.ecognition that 'nothing connects; basis for analysis of early

adolescence as dominated by tensions between single self and collective,

nd by fear of deviation which motivates the adolescent in passing through

tre initiation procedures which serve as *markers of maturation';

Implications for study of life cycles.

052 coulter, Jeff Decontextualised meanings: current approaches to

imagligapil investigations. Sociological Review, 1971, 19(3), 301-323.

Outline of conceptions of meaning associated with alternative theories of

action; background to discussion of contrasting schema for interpretation

of human conduct (models portraying man as 'judgmental dope* v *ethno-

methodological' approaches, claiming to lean on *phenomenology*, which

analyse social structures as meaningful human products); leading to

critique of *phenomenological* approaches, distinguishing between those

seeking out definitive answers to epistemologically posed *problem of

meaning* and those focussing on formal structures of practical actions.

053 Cox, Edwin H. 15+ drop-outs. Universities Qq: terlv, 1971, 25(2),

169-176.

Description of outcomes of experiment of some six years* duration at

University of Sussex, involving selection for degree courses of able but

not conventionally qualified 15+ dropouts; leading to analysis of factors

in early dropout (lack of parental *push', wanting to be independent and
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having alternative to continuing full time education in view, and frustra-

tion with nonacademic controls imposed by schools); implications for

diversification of selection criteria if universities are to increase

quality of their intakes and reduce pressures for high grades in schools.

Source of data - Sample of four intakes of able but unqualified students

to one new university in England.

054 Coxon, Anthony P.M. Occupational attributes: constructs and structure.

Sociology, 1971, 5(3), 335-354.

Presentation of model of process of occupational choice as the scanning of

a const:tntly shifting succession of career possibilities as more

approp1:7.ate than viewing it as a funnelling process in which individuals

make a series of situationally'delimited decisions; background to invest-

igation of attributes used in judging occupations; leading to discussion

of stati.tical problems in portraying data summarising objects in terms of

their atrribates by a common spatial representation. Source of data -

Sample of 80 social science students from one university in England.

055 Crain, Ro7)ert L. School integration and the academic achievement of

negroes. Sociology of Education, 1971, 44(1), 1-26.

Discussion of alternative conceptions of impact of segregation (1. academic

achievement of both white and negro students are affected by same factors,

and therefore achievement will depend on quality of school irrespective of

segregation/integration v 2. segregation is psychologically damaging per

se, for ft depresses self esteem of negroes); background to investigation

of relation between attendance at integrated school and educational

achievement (length and level of education, and verbal teat scores), with

consideration of family background, and taking account of sex, length of

time in North and skin colour; also investigation of association between

attendance at integrated school and attitudes of negroes (prejudice towards

and contact with whites, feelings of control of environment,and happiness).

Source of data - Sample cLI 1,624 adult (ages 21-45) negroes in North US.

056 Crompton, T.E. Teachers' attitudes to educational controversial.

ArtErilalaioltgewsk, 1971, 13(3), 204-209.

Investigation of teachers' attitudes (attitudes to controversies concerning

streaming, selection and corporal punishment, scores on Oliver's 'Survey

of Opinion' scales, 'Study of Values' scales - these viewed as associated

with Bysenck's iderarchical model of attitudes, which distinguishes

between opinions expressed on spur of moment, habitual opinion., clusters

of habitual opinions, ideologies) in relation to level taught, sex and

age, with consideration of interscale correlations and changes in attitudes

amongst teachers attending inservice training course; implications (of
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findings indicating trend towards progressivism) for constructing model of

attitude structure of progressive teacher. Source of data - 'Sample of 160

primary and secondary practising teachers, and 10 on one term full time

course in [? England).

057 Darnton, Robert Reading, writing, and publishing in eighteenth-century

France: a case study in the sociology of literature. Dae4lus, 1971, 100(1),

214-256.

Critique of view of culture associated with recent trends in study of

social history of 18th century France, with special reference to French

Enlightenment (use of quantitative methods reflects conceptual confusion,

unrepresentative samples produce distortion, and attention is often confined

to authorship and reading habits); _leading to discussion of insights into

culture to be derived from study of 18th century French publishing, dis-

tinguishing between legal and clandestine press as factor crucial in

cultural and political history (state feared all works of advanced

philosophy and banned it, this leading to a counterculture which fostered

the cultural revolution of 1789).

Davies, Patricia Jt. author See 080

058 de Jong, F. Sociology in a developing country, the United Arab Republic:

orientations and characteristics. Sociolomical Review, 1971, 19(2),

241-252.

Description of teaching of sociology as an academic discipline in United

Arab Republic, and of its place outside the universities; leading to

evaluation of Egy;tlan sociology, with consideration of factors hampering

its development bef.;.,, revolution of 1952, effect of social reforms after

1952, and influence o. academic milieu within which sociology is cultivated.

059 Demerath, N. J. III, Marwell, Gerald and Aiken, Miohael T. Criteria

and contingencies of success in a radical political movement.

Lrnal of Social Issues, 1971, 27(1), 63-80.

Investigation of subjeotive sense of success and failure in political

activism, in terms of group data on perceptions of overall degree of

success (anticipated/actual, individual/project) of projects in a

civil rights campaign in South as evaluated by white student volunt-

eers, and on relation of overall success with views on specific

project achievements, aspects of social solidarity within project,

individual preferences and sense of personal benefit, and amount of

time spent on various activities; leading to speculation about

nature of militancy (arising from finding that, in terms of time
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spent on various activities, only protest is significantly related to

overall success), distinguishirg between positive correlates of

protest (greater project solidarity, stronger ties between volunteers

and blank community) and nogativo correlates (reliance on ideological

consensus rather than organisational structure means that leadership

and strategy are problematic, commitmnnt and recruitment oweerns

may be in conflict, overcommitment may load to ill-advised tactics),

with consideration of notion that participation represents political

romanticism; also discussion of role of white outsiders in different

phases of a developing movement (in early stages they help to focus

national attention and produce sense of organisation and efficacy

among local blacks, but they lack staying power because cause is not

their own), and comparison of New and Old Left in terms of sympathetic:

v self-interested activism (differenoe3 of goals, membership and

location of protest); implications for political aotiviam in general

and need for aooiety to understand it. Source of data - Sample of

19 civil rights projects, involving 166 white volunteer workers, in

the South in US.

060 Denzin, Norman K. The work of little children. New Society, 1971,

432, 12-14.

Statement of theory characterising adult/child relationship in terms of

interaction between different social orders (relationship grounded in

taken for gramted social evaluations concerning relative competence of

adult and child which, at least in America, fail to take account of the

complex societies and social orders constructed by children when left on

their own), drawing on own and other data on parents, and on children at

play in different contexts, their self conceptions, languages and games.

061 Derrick, T. The initial educational decisions of undergraduates of

technology. Educational Research, 1971, 14(1), 40-45.

Presentation of model of career decisions as an additive process in which,

by decisions taken at a series of stages, people become slanted towards a

career; background to investigation of time of initial aspiration to

attend university, and to read present course, in relation to persona

influencing choice (headteacher, friends, family, employer and other)

amongst technology undergraduates, with consideration of personal back-

ground variables (social class, college/industry-based course, university

department); implications for increasing the flow of technology candidates.

Source of data - Sample of 338 freshman undergraduates in 1967 (small scale

replication 1968) at one technological university in England.
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062 Derrick, T. Teacher training and school practice. Educational Research,

1971, 13(2), 106-112.

Comparison of student teachers' perceptions of behaviour required for success

in actual and ideal colleges and practice schools; also comparison of

problems experienced in colleges and schools, with consideration of nature of

problem (professional/social), sex and age/course range taught; implications

in terms of desirable changes in schools and colleges. Source of data -

Sample of 357 students from 2 colleges of education in England.

063 Dielman, T.E., Cattell, R.E., Lepper, Carolyn and Rhoades, Patrick A check

on the structure of parental reports of child-rearing practices. Child

Development, 1971, 42(3), 893-903.

Investigation (using factor analysis) of dimensionality in domain of

parental reports of child rearing practices (101 items for mothers and 68

for fathers); leading to comparison of factor structure with that fowl

by previous researchers. Source of data - Samplecf 156 mothers and 133

fathers (of children ages 6-8) in rural community in US.

di Vesta, Francis J.

Dolinsky, Harriet

Downes, L. W.

Jt. author

Jt. author

Jt. author

See 021

See 195

See 233

064 Dowse, Robert E. and Hughes, John The family, the school, and the

political socialization process. Sociology, 1971, 5(1), 21-45.

Study of relative influence of family and school in political socialisation

in terms of investigation of association of children's attitudes (political

efficacy, political interest, party preference, social class awareness) and

knowledge, with their type of school and parental attributes (level of

education and socioeconomic status) respectively, with consideration also

of child's political awareness (willingness to deviate from perception of

parents' party preference) and sex. Source of data - Sample of 627 boys

and girls from 5 secondary schools (2 grammar and 3 secondary moderns) and

their parents in England.

065 Dowse, Robert E. and Hughes, John A. Girls, boys and politics. British

Journal of Sociology, 1971, XXII(l), 53-67.

Discussion of alternative explanations (adult role set v familial socialisation)

of differential participation of men and women in political activities; second

explanation tested in investigation of development of children's knowledge of
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political facts and political orientations (political interest, choosing

a party and exposure to political media) in relation to sex, type of

school and age, with consideration of social class. Source of data -

Sample of 627 children (ages 11-17) from 5 schools (2 single sex grammar

and 3 single sex secondary moderns) in one city in England.

066 Drake, St. Clair The black university in the American social order.

Psedalus, 1971, 100(3), 833-897.

Outline of historical background to changing structure of race relations in

US as context for reassessment of function of black institutions of higher

education, with special reference to developments in the South (structural

changes associated with growth of black middle class and intercultural

education have increased aspirations of blacks but not eliminated discrim-

ination, and these changes, together with continuing residential segregation

and growing sense of group identity, have led to upsurge of Black Power

movement and call not for integration but liberation of blacks); basis for

argument that black colleges have a role to play in shaping a normative

situation in the South appropriate to a pluralist society, and should serve

the interests of the black community by providing black leadership which can

influence decision making at all levels; leading to discussion of possible

approaches to structuring education so as to maximise the Black Power

potential for achieving structural integration into interracial political

and economic systems.

067 Duce, Charles Condorcet on education. British Journal of Educational

Studies, 1971, 19(3), 272-282.

Outline of life of Condorcet up to his election to Committee for Public

Education in Prance in 1790; background to discussion of his views con-

cerning the meaning and purpose of education in the context of the existing

structure of French education and the ideas of the time (essential that

state provide education as means of maintaining democracy and ensuring

equality of opportunity, and must cater for needs of society as well as

individual, with proviso that individuals freedom of belief must be

preserved), and outline of his proposals for changes in the structure of

the French educational system.

068 Durojaiye, S.M. Social context of immigrant pupils learning English.

Educational Research, 1971, 13(3), 179-184.

Argument that consideration of social context in which learning takes place

is essential to understanding of English language learning situation for

immigrant pupils; background to investigation of differences in social

environment (availability and use of media, choice of friends, out of

school activities, job aspirations and degree of parental encouragement
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and interest, parental and sibling knowledge of English, and language

spoken in home) of culturally deprived pupils (West Indian, Asian and

English); implications in terms of ways in which these factors can

influence English language acquisition, and for comparison between immi-

grant and English groups in terms of Carter's distinction between 'home-

centred aspiring' and 'solid' working class families. Source of data -

Sample of 20 West Indian, 20 Indian and Pakistani, and 20 English children

(ages 14-15) from one school in working class district in England.

069 Edwards, Helen and Thompson, Barbara Who are the fatherless? New

Society, 1971, 436, 192-193.

Investigation of incidence of different types of parental care; leading

to investigation of problems for mothers of fatherless families (absence

of father or father substitute), and effect of fatherless status on

child's school attainment, with consideration of marital status of mother,

social class and age of child. Source of data - Sample of 117 fatherless

children (ages 7-12), plus birth data identifying legitimacy, in one city

in Scotland.

Edwards, R. Jt. author See 042

070 Edwards, Tony and Webb, David Freedom and responsibility in the sixth

form. Educational Research, 1971, 14(1), 46-50.

Investigation of sixth formers' relations with school staff, attitudes

to courses, to teaching methods, to regulations and to separation of sixth

form from rest of school; leading to discussion of possible effect of

removal of sixth form to local college of further education, proposed as

part of future comprehensive plan. Source of data - Sample of 232

second year sixth formers from 4 grammar schools in one city in England.

071 Elder, Glen H. Jr. Intergroup attitudes and social ascent among Negro

boys. American Journal of Sociology, 1971, 76(4), 673-697.

Argument that support of one of alternative negro strategies for racial

change (integration/black solidarity) does not, at the social-psychological

level, mean opposition to other (orientations may be typologised as

uncommitted/integrationist/nationalist/pluralist); tested in investigation

of construct validity of typology on racial and interracial attitudes; also

comparison of groups holding different orientations on measures indicating

life opportunity (objective and perceived) and competence; implications

for content of child socialisation in families established by age group stu-

died, for correlates of nationalistic feeling, and for current popularity

of pluralism. Source of data - Sample of 1? and] negro high school boys

in US.
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072 Ellis, Robert A., Parelius, Robert J. and Parelius, Ann P. The collegiate

scholar: education for elite status. Socioloav of Education, 1971, 44(1),

27-58.

Discussion of conception of the collegiate scholar (role rooted in an elite

conception of higher education that stresses a proper balance between

intellectual and social endeavours, requisite for preparing students for

elite positions) as a subculture distinct from the academic and collegiate

subcultures; tested in investigation of intellectual characteristics, social

origins and college experiences of members of four subcultures (collegiate

scholars: members of fraternity and honours college; collegiate: members

of fraternity only; academics members of honours college only; independents:

members of neither group) and the general student population. Source of data

Sample of 391 male freshmen at one university in US. Longitudinal study.

Evans, Roy Jt. author See 08J

073 Bveloff, Herbert H. Some cognitive and affective aspects of early language

development. Child Development, 1971, 42(6), 1895-1907.

Presentation of view of early language development, in particular speech

development, as social phenomemm comprising overlapping phenomenological

stages (prelingual, random articulation or babbling, lalation, imitation,

articulate utterance); basis for analysis of interrelation between emo-

tional and cognitive factors in this process (acquisition of language

begins with emotional need of mother to contact her child, and becomes

bidirectional with appearance of social smile by which child expresses

pleasure at mother's attempts at contact; development of child's ability

to differentiate objects fcom self and of differential investment of mother

over other objects,brings separation anxiety and stimulates child to acquire

wordsofirst to represent and replace the lost mother, then to express a need

for affectionate care; with increasing cognitive skills, words come to

transcend emotional functions that stimulated their acquisition), with con-

sideration of effects of arrested development at each stage; implications

for theories of language development.

074 Ewing, Dorlesa B. The relations among anomie, dogmatism, and selected

personal-social factors in asocial adolescent boys. Journal of Social Issues,

1971, 27(4), 159-169.

Discussion of view that blacks' lack of control over theil destinies is a

more major factor than socioeconomic status in anomie amongst blacks, in

terms of Mertonian model of anomie as produced by conflict between cultur-

ally prescribed aspirations and socially structured avenues for realising

these aspirations, discrepancies increasing as one descends the class

structure, and positing conformity, innovation, ritualism, retreatism and
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rebellion as adaptive behaviours which individuals may employ to rciuce

anomie; basis for investigation of relations amongst anomie, dogmatism,

predelinquency and observed asocial behaviour (underachievement, dean

referrals, absenteeism, teacher evaluations of deportment) amongst

adolescent boys in school setting, with consideration of differences

according to racial subculture and social background characteristics

(socioeconomic variables, geographical mobility, extent of social partici-

pation, number of hobbies and interests, and general school attitude),

and also factors particular to type of school (Catholic parochi.1 school).

Source of data - Sample of 78 black, 85 Mexican-American and 200 white

boys from junior classes of Catholic high schools in US.

075 Eysenck, H.J. Race, intelligence and education. New Society, 1971, 455,

1045-1047.

Discussion of genetic inferiority, in terms of scientific, and ethical

and social problems involved; background to discussion of relationship

between race, intelligence and education, with special reference to arguments of

Jensen and others (author suggests that evidence cannot be explained in purely

environmentalist terms); implication that fact of genetic difference must

be faced if equality of educational opportunity is our aim.

076 Fain, E.F. Nationalist origins of the folk high school: the romantic

visions of N.F.S.Grundtvig. British Journal of Educational Studies, 1971,

19(1), 70-90.

Analysis of life and development of ideas of N.F.S.Grundtvig (1783-1872),

founder of folk high school movement in Denmark, in the context of

19th century European cultural history (movement stemmed directly from

Grundtvig*s conception of romantic nationalism and his notion of the kind

of school through which this ideology might be transmitted); also descrip-

tion of later development of both the folk high school and the ideology

with which it was linked.

077 Farley, Reynolds and Hermalin, Albert I. Family stability: a comparison

of trends between blacks and whites. American _Sociological Review, 1971,

36(1), 1-17. -0

Critique of Moynihan's claim that there is a trend away from family

stability among blacks in US and that this restricts their life chances

(grounds that there are several components in family stability, trends in

which may differ, and that evidence on life chances must be examined

separately for children and adults, and with regard to temporal and causal

ordering of variables), drawing on data concerning sesindemographic

indicators the have been used to measure family stability (current marital
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status of adults, distribut;_on of families by type and proportion of male/

female family heads, nvmber and proportion of illegitimate births, family

living arrangement:, of young children), time aeries for whites and blacks

showing relative levels of four indicators and changes over time, and

relatior oetween indicators of family stability and life chances; implica-

tios in terms of likely effectiveness of alternative strategies for

improving socioeconomic status of blacks.

078 Featherman, David L. The socioeconomic achievement of white religio-

ethnic subgroups: social and psychological explanations. American

Sociological Review, 1971, 36(2), 207-222.

Discussion of tenability of alternative explanations (social-psychological

and sociostructural) for the differential attainment of ethnoreligious

subgroups, tested in investigation of relative importance of socio-

structural factors (father's occupation, size of family of orientation,

extent of husband's rural residence) and personality factors (intrinsic/

extrinsic reward motivation, primary work/taaterialistic orientation, and

subjective achievement evaluation) in relation to socioeconomic achievement

(education, occupation, income) of religio-ethnic subgroups. Source of

data - Sample of 715 adult males from 6 religio-ethnic categories (Jewish:

all ethnic; Protestant: Anglo-Saxon; Protestant: other; Roman Catholic:

except Italian and Mexican; Roman Catholic: Italian and Mexican; none or

other religion) in US.

079 Feldman, Kenneth A. Some methods for assessing college impacts.

Sociology of Education, 1971, 44(2), 133-150.

Description of procedures for assessing impacts of different college

environments on students, with special reference to 'input-output models',

'path analysis', 'methods for partitioning explained variance' and 'stcchaatic

models for change'; leading to discussion of research situations (nature of

data, hypotheses to be tested and pattern of correlations) in which each is

appropriate.

080 Ferguson, Neil, Davies, Patricia, Evans, Roy and Williams, Phillip

The Plowden Report's recommendations for identifying children in need of

extra help. Educational_ Research, 1971, 13(3), 210-213.

Argument that Plowden Report recommendations, building on known relationship

nerween social class and achievement, that educational priority areas be

identified in terms of measures of social status of locality, are inadequate;

based on investigation of differences in priority status of schools

depending on measures of disadvantagement employed (LEA designation of

schools in terms of socioeconomic characteristics of area served v
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r'teenries based on socioeconomic characteristics of families of children

in a school); also investigation of relationship between type of school

(LEA designation) and developmental maturity (psychometric measures),of child;

implications for more child-centred approach to identification of educa-

tional need. Source of data - Sample of 12 infant schoOls (8 designated

by LEAs as deprived, 2 settled working class and 2 advantaged) and 689

infant reception class entrants to these schools in [? Wales].

081 Finlayson, Douglas S. Parental aspirations and the educational

achievement of children. Educational Research, 1971, 14(1), 61-64.

Discussion of relationship between parental aspirations, social class and

children's school attainment, stressing need to consider feedback of

information from educational system to parents as a dynamic factor in

determining achievement (the process of which school achievement is one

outcome should be conceptualised as dynamic, involving complementary

informative and normative components, the informative components pro-

viding a rationale and empirical basis for parental attitudes and ensuring

that the aspirations are realistic).

082 Finney, Henry C. Political libertarianism at Berkeley: an

application of perspectives from the new student left.

of Sooial Issues, 1971, 27(1), 35-61.

Outline of eversity of explanations for recent student disturbances,

distinguishing between explanations offered by social scientists and

those of participants; background to investigation of extent to

which explanations offered by New Left for their own attitudes and

actions account for patterns c. political tolerance amongst students

in general, in terms of stability and change in libertarianism Okongst

university students, with consideration of permanence of change and

time of occurrence, and of political characteristics of students of

differing libertarian complexion; also investigation of relation

betwoen student libertarian attitudes and social class background

(Yew Left emphasises both lower olass exploitation and middle class

alienation as factors in activism, although extant research has

consistently found that activists tend to come from middle class

homes), with consideration of distinction between composition of

categories and incidence of traits within categories; also relation

between student libertarianism and dissatisfaction with university

(New Left claim that frustration with academic) bureaucracy is a

liberalising experience), student values (Few Left reject middle

class achievement values), and academic achievement, aspirations and



intellectual interests (New Left have high self regard in relation

to intellectual integrity and ability), with consideration of joint

effect on libertarianism of actual scholastic performance and sub-

jective valuation of grade-getting. Source of data - Sample of 792

male undergraduates (whole sample studied in 1959 and 1961, and sub -

sample in 1963) at one university in T. Longitudinal study.

Fitzgerald, D. Jt. author See 022

083 Flacks, Richard The New Left and American polities after ten

years. imugoLANigasues, 1971, 27(1), 21-34.

Position that New Left, viewed as a particular segment of young

activists (members were ideologically radical but disaffeoted by

established radicalism, and sought to provide political direction,

theoretical coherence and organisational continuity to the student

movement), has disintegrated; based on outline of history of Pew

Left from its origin in 1960s to date, drawing on experience as

participant observer, ( political strategy enunciated by Students

for a Democratic Society in 1362 and 1963 could not be put into

practice because, although the 8D8 broke down public apathy, external

factors prevented it from creating a coalition of radical movements

and mobilising a grass roots organisation which could achieve

political expression of its ideas, and have led to fragmentation of

both the 815 and the New Left); implications for American radioalism

(opposition movements must have coherent political expression if

radical change is to continue).

Flerlage, Ellen P.

Freeman, Peter

Jt. author See 179

Jt. author See 107
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084 Gallatin, Judith and Adelson, Joseph Legal guarantees of individual

freedom: a cross-national study of the development of political thought.

Journal of Social Issues, 1971, 27(2), 93-108.

Investigation of national differences in development, during adolescence,

of concept of individual freedom, taking account of social class, sex and

IQ; leading to discussion of finding, that adolescents' grasp of concept

becomes increasingly apparent with age, in terms of a larger development

(to lend coherence to anticipated adult life, adolescent needs to develop

an ideology); also discussion of national differences in political orien-
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tations, in particular those associated with underlying tension between

individual autonomy and common good. Source of data - Sample of 120

children from US and 120 from Great Britain (ages 11, 13, 15 and 18), and

90 children (ages 13, 15 and 18) from Germany.

085 Gardner, Dorothy Educational needs of young children. Trends in

Education, 1971, 23, 31-36.

Outline of principles and practices for education of young children,

drawing on research evidence affirming soundness of the precepts (importance

of personal relationships between teacher and child, of taking account of

individual differences, of home/school links, of access to a trained teacher,

of understanding developmental sequences, and of fostering good attitudes to

learning in first year in school); implications for organisation of infant

schooling.

Garvey, Catherine J. Jt. author See 012

086 Gibson, Rex The camera in thk classroom. New Society, 1971, 433, 55-58.

Description of one college's attempt to improve effectiveness of teaching

behaviour of students in teacher training, using videotapes of teachers at

work to provide a 'shared experience' as material for objective analysis and

discussion by tutor and student, supplementing traditional methods of

classroom observation; also outline of observation schedules (Nithall's

technique for measuring social-emotional climate in classroom, which takes

account only of teacher's verbal behaviour, and Flanders' schedule for

classroom interaction analysis which takes account of both teacher and pupil

verbal activity) as means of providing student with a conceptual framework by

which he may understand what he sees.

087 Giles, Howard Our reactions to accent. New Society, 1971, 472,

713-715.

Discussion of usefulness of notions of speech convergence (modelling own

speech on that of another), and divergence, for understanding accent change

in different contexts and with different listeners; basis for investiga-

tions (using matched guise technique and interviews) of extent to which

range of accents reflect social prestige, and whether speakers who adopt

higher prestige accents are rewarded by increased status ascription, more

favourable personality assessments and increased persuasiveness of content

of message. Source of data - Samples of students in Great Britain.

Gilligan, Carol Jt. author See 148
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Glassman, Alan Jt. author See 017
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088 Godwin, Winifred L. Southern state governments and higher education for

negroes. Daedalus, 1971, 100(3), 783-797.

Outline of role of education in provision of equal opportunity in US as

ensuring that higher education is equally available to all citizens and as

completing transition from South's dual system of higher education to a

unitary system free from discrimination; leading to discussion of meaning

of unitary system and its bearing on higher education for negroes (black

colleges will continue to provide major college opportunity for large

numbers of blacks, but must not be assigned permanent role of teaching the

unprepared and, in long term, there is need for systematic planning of

relationships between predominantly black and white institutions to achieve

genuine racially unitary systems and not merely compliance with civil rights

legislation); implications for the future in terms of social and educational

policy, at state and federal levels, to ensure economic and political

ability of blacks to participate fully in unified higher education programmes

and enable black and white leadership to work together to improve the lot of

the southern black.

089 Goffene., Barbara, Henderson, Norman B. and Butler, Bruce V. Negro.

white, male-female eight-month developmental scores compared with seven-

year WISC and Bender test scores. Child Development, 1971, 42(2),

595-604.

Investigation of effectiveness of the Bayley Infant Scales (gross motor,

fine motor and mental tests) in predicting scores on the Wechsler Intelli-

gence Scales for Children and the Bender-Gestalt teat for negro, white, male

and female subjects at age seven; leading to comparison of findings with

other research. Source of date - Sample of 626 children (tested at age

8 months and 7 years)in US.

090 Golden, Mark, Birns, Beverly, Be.dger, Wagner and Moss, Abigail Social-

class differentiation in cognitive development among black preschool

children. Child Development, 1971, 42(1), 37-45.

Investigation of emergence of social class differences in intellectual

performance of black children between ages eighteen months and three years,

taking account of family characteristics (poor stable v fatherless);

comparison with data on white children. Source of data - Sample of 89

children (at age 3 - previously studied at 18 and 24 months) in 1? US].

Longitudinal study.

Goldie, N. Jt. author See 186
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091 Goodwin, Glenn A. On transcending the absurd: an inquiry in the sociology

of meaning. American Journal of Sociology, 1971, 76(5), 831-846.

Analysis of the theme of the absurd (as presented in existentialist

literature) for an understanding of the institutional structure of con-

temporary American society (the greater the absurdity or inherent

contradictions of the institutional structure, the greater the probability

of awareness of absurdity and hence of acts of rebellion - awareness that

acting will not finally resolve anything, crupled with the act of

rebellion, resulting in transcending the absurd); leading to discussion

of meaning acquisiti,ln, distinguishing four types (dissonance creators:

social thinkers who act; consonance seekers: reform oriented thinkers

who fail to transcend absurdity of social life; defeatist-oriented: who

recognise absurdity but fail to act; academic-traditional: not aware of

absurdity and do not act); recommendation that sociology should face up to

the problem of meaning, should reorient its conception of man in society to

that of dissonance seeker, and should couple investigation with action, if

it is to understand its subject matter and transcend its own sociological-
)

scientific absurdity

092 Goody, Esther The varieties of fostering. New Society, 1971, 462,

237-239.

Argument that widespread acceptance of fostering by West Africans in

England is understandable as a traditional form of education modified in

relation to modern urban and industrial conditions, drawing on data on

fostering customs of traditional societies in Africa, and on adaptions to

this pattern seen in more westernised areas and among West African

couples in England (tendency for kinship fostering to give way to place-
/

ment with non-kin and to involve payment relationship).

Gordon, C. Wayne Jt. author See 261

093 Gordon, Chad Social characteristics of early adolescence. Daedalus,

1971, 100(4), 931-960.

Presentation of a developmental model for the study of the middle class

life cycle in contemporary US, characterising the significant others

and major dilemmas of value theme differentiation and integration appro-

priate to each age stage; background to outline of social characteristics

of early and late adolescence in the US, drawing on documentary sources

(current size and trends over past fifty years, race and sex composition,

1 participation in labour force, school enrolment, family structure), with

consideration of influence of demographic changes on the value concerns

of these two stages; leading to review of evidence concerning the core

value dilemma of early adolescence (integrating contradictory value themes

of social acceptance and social achievement) in contexts of family,
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unofficial peer world and school, and impact of social class and ethnicity

on this process; also presentation of path analytic model rfiating race,

social class, verbal ability, parental

educational aspirations; implications

aspirations and self esteem to

of conclusion(that acceptance/

achievement dilemma characterises general run of major a..1dies) fo:

research into mechanisms of the socialisation process, variations in the

process for different subcultures and for adolescents of each sex.

094 Goalin, David A. Children in the world of work. New Society, 1971,

466, 409-412.

Discussion of generation gap, in terms of transition from childhood to

adulthood, and of recommendations for improving communication between

children and the world of work made by a group concerned with 1970 White

House Conference on children; basis for experiment in which children

participated in the functioning of a firm. Source of data - Sample of

16 children (ages 10-11) working for 3 days in one newspaper company in

US.

Green, A. Jt. author See 214

095 Greenall, Stella Student views on wastage. Universities Quarterly,

1971, 25(2), 177-181.

Discussion of issues which concern students in regard to wastage in Great

Britain (assessment methods, assumptions about.size of pool of ability, role

of educational and vocational guidance), stressing massive scale on which

talent is wasted; implications in terms of need for free nursery education

to overcome distorting influences of family pressures on children's develop-

ment of their potential.

096 Greenberger, Ellen and SOrensen, Annemette Interpersonal choices among

a junior high school faculty. Sociology of Education, 1971, 44(2), 198-216.

Theory, employing Blau's concepts, relating individual attributes (formal

organisational status, membership in formal subgroup, personal attributes

such as values, beliefs and attitudes) to segregation/differentiation

effects in interpersonal choice (instrumental-task oriented/sociable -

personal gratification oriented); tested in investigation of influence of

rank attributes (age and chairmanship of department) and attributes leading

to formation of equally ranked subgroups (sex and departmental aff?Aiation)

on choices (consultative: for discussing general teaching problems; liking;

and respect: high regard for teaching skills) in a teacher colleague group.

Source of data - Staff of one junior high school in US.
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097 Greenglass, Esther R. A cross-cultural comparison of maternal c,-1mur4cation.

Child Development, 1971, 42(3), 685-692.

Investigation of crosscultural differences in mothers' influence over their

children, in terms of relations amongst mother's ethnic origin (Italian/

Canadian), child's age and sex, and maternal communication patterns (how,

and to what extent, mother exercises authority - commands v reasoning - in

conversing with her child). Source of data - Sample of 65 Italian and 67

Canadian mother/child pairs (children ages 9-10 and 13-14 years) in US.

Greeson, Larry E.

Gregory, Alison M.

Griffin, A.

Guenther, Zenita C.

Jt. author

Jt. author

Jt. author

Jt. author

See 128

See 265

See 125

See 240

098 Guinagh, Barry J. An experimental study of basic learning ability and

intelligence in low-socioeconomic-status children. Child Develunment,

1971, 42(1), 27-36.

Presentation of alternative explanations (genetic v environmental) for

the relation between IQ, basic learning ability and environment (abstract

abilities tested by IQ tests are functionally dependent on basic learning

ability v abstract abilities are acquired with experience and basic

learning ability simply sets an upper limit); tested in investigation of

effect of training (on concepts involved in IQ test, on word skills

unrelated to IQ test, no training) on IQ scores (Raven's Progressive

Matrices) of black and white children with high/low basic learning ability

(digit span), taking account of personality. Source of data - Sample of 80

(third grade) lower class children, with control groups, in US.

099 Gumbert, Edgar B. The city as educator: hol be radical without even

trying. Education and Urban Society, 1971, 4 1), 7-24.

Argument that radical change is needed, it urbas. public schools are to

survive, involving limitation of function to pedagogic activities (which aim

to increase individual's powers of understanding and control over self and

environment), and transferring present service and noneducational functions

to existing community resources (cities represent vast learning resources,

containing networks of 'educational objects' in terms of people and features

of environment); implications for urban reconstruction (values and institu-

tions) to release the educational p.m/era of cities, and to replace control

by technocrats and managers with community participltion.
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100 Gunn, Alexander Students under stress. New Society, 1971, 443, 485-487.

Discussion of some factors in current rate of emotional disturbance amongst

university students (higher incidence of psychological illness amongst

women, overseas students and those studying subjects which offer no certain

promise of future employment; disturbance likely to be expressed in

bodily symptoms; anxiety about failure to succeed is usually related

to personal conflict rather t1an academic potential); leading to descrip-

tion of reactions to stress, and of likely consequences for students who

fail; implications in terms of societal understanding and help for these

students.

Guthrie, James W. Jt. author See 156

101 Haddon, F.A. and Lytton, H. Primary education and divergent thinking

abilities: four years on. British Journal of Educational Psvcholozv,

1971, 41(2), 136-147.

Position that divergent thinking ability (DTA) may be viewed as a component

of creativity, and that convergent and divergent thinking are two differing

styles of cognitive functioning and complementary aspects of general ability

which would be influenced by environmental impact of Schooling; basis for

investigation of persisting effects of primary schooling (established in

previous research that informal as contrasted with formal primary education

fosters DTA), in terms of DTA score at age eleven and at age fifteen, with

consideration of type of secondary school (grammar/secondary modern), taking

account of sex and verbal reasoning quotient (VRQ); also investigation of

stability of DTA scores over time; relation between DTA scores and socio-

economic status of parents,and pupil career or course choice at age fifteen,

with consideration of VRQ; predictive value of DTA and VRQ at age eleven for

DTA and academic attainment at age fifteen; and relation of DTA scores with

teachers' ratings and pupil interest questionnaires respectively. Source of

data - Sample of 151 children (age 15, previously studied at age 11) in 7

secondary schools in England.

102 Hage, Jerald, Aiken, Michael and Marrett, Cora Bagley Organization

structure and communications. American Sociolouical Review, 1971, 36(5),

860-871.

Theory that all organisations need coordination, distinguishing between two

mechanisms of coordination (programming with an emphasis on sanctions and

feedback with emphasis on socialisation), these mechanisms varying with the

degree of diversity of organisational structure and with distribution of

status and power in organisation; basis for presentation of a number of

testable hypotheses relating aspects of organisational structure (complexity,
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centralisation, formalisation) to internal communication patterns (volume of

task relevant information, and direction of communication: horizontal/

vertical); tested in investigation of relationship between verbal inter-

action about tasks (indexes of frequency and direction of scheduled/

unscheduled communication between and within departments) and aspects of

organisational structure (complexity: number of occupational specialties and

degree of professional activity; formalisation: degree to which respondents

felt a complete description of their job exists and degree of job specificity;

centralisation: participation in decision making). Source of data - Sample

of 16 social welfare and rehabilitation organisations (respondents - all

executive staffs and heads, together with random sample of staff) in one

metropolis in US.

Hage, Jerald Jt. author See 004

103 Hagstrom, Warren 0. Inputs, outputs, and the prestige of American

university science departments. Sociology of Education, 1971, 44(4),

375-397.

Investigation of indicators used in assessing departmental prestige in

scientific communities, and relation with individual and combined effect

of various input and output measures (departmental size, research

production, research opportunities, faculty background, student charac-

teristics, and awards and offices) in accounting for variance in departmental

prestige (as rated by others in same discipline), with consideration of

amount of informal communication and discipline differences; implication

that there is need for study of change in academic stratification process.

Source of data - Sample of 125 university science (mathematics, physics,

chc:i3try, biology) departments in US.

Hahn, Harlan Jt. author See 005

104 Hall, David J. A case for teacher continuity in inner-city schools.

School Review, 1971, 80(1), 27-49.

Comparison between Rousseau's position favouring continuity in teacher/

pupil relations (argument that in order for child to develop true self

discipline, a close stable emotional relationship is required, on grounds

that externally imposed discipline proceeding from impersonal authority is

destructive) and the 'reality' of public education in US (deliberate

attempt is made to enforce distance between teacher and pupil on grounds

that close emotional relationships are counterproductive); leading to

discussion of consequences for child of current policy of teacher discon-

tinuity in inner city schools (children are forced to rely on emotional

resources of home and, since these are inadequate, teachers must rely on

authoritarian methods to enforce discipline, thus denying children self

respect and autonomy) and of consequences for teachers (accountability for
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child's failure is diffused and possibility of success is minimised);

implications of benefits and limitations of establishing ptactice of teacher

continuity in primary and elementary grades of inner city schools.

Haller, Archibald O. Jt. author See 281

105 Halsall, Elizabeth The small comprehensive school. Trends in Education,

1971, 22, 12-17.

Outline of assumptions in educational thinking concerning size of school, as

issue raised by advent of comprehensive school (successful school has come

to be defined as one which is large enough to support sixth form offering

wide range of courses); leading to discussion of viability of small compre-

hensive schools (adequacy of curriculum and environment favouring personal

development as factors), drawing on data from own and other research into

curriculum; implication; for further research.

106 Halsey, A. H. and Trow, Martin The Oxbridge image. New Society, 1971,

449, 765-766.

Investigation of university teachers' attitudes to their present university

and preferences for posts elsewhere, taking account of career experience in

other universities and career expectations; leading to argument that

popularity of universities reflects the evolution of the British university

system, that mobility in Britain, unlike the situation in America, is

shaped more by reputation of institution (Oxbridge tradition) than by

financial rewards. Source of data - National sample of British academics.

107 Hamilton, Vernon and Freeman, Peter Academic achievement and student

personality characteristics: a multivariate study. British Journal of

Sociology, 1971, XXII(1), 31-52.

Investigation (using multivariate procedures) of variables (exam results,

scholastic antecedents, intelligence, personality and motivation) related

to academic success or failure at universities, amongst members of groups

made progressively more homogeneous in terms of faculty (letters /science),

department, and sex; implications for selection procedures. Source of

data - Samples of 62 (final year) and 148 (first year followed through to

third year) students from one university in England.

Hampson, Susan L. Jt. author See 165

108 Hanson, Derek The art masters. BritAsh Journal of Educational Studies,

1971, 19(1), 40-50.

Account of development of art teachers as new class of teacher, from 1789-

1888, with special reference to competition between private drawing masters
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and art masters employed within the state system, the redefinition of role

from that of amateur and artist to that of professional, and grievances

concerning low status which eventually led to establishment of own

professional organisation to promote own interests. Source of data -

Documentary sources.

109 Hanson, Mark A cross cultural comparison of student stereotypes:

authentic versus imagined beliefs. Comparative Education, 1971, 7(2),

49-59.

Investigation of crosscultural stereotypes, in terms of comparison of

views of two student groups concerning political issues (political affairs

of their two countries), and of views of each group with views imputed to

it by the other. Source of data - Sample of 32 Latin American graduate

students who had been in US for six months and 31 North American graduate

students (who had never net first group) studying Latin American affairs in

US.

110 Harker, R. K. Social class factors in a New Zealand comprehensive school.

Educational Research, 1971, 13(2), 155-158.

Argument that, whilst New Zealand educational system is commonly considered

to afford equality of educational opportunity regardless of social or

ethnic origin, Bernsteins theory concerning linguistic differences between

social classes (middle class child learns both restricted and elaborated

code, whereas working class child learns only former) can be used to explain

social class differences in educational performance, suggesting that

streaming in New Zealand comprehensive school (which is based on test

scores) gives rise to same inequalities as tripartite selection in England;

tested in investigation of relation of social class with scores on tests

used for selection (verbal IQ, reading score and arithmetic score) and

course options chosen (Latin, French and Book-keeping; Modern), taking

account of sex; implications in terms of need for primary schools to

provide linguistic enrichment for lower socioeconomic group children, and

for Maori children, whose situation may be viewed as comparable to that of

immigrant children in England. Source of data .0-Sample of 298 third form

pupils (first year of entry) from one comprehensive school in New Zealand.

111 Harper, Conrad K. The legal status of the black college. Daedalus,

1971, 100(3), 772-782.

Analysis of legal status of black colleges in US as racially

identifiable institutions in relation to constitutional requirements

barring racial discrimination (relevant issues are de fae:to segrega-

tion resulting from housing patterns, amount of federal funds received,

church affiliation and First Amendment right of racially exclusivist

religion to restrict enrolment to co-religionists); leading to argu-
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went that black colleges, whilst subject to constitutional demands of

desegregation, are legally defensible in instrumental terms (providing

an education for many who would otherwise not be aided), thus may

perform role of husbanding black power, and also may in the future be

legitimated on additional ground of offering a unique curriculum

emphasising study and analysis of the black experience.

112 Harris, Patricia Roberts The Negro college and its community. Daedalus.

1971, 100(3), 720-731.

Discussion of negro college as one whose_ most significant role in its negro

community has been the creation of a black middle class which. could make

black aspiratibn to move into middle class life style patterns viable, and

could create a national community as result of social links established

through the college-based fraternity and sorority; leading to argument

that negro college will continue to exist, despite desegregation, and will

enhance its service to its community by innovation as well as by continuing

its traditional activities (desegregation is apparent rather than real, and

college must continue to train individuals to change their environment, and

allay black fears of relegation to permanent minority status by providing

opportunity to acquire leadership skills, whilst in addition directing

students into community service activities).

113 Hartley, James and Hogarth , Prank W. Programmed learning in pairs.

Educational Research, 1971, 13(2), 130 -134.

Investigation of effect of mixed ability pairing (high/low) as compared

with like ability pairing (high-high/low-low) on performance of secondary

school pupils in programmed learning situation (task in chemistry

specifically designed for paired work), with consideration of pupil attitudes.

Source of data - Sample of pairs of pupils (ages 12-13) from 4 unstreamed

classes in one boys'grammar school in England.

114 Hawthorn, Geoffrey A sociological portrait: family background. Nay

Society, 1971, 475, 876-880.

Review of re-search on family background effects on individual, distinguishing

between demographic aspects (effect of parent loss, family size, ordinal

position and rate of family formation), intrafamilial aspects (relationships

between parents, and between parents and child, in terms of role segregation

and maternal style respectively) and extrafamilial aspects (parental education,

income and employment); implications for social policy.
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115 Haystead, Jennifer Social structure, awareness contexts and processes

of choice. Sociological Review, 1971, 19(1), 79-94.

Presentation of conceptual approach for the study of first job choice

(viewed as a career, taking account of both individual choices, and decisions

and actions of others), with special reference to the concept of 'awareness

contexts' as means of representing actors' definitions of situations and

relating them to aspects of the choice process (whether situation ia regarded

as problematic, points at which alternatives are faced, perceptiuns of range

of alternatives, social structural limitations on perceptions); leading to

discussion of possible modification of conceptualisation of 'awareness

contexts', as employed by Glaser and Strauss, for purpose of operational

study of job choice process which seeks to characterise the alternative

rationalities involved, rather than postulating a particular process of

choice based on an assumed type of rationality.

Henderson, Norman B. Jt. author See 089

116 Henderson, Vivian W. Negro colleges face the future. Daedalus, 1971,

100(3), 630-646.

Discussion of pressures and constraints bearing on administration of negro

colleges in new social context of racial integration in US (demand for

education to be more responsive to urban problems, for equal opportunity,

for diversified and more relevant curricula, for development of black

studies, also development of new concept of human rights, increase in costs

of education and rise of emphasis on black awareness and identity); also

discussion of values of black colleges (represent a whole life style which

must not be sacrificed in move to racial integration); leading to outline

of problems in administration regarding their ability to respond to new

situation (resources: increasing dependence on federal funds leads to

increasing complexity of administrative relations; organisation and

control: governing bodies do not function so as to set general framework

of policy to guide day to day leadership; leadership: division of labour

in administration is too limited); implications for policy (policy must

take account of role of black colleges in the future, and must face

problem of curriculum development that will prepare black youth for work

and service in the black community and also for participation in the

larger society).

Hermalin, Albert I. Jt. author See 077

117 Hess, Robert D. and !Chet, Michael W. Political orientations and behavior

patterns: linkages between teachers and children. Education and Urban

Society, 1971, 3(4), 453-477.

Discussion of research into political orientations of children and of
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teachers and administrators (congruence of these orientations suggests that

a particular (simplistic) view of operation of political system was being

transmitted); background to analysis (drawing on 1960/61 survey data) of

political socialisation process (apolitical culture of school government is

reflected in teachers' nonpartisanship and reluctance to engage in public

conflict, which are in turn paralleled in children's attitudes); leading

to investigation (post-1961 data) of possible causal links,in terms of

changes in political orientations and behaviour of both teachers (growing

militancy within school government) and children (growth of student

influence in school policy making), with consideration of direction of

socialisation and possible effect of more general societal influences on

both; implications in terms of students' influence on teachers' political

orientations, and for political development of individuals.

118 Hillery, George A. Jr. Freedom and social organization: a comparative

analysis. American Sociological Review, 1971, 36(1), 51-65.

Theory that highly institutionalised human groups differ qualitatively

depending on whether group is organised primarily to attain a specific

goal (formal) or not (communal), and that orientation to attainment of

specific goal precludes familial behaviour; tested in analysis of

'borderline cases' or groups that could contain characteristics of both

types of organisation (captive communities such as prison camps appear to

have both specific goal and communal organisation based on family amongst

captives, but those deprived of freedom are antagonistic and form a

separate community from that of formal organisation; limited communities

such as Trappists are both communal and lack the family, but monks

voluntarily renounce rather than being deprived of freedom; there are

particular intentional communities such as kibbutzim which are communal

and in modifying the family apply constraints, but entry to community

as adult is matter of choice; there are particular total institutions

such as English public schools which have specific goals and exclude the

family, but divert antagonism by offering acceptable alternatives to

freedom); basis for position that key to problem lies in concept of

freedom (family maximises freedom but absence of family and deprivation

of the freedom it affords is acceptable when there is freedom of choice

or when there are alternatives available); implications for sociology

of freedom.

119 Hinings, C.A. and Lee, Gloria L. Dimensions of organization structure and

their context: a replication. Sociology, 1971, 5(1), 83-93.

Discussion of various approaches (emphasising objective institutional measures

or subjective attitudinal measures) to the study of organisational structure,

with particular reference to the organisational model developed by Pugh et al.;

background to replication of Pugh's model by an investigation of intercorrela -

tions amongst structural dimensions (specialisation, standardisation,
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formalisatior, centralisation and configuration) of organisations, and

between structural dimensions and contextual featqres. Source of data -

Sample of 9 manufacturing organisations in England.

120 Hoffman, Martin L. Identification and conscience development. Child

pevelonment, 1971, 42(4), 1071-1082.

Theory of conscience development as process of identification with parent,

which is limited to those moral attributes for which a clear model is

provided, and which do not require complex cognitive operations, pain or

self denial, and also predicting greater identification with same sex

parent; tested in investigation of relationship between child's identifica-

tion with parent (admiration, desire to emulate and perception of similarity)

and moral attributes of child (extent of internalisation of moral orienta-

tion, consideration for other, conformity to rules and expression of moral

values), with consideration of sex of parent and child and social Oass,

taking account of intellectual ability. Source of data - Sample of 664

white seventh grade children in one metropolitan area in US.

Hogan, Robert

Hogarth, Frank W.

Jt. author See 250

Jt. author See 113

121 Hoge, Dean R. College students' value patter:mil:the 19506 and 14606.

Sociology of Education, 1971, 44(2), 170-197.

Investigation (replication and comparison with earlier studies) of changes

in value patterns of college students 1952-68/69 (personal commitments,

religion, grow-embeddedness, other-directedness, anomie, faith in human

nature, alienation, attitudes to social constraints and attitudes to

government and economics); also investigation of changes in recruitment

patterns (background variables) and college experience (attitudes formed

on campus) as factors in changes in value patterns; recoemerdation that

future research into value changes r.hould emphasise short term (eg current

events) rather than long term (eg r.hild rearing) explanations; implications

for understanding current even on college campuses. Source of data -

Sample of 766 male students from 2 universities in US.

122 Holdaway, Edward A. and Blowers, Thomas A. Administrative ratios and

organization size: a longitudinal examination. American Sociological

Bolen 1971, 36(2), 278-286.

Outline of Weberian model of organisations, and discussion of alternative

predictions concerning change in administrative ratios over time; tested

in investigation of changes, over five year period, in association between

size of organisation and proportion of personnel occupied in administrative

and other supportive activities in schools. Source of data - Sample of 41

urban school districts in Canada. Longitudinal study.
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123 Hook, Brian China revamps its education. New Society, 1971, 457,

12-14.

Description of measures to reform education in China during Cultural

Revolution, with special reference to transfer of administration from

professionals to committees drawn from all sections of community, and to

problems of reform in higher education.

124 Hopkinson, David The school leaving age. Trends in Education, 1971,

24, 17-22.

Discussion of issues associated with raising of school leaving age (public

opinion concerning advantages; response to the challenge by educational

authorities and teacher training establishments; areas in which development

is needed: buildings and equipment, teacher deployment, curriculum,

teaching method and classroom organisation; and pupil attitudes in terms of

returns yielded by education offered).

Hughes, John

Hughes, John A.

Hussell, C. G. I.

Jt. author

Jt. author

Jt. author

See 064

See 065

See 043

125 Hutchings, M. J., Lewis, D. G. and Watson, F. R. 'The examination

achievements of highly selective schools': comments ..., with a reply by

T. Christie and A. Griffin. Educational Research, 1971, 13(3), 237-244.

Critique of Christie and Griffin's investigation of the examination

achievements of highly selective schools (Educational Research, 12(3),

202-208), with special reference to inadequacy of using 0 level results

for defining highly selective schools, and of authors' analysis of the

regression phenomenon; authors' reply to criticisms.

126 Iannaccone, Laurence and Wiles, David K. The cnanging politics of urban

education. Education and Urban Society, 1971, 3(3), 255-264.

Argument that pattern of urban politics in US is shifting in terms of primary

base of political support and form of social power structure emerging from

base (from ethnic/neighbourhood to occupational social structures), type of

leadership (ethnic politics produced a generalist type of leadership so as to

accommodate the wiae variety of interests in a geographic area, whereas the

shift to occupation as political base has brought about a specialisation of

decision influence and produced specialist leaders), and economic rewards

(general inequality has changed to dispersed specialised inequalities);

analysis of trends in education which have implications for future urban

politics in general (competing sectors within occupational structure, and
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external pressure from educational have note, are increasingly undermining

power of educational decision makers to defend the interests they have vested

in the status auo, and make a return to generalist leadership probable).

127 Jackson, R. The development of political concepts in young children.

Educational Research, 1971, 14(1), 51-55.

Investigation of development (expressed feelings v cognitive recognition)

of political concepts of young children in terms of orientations towards

political persons or symbols (Queen, Prime Minister, the police, the Union

Jack). Source of data - Sample of 168 children (ages 4-8) from 2 school

complexes in England.

128 Jacobson, Leonard I., Berger, Stephen B,, Bergman, Ronald L., Millham,

Jim and Greeson, Larry E. Effects of age, sex, systematic conceptual

learning, acquisition of learning sets, and programmed social interaction

on the intellectual and conceptual development of preschool children from

poverty backgrounds. Child Development, 1971, 42(5), 1399-1415.

Presentation of Zigler and Butterfield's conceptualisation of factors

(operation of formal cognitive process, acquired information, motivational

factors) that influence measured intelligence; tested in investigation of

trends in performance on an intelligence test (initial IQ/postexperimental

IQ) as a function of systematic modifications of cognitive skills (training

in acquisition of learning sets) in three experimental conditions (rein-

forcement condition: no additional information; modelling condition:

correct responses modelled before response; feedback condition: correct

responses modelled after response) among preschool children from poverty

backgrounds, with consideration of effect of age and sex; also investiga-

tion of changes in measured intelligeece as a function of systematic

modifications of sociomotivational skills (programmed social interaction

with middle class experimenter in which opportunity for systematic learning

experiences was minimised) in three experimental conditions (varying

periods of interaction), among preschool children from poverty backgrounds,

with consideration of initial IQ; implications for a general theory of

intelligence and for value of intervention in the case of this population.

Source of data - Samples of 46 children (ages 3-5) attending day care centre

for low income families, and 30 children (ages 4-5) attending same day care

centre, with 6 white experimenters, in US.

129 Jenkins, E.W. The implementation of Nuffield '0' level chemistry courses

in secondary schools. gducational Research, 1971, 13(3), 198-203.

Outline of growth of Nuffield 0 level chemistry project up to 1970 (number

of pupils, geographical distribution of schools entering for special 0
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level examination and location relative to *entres of interest* around

which trial schools were originally grouped); background to investigation

of relationship between adoption of Nuffield 0 level chemistry and selected

teacher variables (age, qualifications and experience of heads of chemistry

departments) and school variables (size and type of school, size of sixth

form, total expenditure for chemistry department); leading to discussion of

findings in light of Rogers* general theory of diffusion of innovations;

implications for further research (should emphasise study of decision making

structures in schools rather than teacher personality variables). Source

of data - Sample of heads of chemistry departments from 65 adopter and 84

nonadopter schools in England and Wales.

130 Jensen, Arthur R. Dc schools cheat minority children? Educational

Research, 1971, 14(1), 3-28.

Investigation of educational inequality, in terms of relationship between

achievement of pupil and financial outlay of school districts; leading to

investigation of degree to which schools afford unequal educational advantage

to majority and minority pupils over and above what can easily be reckoned by

pupil expenditures, in terms of pupil outputs (scholastic achievement) when

pupils are equated on inputs (ability and general aptitude; motivation,

personality and school related attitudes; environmental background variables),

with consideration of validity of distinguishing between ability or aptitude

tests and achievement tests and regarding them as input and output indicators

respectively, and also of evidence for a progressive achievement gap;

implication of finding (that schools have not discriminated against minority

pupils) in terms of support for a hierarchical model of mental abilities

(going from associative learning to conceptual thinking), and need for

rethinking of teaching methods to accord with the nature of abilities of

culturally disadvantaged. Source of data - Samplesof 191 school districts

(first analysis) and 6,619 children of 3 ethnic groups (Anglo, Mexican-

American, Negro) from 35 schools in one school. district (second analysis) in

US.

131 Jeruchimowicz, Rita, Costello, Joan and Bagur, J. Susana Knowledge of

action and object words: a comparison of lower- and middle-class negro

preschoolers. Child Develoccent, 1971, 42(2), 455-464.

Investigation of social class differences in knowledge of object v action

words (passive-receptive vocabulary: relative difficulty experienced in

making object/action distinction; active-expressive vocabulary: proportion

of action words used in storytelling to pictures), with consideration of sex.

Source of data - Sample of 79 negro children (age 4) attending preschools in

one city in US.
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132 Johnson, Tobe The black college -s system. Daedalus, 1971, 1000),

798-812.

Analysis of internal dynamics of black college in US, viewed as a

system which has adapted to a hostile supersystem, in terms of presi-

dentialism as dominant leadership style (representing initially a

response to external pressures and persisting despite change in

environment) which results in conservatism and competition for

presidential favour on part of faculty; leading to discussion of

factors influencing recruitment and selection of faculty in black

colleges, and of constraints upon black faculty opportunities for

growth, development and self actualisation (supersystemic factors

operate to limit opportunities for professional advancement and

internal systemic factors are such as to militate against intrinsic and

extrinsicsatisfaction with work); implications for renewal of these

institutions, and hence for their twin goals of educating and liber-

ating black people.

133 Jones, F. Lancaster Occupational achievement in Australia and the United

States: a cooparative path analysis. American Journal of Sociolocv, 1971,

77(3), 527-539.

Comparison (using path analysis) of parameters of Blau and Duncan's model

of occupational achievement process in US (causal model relating father's

education and occupation to son's education, first and present occupation)

with those of comparable set of data for Australia; implications for

understanding of stratification in these two industrial countries. Source

of data National sample of 1;041 adult males in Australia together with

Blau and Duncan's sample for US.

134 Jones, Mack H. The responsibility of the black college to the black

community: then and now. Daedalus, 1971, 100(3), 732-744.

Discussion of extent to which black college in US has met the responsibility

for which it was founded (black college has succeeded not only in developing

among blacks the skills necessary for survival, but also in building a black

nation); leading to argument that its apparent failure to achieve equal

status for blacks is due to increased white oppression resulting from

successful execution of its tasks, and that its failure lies rather in

omitting to redefine its goals in the light of changed conditions; basis

for outline of contemporary responsibilities of black college to its

community (must create a new political consciousness among blacks that will

lead to a common ideology and promote understanding of black predicament in

international context).
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135 Jones, Ruth S. Teachers as agents of political socialization. Education

and Urban Society, 1971, 4(1), 99-114.

Position that primary goal of political socialisation is creation and

maintenance of responsible, informed and participating citizenry, and

presentation of model of political socialisation process, and role of

teacher in it (specific elements are that controversial issues be dealt

with extensively, that issues be real and relevant to students, that

teachers feel free to enter all aspects of controversy, that teachers take

approaches that are consistent with goals of democratic ideals); basis

for investigation of teachers' perceptions and attitudes towards areas of

social and political controversy, with consideration of grade level,

racial composition of school, and teacher variables (age, length of teaching

experience, seminar experience with topics related to social controversy and

change, sex, area of residence, field of training, level of degree);

implications for implementing student action programmes. Source of data -

Sample of 123 teachers from 14 schools in one community in US.

136 Kagan, Jerome A conception of early adolosoeroo. 1)aodalue, 1971,

100(4), 997-1112.

Position that early adolosconce may bo viewed as a psychological stage

(charaoterisod by enorgonce of conpotonco to excaino logic and consist-

ency of one's beliefs, which is dependent on biological change and is

catalysed by experiemoos that confront adoloscent with phenomena not

easily interpreted within oxisting ideology, the particular exporiences

involved varying in different cultures); loading to analysis of means

for resolving ideological conflicts (motives nay be viowed as forming

hierarchies and conflict resolution as depending on prosonoe of dominant

motive to actualize compotition amongst motivos, irrospootivo of

particular issues involved), and discussion of roasons for failure of

American adoloscente today to rosolve uncertainty over contemporary

issues of sexual adoquacy, interpersonal power,autonomy of bolief and

action and acceptability to pears (both sohool and parents have failed to

provide the belief in and motivation for academic suooess which

represented a dominant motive for oarlier generations, and adolescents'

aoaroh for a substitute goal to replace school is only beginning);

implications for WOMB by which adolescents today can be motivated to

resolve their problems and construct personal ideologies, with considor-

ation of conflicts which future generations will be oalled upon to

resolve.

Kagan, Jerome Jt. author See 182
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137 Kamens, David H. The college 'charter' and college size: effects on

occupational choice and college attrition. pociOloev of Education,

1971, 44(3), 270-296.

Discussion of Meyer's theory, relating college prestige to student career

allocation and commitment to college, proposing extension to include impact

of organisational size on career intentions; tested in investigation of

relation of college size with career intentions and dropout respectively,

in both specialised and nonspecialised colleges, taking account of ability,

aptitude, sex, social class and performance, with consideration of unique-

ness of American situation; implications for further research on features

of wider social order that affect social definitions and status allocating

functions of colleges. Source of data - Reanalysis of data and follow-

up study on 1,665 (follow-up 946) students from 99 colleges in US.

138 Kandel, Denise B. Race, maternal authority, and adolescent aspiration.

American Journal of Sociology, 1971, 76(6), 999-1020.

Critique of argumentsconcerning disorganisation of black family, its

matriarchal structure and negative educational consequences for black

adolescents, in particular boys who are deprived of an adult male role

model and receive less encouragement from mothers than girls (grounds that

causal links derived from inadequate evidence, and that interactional and

structural aspects of matriarchy are often confounded); basis for investi-

gation of patterns of interaction (parental authority, communication between

parent and child, parental support, affective quality of relationship,

identification) in relation to matriarchy (structural aspects: intact/

mother-headed, interactional aspects: maternal dominswaeven when father

present) among comparable black and white families, with consideration of

social class of family and sex of child; also investigation of relation

of matriarchy (intactness of family, maternal patterns of authority) with

maternal educational aspirations for sons and daughters respectively, and

with adolescent's educational behaviour (college aspirations, school

performance, interests) in black as compared with white families, with con-

sideration of social class and of adolescent's joint relationship to his

parents; implications for further research into factors outside family

which contribute to low educational attainment of blacks. Source of data -

Sample of *83 black and white working class students in one comprehensive

school, and their mothers, in US.

139 Katz, F. M. and Arbib, P. S. The ideal student: role definitions by

students and staff. Universities Quarterly, 1971, 25(3), 277-288.

Presentation of a symbolic interactionist position that persons enter

into and act in social situations in terms of their perceptions of what

is required of them in a given situation, noting the possibility of
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conflicting role definitions; basis for comparison of student role

definitions of ontering and later year students and expootations of

student role by university staff; implications for educative process at

universities (divergence between student and staff definitions of

studont role is ouch that each group will act in torus of different

collectivo perceptions, but ossential for oomnunication that each

bocono aware of perceptions of the other). Source of data - Samples

of students and staff from 3 universities in Australia.

140 Katz, Michael B. From voluntarism to bureaucracy in American education.

Sociology of Education, 1971, 44(3), 297-332.

Analysis of four organisational models (voluntarism, corporate voluntarism,

democratic localism, and incipient bureaucracy) by means of data from 19th

century educational history, with consideratioL of important distinguishing

dimensions (size, control, professionalism and finance) of these models;

basis for discussion of relation between study of organisations and societal

values (importance of organisation derived from mediating position between

social structure and social change).

141 Katz, Michael 8. The present moment in educational reform. Harvard

Educational Review, 1971, 41(3), 342-359.

Argument that we are now experiencing a third major movement for educational

reform in American history (following those of the mid 19th century and of

the progressive period); background to comparison of current proposals for

reform with historical models of educational organisation (paternalistic

voluntarism, corporate voluntarism, democratic localism and incipient

bureaucracy - the contemporary form of latter is incipient technocracy),

emphasising that all stress structural changes, particularly the need to

alter the political basis of educational control,but the direction of the

movement today emphasises decentralisation rather than centralisation as

a means of reform; leading to consideration of irreconcilable differences

between those who currently support the technocratic reform model and the

democrats who emphasise community control, using data on events of New York

teacher strike to illustrate the dilemmas posed by community control

(incompatibility of community control with freedom of teacher as professional

and with aim of integration, and problem that liberation of pedagogy is not

automatically associated with shift in power from the bureaucracy to the

people); implications for future of contemporary radicalism and suggestions

for reformers (educational theory should define strictly educational tasks

and schools should concentrate on these, recognising that radical

reformulation of educational objectives requires a radical restructuring of

educational lama).

Kawwa, T. Jt. author See 218
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142 Kelsall, R. Keith, Kuhn, Annotto and Poole, Anne The young soienoo

graduate, Universities artorl., 1971, 25(3), 353-360.

Invostigation of charactoristios of the young soionoe graduate (inter-

rolationn anonrst school and university attended, social class

bac'ground, academic qualifications, occupational and educational

asnirations and aohiovenent, career since graduating in industry/

education, satisfaction with relevance of training for career, job

porcoptions, work at hono/abroad and long torm plans) as compared with

graduatos from other faculties; implications for policy. Source of

data - Samplo of 2,690 nolo graduates gaining first degree in soienoo

and graduates in other subjects in 1960 (studied.1966) from universities

in Groat Britain.

Kendall, Francoise
3

Jt. author See 261

143 Kessin, Fonneth Social and psychological consequences of inter -

generational 000upational mobility. imerioan Journal of Sociology,

1971, 77(1), 1-13.

Discussion of theoretical and operational problems in study of

mobility, stressing a major methodological defioiency in this field

(failure to control prior and present SES simultaneously), and review

of previous rosearoh findinge,focussingon studies relating individual

mobility to participation in informal groups and to variations in

levels of emotional adjustment; basis for investigation, using

dummy variable multiple regression analysis based on current and past

SES, of effects of mobility on integration (frequency and extent of

participation in communal, friendship and familial relationships) and

emotional adjustment (psychosomatic symptoms, manifest anxiety), with

consideration of effect of degree of mobility; leading to comparison

with data from other research, and discussion of extent to which

findings support dissociative or compensatory hypotheses (mobility is

a disruptive process v compensates for preceding emotional and

interpersonal difficulties), with consideration of effect of different

contexts in which mobility occurs. Source of data - Sample of 546

adult males from one suburb in US.

144 Kienitz, W. On the Marxist approach to comparative education in the

Gornan Democratic Republic. Connarative Eduoation, 1971, 7(1), 21-31.

Discussion of Marxist approach to conparative education, in contrast

with both bourgeois comparative oducation and other subclisciplinos with-

in oduzation, vionod as resting upon spocial lam of social dovelopmont

and principles which aro valid for all socialist countries; background

to analysts of subject matter and tasks of Marxist comparative education

(process of education is socially determined and must be studied in
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concrete historical and social cortert; contras around contemporary

educational processes without neglecting historical origin or impact of

dynnnics of hiotory on then; tero is close contact with other branches

of sciwce; comparative education is not a matter of more description

but deals with specific mrocosses in a country as forms of general laws

of development, clarifies then from tho context of the relevant situation

in social developments and evaluates them in accordance with appropriate

criteria; attention is paid to three main groups of countries; social-

is, highly industrialised and developing countries; in working out its

theoretical and methodological foundations, and developing instruments,

must take needs of comparative aspect of educational research as a

whole into :,.ccount); also description of organisation, stage of develop-

ment and concroto results of coaparative education research in Gorman

Democratic Republic, mainly in author's own institution, stressing

policy of concentrating on problems of urgency in building up socialism

and of practical value for progress in schools.

145 Kinnie, Ernest J. and Sterniof, Richard E. The influence of non-

intellective factors on the IQ scores of middle- and lower-class children.

Child Development, 1971, 42(6), 1989-1995.

Argument that nonintellective factors (familiarity with usual test

examiner who is often middle class, familiarity with language and

materials used on tests and familiarity with test-like situations) may

be partly or wholly responsible for differences in the intelligence test

scores of different socioeconomic and ethnic groups; tested in investi-

gation of performance of children on an individually given intelligence

test (WPPSI) under four experimental conditions between original testing

and retesting (control condition: children simply tested twice in absence

of intervening experimental treatment; examiner familiarisation condition:

between tests children developed a friendly relationship with adults; test

familiarisation I: between tests children given exercises designed to

increase familiarity with language of WPPSI in teat-like situations; test

familiarisation II: as previous test but language and materials used not

directly related to WPPSI); implications for future research into other

nonintellective factors, and for administration of tests to preschool

children. Source of data - Sample of 123 children (ages 4-5), comprising

middle class white, lower class white and lower class negro subgroups, from

nursery schools in US.

Kirst, Michael W.

Klassen, Bernard

Kleindorfer, George B.

Jt. author

Jt. author

Jt. author

See 117

See 03L

See 156
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146 Kleinfeld, Judith 'Sense of fate control' and community control of the

schools. Education and Urban Society, 1971, 3(3), 277-300.

Analysis of issues relevant to interpretation of findings of Coleman

Report on the relation of achievement to sense of fate control

amongst blacks (findings have been used to support moment that

community control of schools will increase black students' school

achievement by increasing their sense of fate control, but bearing of

these findings on this issue is open to question on grounds of lack of

congruence between Coleman's fate control variable and meaning of

concept as employed in community control policy debates, and validity

of Coleman's Sense of Fete Control Scale); leading to investigation

(using factor analysis) of dimensions of beliefs about fate control;

also investigation of relation between individual dimensions (internal/

external control, academic self concept and self esteem) and academic

achievement; implications for educational policy. Source of data -

Sample of 166 black students (eleventh and twelfth grades) at one all-

black, low socioeconomic status school in US.

147 Kogan, Maurice Education research: America's lesson. Mew Society,

1971, 434, 996-997.

Description of organisation of educational research in America as it emerges

from recent OECD review, with special reference to administrative disjunctive -

ness, autonomy of university research centres, and creation of federal and

regional institutions to apply findings of research to week in the schools;

implications for British situation in term of government policy and the

professional position of teachers.

148 Kohlborg, Lawrence and Gilligan, Carol The adolesoent as a philos-

opher: the disoovory of the self in a postoonventional world.

.1211110:11at 1971, 100(4), 10514086.

Outlino of alternative views of adolescence (marginal role v develop-

mental stage) which have emerged since turn of oentury, andArguomot

that now imago of adolosoont is required to take amount of contemporary

countoroulture (which involves not sorely rejection of content of adult

society but questioning of reality of adulthood and social order);

background to analysis of adolosomm in 19500 and 1960s, in terns of

intorplay amongst Piagot's stages of cognitive devolopment, stages of

coral devolopnont and Brikson's stages of ego development (phase of

relativism associated with acquisition of formal operations is a trans -

itional stage in nova !Iva oonvontional to principled morality whose

resolution is dependent upon resolution of identity crisis); leading to

reassessment of situation in the light of data collected in 19700 (phase
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of rolativisn appoars to have become a stable pattern characterised by

low coitnont and identity diffusion, which is attributable to the fact

that, evon before adolescent questioning emerges, adolescent is now

facod by two culturos and thoir alternative idoologies); implications

for education (high school must provide curricula which pronto

devolopnont of logical and principled moral thinking rather than pre-

supposing then, and 'which afford experionce meaningful in terms of

adolescents' search for identity).

Kohlberg, Lawrence

149 Kohn, Melvin L.

Jt. author See 259

Bureaucratic man. New Society, 1971, 474, 820 -824.

Investigation of assumption that bureaucracy makes for unthinking con-

formity, in terms of relation of hierarchical organisation (perceptions of

number of formal levels of supervision) with individuals' values (self

direction v conformity), social orientations (intolerance v open-mindedness,

criteria of morality, stance towards change) and intellectual functioning

(flexibility in problem solving), with consideration of type of organisation

and status in organisation; leading to discussion of factors (individual

social background, recruitment practices and work conditions) in the social-

psychological impact of bureaucratisation. Source of data - National

sample of 3,101 adult males employed in civilian jobs in US.

130 Kohn, Melvin L. Bureaucratic man: a portrait and an interpretation.

American Sociological Review, 1971, 36(3), 461-474.

Discussion of assertion that bureaucracy makes for unthinking, literalistic

conformism; tested in investigation of relations of hierarchical structure

of authority in organisation (number of formal levels of supervision, taking

account of size of organisation) with values (self direction v conformity

in work), social orientations (authoritarian conservatism, criteria of

morality and stance towards change) and intellectual functioning (performance

on tests and interviewer-estimates) of workers, taking account of social

class and education; leading to discussion of process by which bureau-

cratisation exerts its social-psychological impact (differential recruiting

policies v occupational conditions). Source of data - National sample of

3,101 adult males in US.

Krausz, Moshe Jt. author See 006

151 Krohn, Roger G. Conflict and function: some basic issues in bureaucratic

theory. Britiah Journal of Sociology, 1971, XXII(2), 115-132.

Critique of conflict and functional perspectives in the study of bureaucracy,

as represented by monographs of Dalton and Crozier (both take the goals of
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the formal organisation for granted, relying on concept of informal

organisation to explain behaviour which does not fit the model, but present

'counter images' of organisational reality - for Dalton the vertical clique

and for Crozier the horizontal occupational group is the basic structure);

leading to presentation of alternative view of actual structure behind model

as a series of employment relations with the same employer, subtypes of such

relations being generated within each organisational level and sector, and

subtypes among organisations similarly, two of which are those described by

Dalton and Crozier.

Kuhn, Annette Jt. author See 142

152 Kurokawa, Minako Mutual perceptions of racial images: white, black, and

Japanese Americans. Journal of Social Issues, 1971, 27(4), 213-235.

Discussion of evidence concerning ways in which stereotypes operate to

maintain prejudice (ethnopaulisms, or derogatory terms used by one ethnic

group to describe another, determine the image of a person or group so

labelled both to self and others), with consideration of inauthentic images

of self which can result from acceptance of negative racial images; also

discussion of challenge to aasimilationism and conformity to white values,

amongst those who advocate ethnic identity, as an age-related phenomenon;

background to investigation of racial images (in terms of adjectives used

to describe self and other perceptions) of whites, blacks and yellows as

mutually and differentially perceived by different age groups (adults,

college students and children); implications for effects of school inte-

gration on children. Source of data - Samples of 100 white, 100 black

and 100 Japanese American adults, 100 college students of each racial cate-

gory and a further 50 politically active Japanese Americans, and 100

children (fourth and fifth grade) in each racial category from 4 schools

(2 white dominant and 2 racially mixed) in US.

LaBelle, Thomas J.

Ladd, Everett Carll Jr.

Jt. author See 254

Jt. author See 161

153 Lamer., Cornelius J. Student unionism in the Netherlands: an application

of a social class model. American Sociological Review, 1971, 36(2), 250-263.

Application of modified Marxian view of class (viewing interclass relationships

in terms of conflict of power interests, and considering social processes and

cultural values that influence the spread of class-based ideologies),

distinguishing between changes in market, work and status situations, to study

of growth of student unionism in the Netherlands; proposal and test of a

number of hypotheses viewing this phenomenon as the development of *a class
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for itself', and explaining it in terms of social class origin, financial

position, university size, participation in university activities and

position in student status hierarchy; consideration of typicality of Dutch

situation and applicability of model to student protest in general. Source

of data - Secondary analysis of survey data and analysis of data on student

voting habits in the Netherlands.

154 Land, Kenneth, C. Significant others, the self-reflexive act and

the attitude formation process: a reinterpretation. American

Socioloffioal Review, 1971, 36(6), 1005 -1098.

Critique of Woelfel and Haller's model of influence of significant

others on the formation of educational and occupational aspirations

(grounds that full impaot of theory of process of attitude formation

is not realised beoause of inappropriate methods of parameter esti-

matfou); loading to respecification of relationships amongst vari-

ables in model (postulates two unobserved variables, termed 'signifi-

cant others' 'status expectations' and 'student's ambition', allows

measured mental ability to have a direct impact on significant others' .

statue expectations, and allows father's occupational prestige to have

a direct impaot on academic performance); implications in terms of

corroboration of 'factor' interpretation of these variables (as

compared with Woelfel -Haller specification which treats each variable

as having causal eignifioanoe), strategic importance of exogenous

variables in interpretation of simultaneous equation sociological

models, and comparison with other,work on peer influence on aspirations,

stressing need for sociologists to drai on general statistical liter-

ature for estimation procedures appropriate to more sophisticated

theory now being employed.

Lee, Gloria L. Jt. author.

Lepper Carolyn Jt. author

See 119

See 063

155 Leslie, Larry L., Levin, Joel R. and Wampler,.David R. The effect of

preservice experience with the disadvantaged on first-year teachers in

disadvantaged schools. Education and Urban Society, 1971, 3(4), 398-413.

Discussion of assumption that teacher education programmes for teachers of

the disadvantaged improve the effectiveness of such teachers, with special

reference to desirability of including, practical experience as an element

in their training; latter point tested in investigation of effects of pre-

service experience (varying degrees of- exposure) on attitudes to students,

with consideration,pf,extent to which principals obserVe these effects, and

of a range of variables (classroom climate and control, amount of teaching
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experience, teacher adequacy and self perception, relevance of college

training, student readiness to learn, attitudes and values of students,

physical coalitions of disadvantaged, need to treat all children alike

regardless of disadvantage). Source of data - Sample of 121 first year

teachers of the disadvantaged and their principals from one state in US.

156 revin, Helly M., Guthrie, James W., Kleindorfer, George B. and Stout, Robert T.

Capital embodiment: a new view of compensatory education. Education and

Urban Society, 1971, 3(3), 301-322.

Presentation of conceptualisation of equality of educational opportunity, in

terms of 'capital embodiment', which affords basis for more effective com-

pensatIry education (differences in opportunity among individuals from

different socioeconomic levels represent differences in capital invested in

them and, in lower SES levels where parental investment is low, one may

calculate the added school investment needed to place low SES children on a

par with more advantaged peers); implications for school finance (raisig,

allocating and administering required funds).

Levin, Joel R. Jt. author See 155

Levine, Janet A. Jt. author See 182

Lewis, D. G. Jt. author See 125

157 Lewis, Lionel S. The selling of an academic. New Society, 1971, 441,

393-395.

Discussion of research exploding myth of meritocratic advancement in

universities, drawing on data concerning American universities; back-

ground to analysis of letters of recommendation written in recent years

for British academics by British academics, distinguishing between

letters written for dimly remembered students, those with whom a professional

relationship has been established and those with whom a personal relationship

has been established. Source of data - Sample of 57 letters for 33

candidates for appointment to one university in England.

158 Liebman, Arthur The student left in Puerto Moo. Journal of

Social Issues, 1971, 27(1), 167-181.

Investigation of correlates (father's party proferenco, student

religiosity and religious identification, fiold of study and academic

performance) of student leftism in Puerto Rico, and comparison with

data concerning American students; leading to discussion of

University Federation for Independence (FUPI), viewed as organisat-

ional embodiment of Puerto Rican raw Lift and student movement (PUPI

failed initially to attract student membership because opposed to
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dominant political norms, lacked base of support since students

unwilling to risk present status and future career, and high level

of moral commitment required discouraged mass membership, but

recontly, although this situation has not changed, external events

have' engendered greater support for FIGPI4 implications in terms

of increasing student militancy and bitter political struggle.

Source of data Samplo of 577 students and a small group of student

activists at one university in Puerto Rico.

159 Light, Richard J. and Smith, Paul V. Accumulating evidence: procedures

for resolving contradictions among different research studies. Harvard

Educational Review, 1971, 41(4), 429-471.

Discussion of problems for systematic accumulation of knowledge in

educational research arising from the confliCting conclusions emerging

from similar studies, and outline of approaches in current use for com-

bining studies, drawing on educational examples to illustrate the disadvan-

tages of each; background to proposalof cluster approach as means for

determining whether findings are genuinely centradictory.or only apparently

so, and for combining. them when appropriate to do so (cluster defined as

the smallest natural unit in the educational process which is available in

the data, distinguishing five ways in. which clusters may vary: means of

variables, variance of variables, relation between independent and dependent

variables, subject/treatment interactions, contextual effects); implica-.

tions in terms of value of approach for drawing inferences from research and

for choice among policy alternatives.

160 Lincoln, C. Eric The negro colleges and cultural change. Daedalus,

1971, 100(3), 603-629.

Overview of ideals guiding founders of. negro colleges, following end of

slavocracy in US (above all, negro colleges should be an agency of moral

uplift for negro race); leading to discussion of extent to which negro

colleges have realised ideals of their founders (full potential has not

been achieved, although colleges have produced and sustained an educated

class of black professionals despite, continuing discrimination, and have

created a critical self awareness and a perspective for, freedom amongst

.blacks); implication that negro colleges should capitalise on their

achievements to date, by planning for complete emergence of black estate,

in the interests of all Americans (possible means would be development into

system of national colleges).
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161 Upset, Seymour.Martin and Ladd, Everett Carll Jr. College generations

and their politics. New Society,'1971, 471, 654-657.

Analysis of alternative theories (individuals gain and retain a fraMe of

reference from-decisive events of period when they first come to political

consciousness v individuals move with age from political extremes to

centre) from viewpoint of predicting future political commitments and

behaviour of cohort who experienced radical campus politica of 1960s,

drawing on comparison's of data on political views of 1930s genei:ation of

radicalised college-students with later (1947) opinion surveys of adults at

college in 1930s, and of data on political views of faculty in 1955 and

1969, taking account of historical slope of political attitudes towards a

more liberal position and particular issues involved (dominant.v non-

dominant in college years):'

162 Little, Alan A sociological portrait: education. New Society, 1971,

482, 1245-1248.

Argument that available evidenCe suggests that education serves less to

equalise opportunity by improving life chances and earning power of the

clever, but unprivileged, than to-reinforce an individual's existing genetic

and social capacities; alsO overview of further research supporting

position that education lacks the impact commonly attributed to it not

because policies are inappropriate, but because factors in the wider social

structure curtail and limit their impact.

163 Little, Alan, Mabey, Christine and Russell, Jennifer Do small classes

help a pupil? New Society, 1971, 473, 769-771.

Investigation of extent to which educational performance (group reading

-test) is improved by reduction of,clahs size (35-40 to 31 -34 children),

with consideration of other factors (EPA rank of.sOhool, nationality,

social.class and culturil'IstiMulus at hOme); 'implications for staffing and

for deployment oUteachera (improved staff /pupil ratios could be better

used for such things as promOting parental interest and involveMent, and

new methods,suchasteaMleaching,within'existing.ratiOs, might be more

useful than redUCing class siie,'ver se)-. Source of data - Sample of

children (ages 8 -9 91rears)--from schools in oneLEkin England.

164 Love, Robert S. The economic effects of the Open University.

Universities Ouarterly, 1971, 25(4), 435-445.

Argument that the diversity of backgrounds-of students at the Open

University, by contrast with those at other universities, raises particular

problems for assessing, costs and benefits; background to analysis of types

of students enroling in Open University (those for whom graduation will
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make a material difference/those for whom it will not/those not seeking to

graduate who may subsequently enrol/those who drop out), types of costs and

benefits for different types of students, and ways of modifying rate of

return approach to measurement to take account of the factors involved.

Lunn, Joan C. Barker Jt. author See 165

165 Lynn, R. and Hampson, Susan L. Streaming in the primary school: a

critique ..., with a reply by Joan C. Barker Lunn and Jill M. Tarryer.

Educational Research. 1971, 13(2), 146-150.

Critique of Barker Lunn and Tarryer's two reports on streaming in primary

schools (National Foundation for Educational Research, 1967, 1970), with

special reference to inconsistency of results of the cross-sectional and

longitudinal studies, differences in measures of social class used for

matching schools, inappropriateness of assuming equivalence of parallel

achievement testa, and of using reading scores for estimating intelligence

and of employing method of residual gain which, by favouring unstreamed

schools, produced distortion in results; authors' reply, explaining

misconceptions on which they believe criticisms to be based.

Lytton, H. Jt. author See 101

166 Lytton, Hugh Observation studies of parent-child interaction: a

methodological review. Child Development, 1971, 42(3), 651-684.

Presentation of analysis of features of observation studies of parent/

child interaction (subjects, setting and duration of observation, structured/

unstructured, parent and child variables, method of recording, aim of

investigation) published 1945-70; also discussion of methodological

problems characteristic of this field of study (amount of control it is

necessary and desirable to exercise over behaviour and stimuli, amount

and kind of primary data recorded, use of summary variables as a structure

in terms of which raw data are interpreted, range and type of behaviour

sampled, reliability and validity of data, problems of acceptability to

parents c_ observation in the home); implications for future research in

this area (need for observation to supplement or replace secondhand data

in order to reduce distortion and need to investigate further the reciprocal

relationship between parental behaviour and child'," personality, rather

thar. assuming a one way process, using a combination of interaction study

techniques with a genetic approach).

Mabey, Christine Jt. author See 163

167 Macdonald, B. and Rudduok, Joan Curriculum research and development

projocta: barriers to suooesS. BrAiishiournal of Eluoational

Pevch919.a, 1971, 41(2), 148-154.

Analysis of problems in experimentation and implementation in curriculum

research, when aim ie sensitivity to diverse educational settings and
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autc,no7v of decision uakors at difforont lovols in systori, stressing

need to study range of environments in which programme will be looatod,

and noed to ensure that nature of enterprise is fully understood by all

participants, if dilution and distortion of programme over tine are to

be avoidod,

McFarlane, Paul T.

McHugh, Peter

Jt. author See 012

Jt. author See 027

168 McKinlay, John B. Before involvement: some questions for the attention of

medical sociologists. British Journal of Sociolog, 1971,30{11(3), 311-321.

Discussion of four basic questions raised by medical educators' request for wide-

spread involvement of behavioural science resources in medical education (medical

educators' expectations of medical sociologists, safeguards to guarantee

medical sociologists a meaningful role in decision making process regarding

medical curriculum, by whom and under what administrative arrangements medical

sociology will be introduced, adequacy of supply of researchers and teachers);

leading to outline of views concerning future relationship between medicine

and behavioural science as bodies of knowledge.

169 Mackler, Bernard Where do we go from here? BduCation and Urban Society,

1971, 3(4), 414-424.

Argument that integration of schools is less appropriate at this stage, as

means of achieving democratic goals, than community control (integration

must be a joint decision, but blacks are still dominated by white bureau-

crats, egalitarianism can come only if blacks are given the opportunity to

educate their young as they see fit - hence black adults should have charge

"f their own schools if blacks are to achieve equality of status, and if

genuit,a integration is to become possible).

170 McNeil, Kenneth and Thompson, James D. The regeneration of social

organizations. American Sociological Review, 1971, 36(4), 624-637.

Presentation of an index of the rate of regeneration (rate of change in

ratio of newcomers to veteran members, this rate varying as a joint function

of attrition and growth or shrinkage) for comparing social organisations

containing multiple cohorts, distinguishing between different levels and

types (traditional-ascriptive v complex formal-achievement) of organisation;

background to consideration of some of the consequences of differences in

the rate of regeneration, and of methods adopted by organisations to guide

the regeneration process, for recruitment, socialisation activities and

problems of coordination and conflict resolution, drawing on faculty data
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from two American universities, viewed as complex formal organisations in

periods of growth; implications for relevance of ideas to other social

contexts (family, nation-state, city).

Magoon, A. Jon

Marrett, Cora Bagley

Jt. author See 177

Jt. author See 102

171 Marsland, David Objectives and i7fluencos in higher education:

the colleges of education. Universities Quarterly, 1971, 25(4),

400-417.

Position that effectiveness of colleges of education, soon possibly

to disappear, has been little investigatod, and proposal that aim

prior findings on attitude chnav aiongst college of education

students (general incroaso in progressivism and docroaso in profess-

ional commitment, but identified positive and negative Keviant

minorities who respectively move towards higher commitment and away

from progressivism) suggest an approach for studying structure of

influence operating in college; background to interpretation of data

concerning correlates of deviant statuses (posits a specifically

professional notwork and subculture, mombership of which is apparently

associated both with substantial enjoyment of and satisfaction with

course and with desirable socialisation outcomes, ie minimisation of

negative deviance and maximisation of positive deviance, and contrasts

with alternative academic subculturo in this respoct); leading to

discussion of role :model identification of student teachers as

significant factor in teacher socialisation, distinguishing between

'apprentice' and professional modes of socialisation (boneficial

correlates in socialisation outputs are maximisod by identification

with member of looturing staff of college, but identification with

serving aohool teachers as result of school practioo has negative

corrolatos); implications for policy regarding future of colleges

of education (criticism of colleges may be soon as resistance to

professionalism, and such an orientation favours replacement of

colleges by a system in which studont teachers become 'merely'

undergraduates in nonspecialist institutions, and their training

roverts to approntico mode of 'sitting next to Malie') and for

further research (Hood for investigation of prerequisites of

spooifioally professional education, and effectiveness of alternative

modes of influence by educational organisationa).

172 Tiartin, Edward C. Reflections on the early adolescent in school.

Daodalus, 1971, 100(4), 1087-1103.

Personal reflootinne on early adolescents in school in US, drawing on

experionco of teaching in junior high school as contrasted with prior
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livelincsa, unbridled enthusiasn, ca:mbility for depth, beginnings of

(Asco:Itort, responsiveness to touch); loading to analysis of adoloscentd

attitudes to their junior high schools (those schools enhance their

pupils' disorientation by isolating the ago group from others, but young

adolescents see school am'. school worh cs important, enjoy contacts with

peers, a-.d are only just beginning to question the authority of the

adult); implications for chance in society and in junior high schools

(need for greater involvement of adults in lives of children, for greater

social responsibility on part of children, and for classrooms where there is

social justice and where teachers care about and are committed to their

pupils and their work).

173 Martin, Roderick The concept of power: a critical defence. British

Journal of Sociology, 1971, XXII(3), 240-246.

Critique of current definitions of power (conflict and consensus approaches

are less adequate than Buckley's cybernetic approach, which views power as

property of a relationship, and posits that 1. power serves as a signal,

2. signals have meaning only in terms of actors' frames of reference, 3.

relevant frame of reference is that of subordinate actor); also discussion

of conceptual and methodological problems in measurement of power (approaches

such as the reputational and event analysis methods employed in studies of

community power focus on real life' situation, and thus have more socio-

logical relevance than laboratory-based small group studies, although lacking

methodological rigour); leading to presentation of the communication-

exchange-coalition approach, supplementing exchange theory by drawing on

Raven's model of bases of power and Emerson's analysis of strategies for

avoiding dependence to explain how individual exchanges are transformed into

social exchanges; implications for study of differential access to life

chances and hence for social stratification.

Marwell, Gerald Jt. author See 059

174 Massialas, Byron G., Sprague, Nancy treitag and Sweeney, Jo Ann Traditional

teachers, parochial pedagogy. school Review, 1971, 79(4), 561-578.

Position that schools, in the current value conflict in the US, have a

responsibility to equip students for critical e.camination of social issues;

background to investigation of relation between teacher attitudes (strength

of belief in traditional sociopolitical values) and teaching of controversial

social issues (willingness, time and resources accorded to task, and ability

to distinguish fact from opinion); also investigation of relation of belief

in such values with demographic and personal variables (sex, tenure status,

rural/urban community in which teaching, teacher's level of education beyond

bachelor's degree, age, residence in community served by school or elsewhere,
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undergraduate major, college attended for bachelor's degree?; implications

for training teachers for this task, or for identifying and diverting from

teaching those who hold inappropriate values which are not susceptible to

change. Source of data - Sample of 493 teachers in secondary schools in

one state in US.

Matheny, Adam P. Jr. Jt. author See 278

175 lInthioson, and Whiteside, N. T. The secondary modern school in

fiction. British Journal of Educational Studies, 1971, 19(3),

23-293.

Outline of troatnont of school in fiction since 19th century, with

spacial roferonco to difforoncos in troatnont of secondary modorn and

grenuor school since second world war; background to discussion of

attitudes of toachors in selected novels concerning sccondary nodern

school (all hold ro:iantic views of childhood and teaching, and fuel

thoir idoalisn to bo throatenod by working class culture of pupils)

and validity of these novola as social comment (naive as expression of

despair concerning oducality of working class, but more valid in

roflooting confusion over position of secondary modern school, and

indicating factors involved in this confusion).

176 Maxims, Armand L. The lost promise of reconciliation: New Left vs.

Old Left. journal of 'Dotal Issues, 1971, 27(1), 1-20.

Overview of papers in special issue of journal on the New Left and

the Old Loft; leading to analysis of sinilaritios and differences

between Old and Yew Left, viewed as an ideological rather than a

chronological genoration gap, in terms of distinctions in relation to

social roots and orientations (origins, manifest motivations, pre-

sunptive allies and constituents, heroes and models from elsewhere,

enemies and bOtes-noires), political positions (general ideological

features, views of government and its function, of foreign policy,

of raco relations, of role of college campuses and chief indictments

of status quo), strategy and tactics (loci of recruitment and accept-

able acts and tactics) and representative personalities and their

forme (past and present personalities, publications, organisations

and aggregates); implications for future of New Left, distinguishing

between expressed opinions of New Left, Old Loft, and Centre and Right

(all seem to agree that novement has passed its apex and may be on the

road to oblivion, though some decry this more than ethers).
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177 Maw, Wallace H. and Magoon, A. Jon The curiosity dimension of fifth-

grade children: a factorial discriminant analysis. Child Development,

1971, 42(6), 2023-2031.

Investigation of the curiosity dimension in terms of extent to which

affective, cognitive, personality and social characteristics differentiate

between children rated highly/less curious by parents and peers, with

consideration of sex differences in high/low curiosity groups; implications

in terms of socialisation into sex role types, and recommendation that

affective development be fostered by changing learning environment of low-

curiosity children to develop their sense of self worth and encourage them

to explore the world around them. Source of data - Sample of 416 white

middle class children (fifth grade) from suburban schools in US.

178 Meeker, Robert J. and Weiler, Daniel M. A new school for the cities.

Education and Urban Society, 1971, 3(2), 129-243.

Presentation of a replicatable model for the design of a new school to

reform urban education (comprising a student job programme, a study pro-

gramme and a progress evaluation programme, specific programme features

representing a response to socio'conomic conditions of community to be

served), and operational specifications to translate model into concrete

plans (size and distribution of student body, other student population

characteristics, physical plant design, curriculum, staffing, operation of

school, relations with community, governance, timing and cost aspects).

Merritt, Anna J. Jt. author See 179

179 Merritt, Richard L., Flerlage, Ellen P. and Merritt, Anna J. Democratizing

West German education. Comparative Education* 1971, 7(3), 121-136.

Discussion of extent to which curricular and structural change in West

German educational system have made the system an effective agent for

democratisation of postwar West German society (marginal change only was

acceptable immediately postwar but, although up to mid-'60s at least its

impact seems doubtful in that change towards democratic orientations did

occur but is not necessarily causally related to educational change, the

evidence nevertheless suggests that the marginal adjustments can now be seen

to have contributed to a set of circumstances conducive to more extensive

structural change).

180 Meyer, Marshall W. Harvard students in the midst of crisis. Sociolocv

of Education. 1971, 44(3), 245 -269.

Critique of alternative explanations of student unrest (cabal theory stressing

influence of troublemakers and tinderbox theory) on grounds that they discount
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the existence of highly structured belief systems which shape attitudes to

events within the university, in relation to events outside it, and hence

support for militancy is mobilised by reference to underlying beliefs,

illustrated by study of change in student attitudes in relation to political

beliefs during disturbances at Harvard University; implications for theories

of collective behaviour. Source of data - Sample of 937 students from 3

schools of Harvard University in 1969 in US.

Millham, Jim Jt. author See 128

181 Milner, David Prejudice and the immigrant child. New Society, 1971,

469, 556-559.

Overview of American research on formation of racial attitudes in childhood

(points to developmental sequence common to majority (white) and minority

(black) children, but having different consequences in that minority group

child often encounters social colour values which devalue his group identity,

and may initially develop preference for majority group and only later come

to identify with own group), and discussion of applicability of model to

British situation; tested in investigation of racial identification pref-

erences of white and coloured children, with consideration of differences

between West Indians (who desire acceptance by whites) and Indians and

Pakistanis (who wish to maintain an independent culture), and taking account

of age, sex and number of immigrants in schools. Source of data - Sample

of 400 children (ages 5-8) in schools in England.

182 Minton, Cheryl, Kagan, Jerome and Levine, Janet A. Maternal control

and obedience in the two-year-old. Child Development, 1971, 42(6),

1873-1894.

Outline of issues that can be addressed by analytic description of

mother/child interaction (affords data relevant to hypothosos conoorming

oarly socialisation, to continuing validity of established viow that

maternal behaviour varies according to educational level in terms of

egalitarianism/authoritarianism, and to belief that rebelliousness of

contemporary youth is attributable to overly permissive parental pract-

ices); loading to investigation (using observation methods) of social-

isation routines in the home (sequenoos of interaction following child

request, child violation, maternal anticipation of violation, maternal

commsnd) of mothers with young children, with consideration of sox of

child and parental social class, and of relations amongst interaction

variabloo; also comparison with findings in earlier laboratory studios

with same children; implications in terns of parental goals and

theories of child rearing. Souroo of data - Sample of 90 childron

(ago 2) and oir mothers in US.
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Ilitcholl, Robert Edward Sono social implications of high density

housing. American Sociological Roview, 1971, 36(1), in-29.

Critique of previous research on effects of housing density (grounds of

nc,od to clarify moaning of density and other physical foaturos of

housing, need for wider variation in density situations studiod, for

statistical control of confounding influences, and for batter %tonsure°

of dolctorious offeota on individual and family); background to invest-

i:etion of offoots of high donsity housing (physical features: floor

space in rolation to nunbor of pooplo in dwolling unit and numb= of

pooplo per bed, nunbor of rooms, anonitios; social features: number of

households and people in dwelling unit, floor loyal of unit, kinsmen/

norkins:lon sharing unit) on attitudes toward housing, °notional strain

(i7appiness v worry, psychosomatic symptoms) and family relationships

(husband/wife and parent /child relations) in urban areas in Hong Kong;

Linlications for social problems of youth in slum communities around the

world. Sourc of data - Sanplos of 3,966 people (age over 18) from

urban areas, 561 husband/wifo pairs, 2,631 individual spouses, and 1Q%

of all pupils (forms 3 and 5) in Hong Kong.

Moan, Charles E. Jt. author See 212

Moore, Shirley G. Jt. author See 246

184 Morris, Brian Reflections on role analysis. British Journal of

Sociology, 1971, XXII(4), 395-409.

Overview of analyses of role, role conflict, adaptation to role conflict,

and related notions, with aim of clarifying the reigning confusion';

leading to argument that there is a common theoretical perspective on role

conflict amongst writers (tripartite conception of role in terms of struc-

turally given role expectations, members' role conceptions and role

performance, together with a further concept encompassing modes of adaption),

and that this model can account for the changes in role conceptions of

individuals in or entering organisational settings evidenced in empirical

studies of teachers (relates modes of adaption to situations defined in

terms of congruence/incongruence between the three elements of role).

185 Morse, Stanley J. and Peale, Stanton A study of partioipants in

an anti Vietnam war demonstration. Journal of Social Issues.

1971, 27(4). 113-136.

Presentation of conceptual scheme for relating political action and

individual nationalistic attitudes (prediction that activists would

1. feel general positive affect for nation, 2. perceive way national

system operates as diverging from ideal conception and 3. view



national role as highly salient and as involving active participation

in political process); basis for investigation of socioeconomic

characteristics (sex, race, ago, subjeot in which majoring, academic

aspiration and achievement, sooioeconomic background) and political

attitudes (national feelings, national role conceptions, political

aliouation and efficacy, radicalism, affect towards national symbols)

of student demonstrators as comparod with nonstudent demonstrators,

with consideration of extent to which demonstrators form a homogen-

eous group distinct from nondemonstrators; ipplioations of findings

(demonstrators had humanitarian and internmtionalistio rather than

nationalistic concerns) in terms of inadequacy of authors' conoept-

ualisation and need for further research. Source of data - Sample

of 319 demonstrators and 91 nondsmonstrators travelling to anti -

Vietnix.1 war rally in 1967, in coaches chartered by a peace organi-

sation, in US.

Moss, Abigail Jt. author See 090
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186 Mott, J. and Guldie, N. The social characteristics of militant and anti-

militant students. Universities Quarterly, 1971, 26(1), 28-40.

Investigation of broad social characteristics which seem to distinguish

activists from others, in terms of relation of student militancy with social

class, expectations of social mobility, parental attachment, religion

(congruence with parental religious belief), voting intentions (congruence

with parents' political outlook, parental support for student's intentions),

attitudes to education, political activities (degree of support, means

preferred), with consideration of extent to which concentrations of

militant/anti-militant students coincide with departmental structure of

college; implication of finding (that social characteristics of militancy

cut across departmental boundaries) in terms of 'militant' and 'anti-

militant' types, as contrasted with view that family and college structures

foster and reinforce distinctive patterns of values and social life,

increasingly distinguishing students caught up in them from each other, and

making organised action possible. Source of data - Sample of 220 students,

studied at time of series of confrontations with own college and other

authorities, from one college in England.

187 Mulkay, M. J. and Williams, A. T. A sociological study of a physics

department. British Journal of Socioloay. 1971, XXII(1), 68-82.

Analysis of academic reward system as an exchange process in which pro-

fessional recognition depends upon publication of original and valuable

research; basis for investigation of extent to which aspects of this

process (policy of funding body, norms of university department, func-

tioning of refereeing system, and strategies to which all these give rise)
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impinge on academics' role definitions (teaching/research), importance

attached to rewards (monetary/professional recognition), and development

of authority structure to support professional objectives of members of

department. Source of data - Sample of one physics department in one

university in Canada.

188 Murphy, Jerome T. Title I of ESEA: the politics of implementing federal

education reform. Harvard Educational Review, 1971, 41(1), 35-63.

Analysis of effectiveness of implementation of 1965 Elementary and

Secondary Education Act, with special reference to Title I concerning dis-

advantaged, viewed as federally-initiated reform, in terms of origins of

Title I, nature of agencies administering it, and working relationships

between the US Office of Education, one state department (Massachusetts)

and local school districts (distribution of power is such as not only to

permit but even to encourage the dilution of reform); leading to descrip-

tion of recent efforts to make programme more responsive to needs of poor.

189 Murrell, Stanley A. Family interaction variables and adjustment of

nonclinic boys. Child Development, 1971, 42(5), 1485-1494.

Investigation (using measures known to discriminate clinic and nonclinic

populations) of relations between family interaction variables (stability

of intrafamilial patterns, intermemher interaction distribution, power

patterns, family productivity, spontaneous agreement, choice fulfilment,

decision making time, normality of functioning of family) and psychological

adjustment, within the nonclinic population; implications for methodology

(sensitivity of measures) and theory (whether findings on clinic families

generalise to nonclinic populations). Source of data - Sample of 30 white

families (fifth, sixth or seventh grade male child, nearest aged sibling

and parents) in US.

190 Musgrove, F. A widening gap between students of science and arts.

Educational Research, 1971, 13(2), 113-118.

Statement that value gap has been shown to exist between freshmen science/

technology and language/social science students; leading to investigation

(follow -up study) of changes in educational values after two years at

university (objectives of ideal university: vocational v academic), with

consideration of both overall trends and subsequent divergence/Convergence

between groups, and taking account of sex, specific field of study and

industrial experience; comparison with American findings; implications in

terms of possible value of general studies programmes for all students.

Source of data - Sample of 433 students in 1968 (previously studied 1966)

from one university in England.
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191 Nabrit, S.M. Reflections on the future of black colleges. Daedalus, 1971,

100(3), 660-677.

Presentation of series of points relevant to issues concerning negro colleges

(current enrolment patterns and economic difficulties, and future survival

of private colleges; future of black public colleges in relation to white

institutions of higher education; factors which may influence decisions as

to future of both).

Nakamura, Charles Y. Jt. author See 238

192 Nash, Roy Camouflage in the classroom. Picy Society. 1971, 447, 667-669.

Argument that labelling mechanisms introduced by teachers to conceal

child's rank in a streamed situation do not have intended effect of

overcoming assumed effects of streaming on self worth; basis for

investigation of congruence of children's perceptionsof their ability

positions and teachers' assessments, with consideration of extent of

within class streaming and age of child; implication that once children

learn their status they seek to maintain rather than change it. Source

of data - Sample of 91 children(Ages 8-110 from one nonetreamed

junior school in c! Scotland].

193 Nedler, Shari and Sebera, Peggy Intervention strategies for Spanish-

speaking preschool children. Caild Development, 1971, 42(1), 259-267.

Investigation of relative effectiveness of three strategies of early

intervention (1. a planned bilingual programme designed to strengthen

child's conception of self as worthy individual, develop sensory-perceptual

skills, language skills and problem solving abilities, 2, a parental

involvement programme, 3. a traditional day care programme where children

develop at their own rate) in increasing language and communication skills

of young Mexican-American children who speak little or no English. Source

of :lata. - Sample of 1, 16 children (age 3), 2. 14 parents, and 3. 14

children (age 3) from Mexican-American neighbourhood and poverty income

bracket in US.

194 Oakley, Ann Sisters, unite. New Society, 1971, 441, 390-393.

Discussion of factors (method of acquiring sex roles, close relationship

between women and their oppressors in adulthood, and tendency to focus

public attention on won equalities) in women's unawareness of their under-

privileged position in society in relation to men.

Olson, Frances Jt. author See 246
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195 Overton, tlillis P., Wagner, Janie and Dolinsky, Harriet Social-Glass

differences and task variables in the dovolopuont of multiplioative

classification. Child Develoomontj 1971, 42(6), 1951 -1958.

Proscntation of SiEal's findimes that in free classification (dotorin-

ntion of catogorioa without nood for consideration of their inter-

relationships) working class children Dario= loss well than middle

class children w"lon task involves two dimensional pictures rather than

tl,ree dimensional objects, and discussion of genoralisability to

eultiplicative classification (simultaneoue classification into two or

more categories); tested in invosttgation of relation of performance

on multiplicative clasefication tank (using both pictures of objects

on,' actual objects) with age amongst nogro lower class and white middle

clasp children, taping account of order of presentation of etimuli

(picturos v objects first); loading to outline of alternative theories

to account for social class differences in performance (activation of

existing cognitivo structures occurs later for working class caldron/

retardation in cognitive development of working class children);

implications for further research. Source of data - Samplos of 48

middle class whito and 48 lower class nogro children (ages 4-5, 6-7,

3-9) in sc'esols in US.

196 Oxtoby, Robert Educational and vocational objectives of polytechnic

students. Universities Quarterly, 1971, 26(1), 84-95.

Investigation of functions being served by polytechnics as compared with

universities, in terms of educational and vocational objectives of polytechnic

students, and requirements of ideal job or career, with consideration of

course of study, entry qualifications, experience prior to entry, type of

secondary school attended and social class, and also of data from other

research; implications for future development of polytechnics. Source of

data - Sample of 143 male first year students in science and engineering in

one polytechnic in England.

197 Oxtoby, Robert Top men at the polys. New Society, 1971, 439, 306-309.

Discussion of office (executive/academic aspects) of Director of Polytechnic,

and of qualities emphasised by Governing Bodies in making appointments;

background to investigation of educational and career backgrounds of members

of Committee of Polytechnic Directors; implications for development of

individual polytechnics and hence for viability of government policy.

Source of data - Documentary sources.
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198 Page, Colin Flood Students' reaction to teaching methods. Universities

Quarterly, 1971, 25(4), 418-434.

Critique of research into teaching methods in higher education

which assumes that teaching method is most crucial variable in learning

process (findings do not support this view, and failure to %examine total

situation reflects a view of education as a mechanical process and of

students as passive objects in the situation); basis for investigation of

students' opinions about different teaching methods, distinguishing between

beliefs as to efficiency of each method and enjoyment of it, with con-

sideration of experience of each method since 0 1,vel, personality, and

methods of current course; implications for "liberalisation' of higher

education so as to ensure that students enjoy their experience of educa-

tion, viewed as important in maintaining interest in intellectual activity

(few students like traditional pattern, but proper management might change

student opinion, and this should be combined with more small group teaching).

Source of data - Sample of 5 groups of higher education students comprising

91 from dentistry schoo '., 27 reading English and 135 studying education in

[? England).

199 Pahl, R.A. A sociological portrait: friends and associates. New

Society, 1971, 477, 980-982.

Discussion of an interactionist approach to the understanding of group

relationships, viewed as a social network comprising many levels and

types of interaction between person and others, and distinguishing between

lateral (home/work) and vertical (over time) aspects of relationships, and

between the objective networks of such relationships and their subjective

salience for the individual, with special reference to notions of reference

individual and reference group, end to relevance of a distinction between

public and private aspects of attitudes and behaviour.

s'
200 Pape, G.V. The changing role of the primary dead. Trends in Education,

1971, 21, 18-22.

Argument that traditional authoritarian stance or English headmaster is

being challenged oy demand for democratic participation in school decision

making: background to description of courses (using inbasket and role

playing techniques) developed to prepare London headteachers and their

staffs for new roles; implications in terms of bringing praztices of

management t:aining fully into sphere of education, and for measurement of

behaviour modification resulting from such courses.
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Parelius, Ann P.

Parelius, Robert J.

Jt. author See 072

Jt. author See 072

201 parsler, R. Some social aspects of embourgeoisement in Australia.

Sociology, 1971, 5(1), 95-112.

Discussion of embourgeoisement thesis, in the context of the Australiav,

situation; tested in preliminary investigation of social class differences

in life satisfactions (home and family v wider interests), leisure com-

panions (kin v neighbours), membership of voluntary associations, educational

aspirations for children and work orientations, with consideration of effect

when income is controlled. Source of data - Sample of 572 workers (blue

collar, white collar and middle class) in Australia.

Peele, Stanton Jt. author See 185

202 Peres, Yochanan Ethnic relations in Israel. American Journal of

Sociology, 1971, 76(6), 1021-1047.

Analysis of ethnic relations in Israel, distinguishing relations between

European and Oriental Jews (despite cultural diversity central role of

religious symbols, economic expansion and struggle for survival has had

unifying effect) from relations between Jews and Arabs (Jews provided

Arabs with opportunities for modernisation and relations improved, but

1967 six day war was fatal blow to carefully balanced Arat identity);

background to investigation of structure of ethnic relations in Israel

before and after six day war, in terms of ethnic identify

and relations among Jewish ethnic groups (social distance, stereotypes and

prejudices, feelings of interdependence and desire for integration),

Jewish attitudes to Arabs (hostility, social distance and effects of six

day war) and Arab attitudes to Jews (social distance, attitudes to state of

Israel and impact of six day war); implications for likelihood of

reconciliation. Source of data - Samples of 675 Jewish students from 117

secondary schools, and 51 of their parents; 450 adult residents of Tel

Aviv; 500 Israeli Arabs, including 200 high school students (agca 14-18),

100 of their parents (ages 35-70), 100 working youth (ages 14-18) and 100

young adults (ages 20-35) in Israel.

203 Perry, L. R. The vague and sophisticated wastage of teachers.

Universities Quarterly, 1971, 25(2), 153-161.

Outline of problems in investigation of teacher training and wastage

(notions of training are very vague, and records are lacking for

thorough investigation of situation), and discussion of alternative

ways of defiling the situation, stressing that different definitions
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of training lead to different criteria of wastage; leading to argu-

ment that teacher training prepares students not only for teaching but

also for other jobs, and research into career patterns of college of

education students is a prerequisite for a realistic view of wastage and

for appropriate policies.

204 Pettigrew, Thomas F. The role of whites in the black colleges of the

future. Daedalus, 1971, 100(3), 813-832.

Analysis of past missions and accomplishments of black colleges in

US (emergence of black middle class, repositary for data and materials

concerning black experience, provision of advanced educational

opportunity to talented black youth denied opportunity elsewhere) and

their future (role as predominant source of black education is declin-

ing, while other missions remain); leading to argument that black

colleges must secure a balance between black identity and participation

in wider society (black studies could serve as models of relevant

programmes of an interdisciplinary nature which would provide a basis

for diverse cooperative arrangements between black and white colleges);

basis for discussion of role of whites in future of black colleges

(financial support involving both private support and lobbying

authorities for realistic appropriations to black colleges, laying

structural foundations for fruitful crosscampus cooperation and

increasing supply of black Ph Ds,, participation in black institutions

as teachers and students), stressing that concern should be with

modifying constraints on black colleges not with their governance.

Pink, William Jt. author See 206

205 Pitts, James P. Boycott participation and school organization memberships.

Education and Urban Society, 1971, 3(4), 383-397.

Investigation of black nationalism (concern for racial solidarity), in terms

of relation between membership of school organisations and activism

(boycotts in support of issues such as demand for black administrators of

black schools), with consideration of effect of social pressures, and taking

account of sex, church attendance, dissatisfaction with education for blacks,

and awareness of issues involved. Source of data - Sample of 159 black

students in one high school in US.

206 Polk, Kenneth and Pink, William Youth culture and the school: a

replication. British Journal of Sociology, 1971, XXII(2), 160-171.

Replication, in United States, of investigation carried out by Sugarman

in Britain, into relation of adolescent life style (pupil role representa-

tive of adult society/teenager role representing a youth culture that holds
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values and norms opposed to adult society) with attitude to school, future

orientation (college plans), academic achievement, conduct, and

'intellectual quality' of home background (parental social class,

perceptions of parental support for attending college), with consideration

of Sugarman's contention that British youth culture flourishes outside of

school whilst American youth culture is centred Inside school (suggests

rather that differences between schools blur similarity of choice faced

by adolescent between youth culture and middle class culture represented

by school); implications for future occupational status. Source of

data - Sample of 284 male students in high schools in one county in US.

Poole, Anne Jt. author See 142

207 Portes, Alejandro Political primitivism, differential socialization

and lower-class leftist radicalism. American Sociological Review, 1971,

36(5), 820-835.

Presentation of theory that lower class political extremism is a form of

political primitivism (lack of education and information, and social

isolation result in enhanced receptivity to leftist radical movements,

which are viewed as simplistic, irrational and abnormal); tested in

investigation of relationship between leftist radicalism and education,

mass media exposure, participation in voluntary organisations and in

primary relationships among lower classes in a developing country, taking

account of income; leading to contrasting conception of leftist radicalism

as a more complex phenomenon, identifying differential political social-

isation as a crucial factor in its etiology. Source of data - Sample of

382 family heads from 4 lower class slum settlements in Chile.

208 Preece, P.F.W. The laissez-faire finance of education. British

Journal of Educational Studies, 1971, 19(2), 154-162.

Description of campaign for laissez-faire finance of education, and

critique of arguments advanced in support of alternative proposals

(optimum allocation of resources, benefits of free competition, freedom of

choice, social benefits), stressing class bias inherent in such a policy.

209 Quay, Lorene C. Language dialect, reinforcement, and the intelligence-test

performance of negro children. Child Development,, 1971, 42(1), 5-15.

Investigation of effects of motivation (reinforcement by candy or praise)

and language (standard English or negro dialect) on IQ scores (both overall

Stanford Binet and individual items) of preschool negro children;

implications in terms of need to distinguish speech production and compre-

hension, and for existence of either a language difference or deficit.

Source of data - Sample of 100 negro children (ages 3-4) from 5 Head

Start Centers in US.
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210 Quigley, Helen Reactions of eleven nursery teachers and assistants to

the Peabody Language Development Kit. British Journal of Educational

Psychology, 1971, 41(2), 155-162.

Investigation of reactions of teachers using Peabody Language Development

Kit, level P, introduced as part of Social Science Research Council EPA

action research project, with consideration of initial reactions and

evaluations of both materials provided and content of lessons, perceptions

of aims of programme and effect on children; implications for management

of such an innovation. Source of data - Sample of 9 teachers and 2

nursery assistants from 5 nursery schools and 3 playgroups in 3 EPA areas

in England.

211 Rapoport, Rhona and Rapoport, Robert N. Early and later experiences as

determinants of adult behaviour: married women's family and career patterns.

British Journal of Sociology, 1971, XXII(1), 16-30.

Investigation of variation and normative patterning in women's career

patterns and family orientations, in terms of interaction of early factors

(birth order position, father's occupation, mother's occupation, family

relationships) and current factors (husband's perceived commitment to idea

of women having careers, perceived attitudes of one's social network,

marital happiness) as determinants of married women's participation in work

(values, behaviour, future intentions); implications for theory. Source

of data - Sample of 371 married women (studied in 1968, 8 years after

graduating from British universities) in England.

Rapoport, Robert N. Jt. author See 211

212 Rardin, Donald R. and Moan, Charles E. Peer interaction and cog-

nitive development. Child Development, 4971, 42(6), 1685-1699.

Position, following Piaget, that cognitive development (transition

from preoperational representations to concrete operations) is

parallel but indiseociably interdependent with social development

(transition from social egocentrism to cooperative social relations);

tested in investigation of relation between cognitive development

(conservation and classification) and social development of children

(reason for choosing best friend, stability of friendships, numbers

of names of children in class not known, matching of friends), with

oonsideration of extent to which both vary directly with popularity

and the greater peer exposure this affords; implications for under-

standing child development, for promoting awareness of others through

education, and for psychotherapy for young children. Source of

data Sample of 81 children (kindergarten through third grade) from

one school in US.
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Raven, Bertram H. Jt. author See 041

213 Reitman, Sandford W. Role strain and the American teacher.

Review, 1971, 79(4), 543-559.

School

Presentation of modified version of Getzel'a role model (incorporating

normative, ideographic, cultural and skills dimensions), with special ref-

erence to concept of role strain, for understanding of teacher unrest,

viewed as symptom of upheaval in American society in general; implications

for reorientation of teacher education so as to confront the needs of

teachers in contemporary society, illustrated by example of course built

around concepts of role and role strain.

Rhoades, Patrick Jt. author See 063

214 niellardson, S. A. ard Groom, A. Nhon is black beautiful?

Coloured and white childron'e reaction to skin colour. British

.7ournal of Educational Psycholoor, 1971, 41(1), 62-69.

Argunont that minority groups often adopt the values of the majority

to the point of donigrating themsulvos; background to invostigation

of direction and strength of skin colour preferences ( picturos of

w:Iito and coloured children without handicaps, and additional pictures

of uhito handicappod children) auonest white and coloured school

children; also investigation of relation between preforonco rankings

and characteristics of schools (proportion of coloured childron and

sociooconomic conditions of fanilios); loading to discussion of

2oosible orplanations of finding (that coloured children in one school

sho'iod higher solf ostoon, as loasurod by noro coloured proforoncos,

without corrospondIng disliho of whitos) in toms- of particular

coadi'cions of fanilios in area an reported by teachers; implications

for social psychology of race relations and bearing on oducational

process, and for future use of picture ranking instrument. Source

of data - Sanplo of 309 white and 195 ooloured children (ages 10-11)

6 schools in England.

215 Richman, Alvin and Targ, Harry R. The impact of instruction and external

events on student orientations and opinion consistency concerning the

Vietnam War. Sociology of Education, 1971, 44(2), 151-169.

Investigation of relative impact of external events and college instruction

in international relations, distinguishing between instruction per se and

type of instruction (professor sympathetic v critical of government admini-

strative policies), on student opinions on the Vietnam War, with consideration

of change in level of interest and opinion consistency. Source of data -

Samples of 4 classes (2 classes with different international relations

professors and 2 control classes) at one university in US. Longitudinal study.
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216 Riesman, David An academic Great Depression? Universities Quarterly,

1971, 26(1), 15-27.

Argument that the loss of momentum and morale characterising American

academic life over the last several years constitutes an academic

analogue of the Great Crash of 1929 (a quantitative and qualitative

rise in academic energy after the Second World War was accompanied by

optimism that science and research could solve the problems of the

world, but there has been not only a financial but a moral crash

which is part of a larger loss of faith in the very idea of progress,

and a concomitant revolt against reason and the academic way of life

among students and faculty alike); implications for the survival of

centres of science and scholarship.

217 Roberts, K. Economy and education: foundations of a general theory.

Comparative Education, 1971, 7(1), 3-14.

Presentation of theory concerning relationship between educational and

economic systems in advanced industrial countries, extending conventional

sociological view that educational system responds to needs of economy to

suggest that other institutions (particularly political and stratification

systems and ideologies associated with them) mediate this relationship,

and that education provides not only persons with required skills and

knowledge but also persons motivated towards particular roles, thus

increasing the descriptive validity and explanatory power of the theory;

implications for explaining malalignment between education and economy as

a source of tension as mediating forces distort the economy's demands upon

education, explaining new developments in education and industry as

adaptive responses to one another, and accounting for manner in which

relation between education and economy can produce social change.

218 Robertson, T.S. and Kawwa, T. Ethnic relations in a girls' comprehensive

school. klucational Research, 1971, 13(3), 214-217.

Investigation of relation between ethnic origin and friendship choice in a

girls' comprehensive school, with consideration of stream, proportion of

coloured pupils in class, changes in patterns with age, and status of sixth

formers as 'stars' for younger pupils, taking account of factors determining

popularity. Source of data - Sample of one creamed comprehensive school

(604 pupils) in England.
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219 Robinson, Halbert E. and Robinson, Nancy M. Longitudinal development of

very young children in a comprehensive day care program: the first two

years. Child Development, 1971, 42(6), 1673-1683.

Investigation of effect of a comprehensive day care programme (including

structured educational programme and complete health care) on cognitive

development (verbal and nonverbal) and motor development of infants and

young children, with consideration of differences in impact according to rela-

tive disadvantagement (measured in terms of race); implications for

further research. Source of data - Sample of 31 children (12 admitted to

programme at age 2, 19 as infants) studied over 2} year period in US.

Longitudinal study.

Robinson, Nancy M. Jt. author See 219

Rodrigues, Aroldo Jt. author See 041

220 Rogers, Rex The effects of sex education. Mow Society, 1971, 453, 949-951.

Investigation of influence of three Merry-Go-Round sex instruction television

programmes on the knowledge and attitudes of primary school children with

consideration of age, sex, intellectual maturity, previous knowledge, And

parent/teacher attitudes. Source of data - Sample of 222 children (ages

8-11) from 6 classes in England.

Rosenberg, Morris Jt. author See 239

221 Ross, Jean M. and Simpson, H. R. The National Survey of Health and

Development. 1. Educational attainment. British Journal of Educational

Psychology., 1971, 41(1), 49-61.

Description of development of two educational measurement scale., as part

of work of National Survey of Health and Development (summary measure of

ability test scores at age fifteen and scale of attainment or achievement

based on ultimate school examination results, leaving age, and type and

level of employment, aimed to give best combined measure of school progress

for studying longitudinal sample of children); also analysis of validity

of measures for grouping pupils into similar levels of success, employing

regression equations calculated for each sex and social class.

222 Roes, Joan M. and Simpson, H. R. The Rational Survey of Health and

Development. 2. Rate of school progress between 8 and 15 years and

between 15 and 18 years. Allt&CL2ageoal of Educational Palma-

sm, 1971, 41(2), 125-135.

Investigation (using an analysis of variance method involving the

fittiag of constants) of relative rate of educational progress and



potential of pupils during periods 8-15 years and 15-18 years in

relation to level of education of both parents, family size, ability

at either 8 or 15 and sex of child. Source of data - Data collected

as part of National Survey of Health and Development.

gudduck, Jean Jt. author See 167
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223 Rushing, William A. Class, culture, and 'social structure and anomie'.

American Journal of Sociology, 1971, 76(5), 857-872.

Statement of Merton's theory which views deviant behaviour and attitudes

as due to the malintegration of cultural goals and social norms; tested

in investigation of disjunction between aspirations and perceptions of

opportunity structure in lower class (farm operators) as compared with

middle/upper class (farmers), and the relation of this disjunction with

normlessness; also investigation of ethnic-cultural differences in this

relation amongst Anglos as compared with Mexican-Americans, with considera-

tion of effect of differing value systems (ascribed/achieved) and extent of

cultural assimilation of Mexican-Americans (bilingual /non - English

speaking); interpretation that differences are attributable to way blocked

opportunity is viewed depending on cultural background. Source of data -

Samples of 539 Anglo, 488 Mexican-American (187 non-English speaking) farm-

workers from low income areas mainly in 3 counties, and a group of white

middle/upper class farmers in US.

1

Russell, Jennifer Jt. author See 163

224 Rustin, Michael Structural and unconscious implications of the dyad and

triad: an essay in theoretical integration; Durkheim, Simnel, Freud.

Sociological Review, 1971, 19(2), 179-201.

Argument that Sinmel's formal sociology of the dyad and triad shows,in

microcosm,the same basic properties of social systems that the classification

of organic and mechanical solidarity and ascribed and achieved status

systems establish at a macroscopic level; also that it fits into a psycho-

analytic model of types of group interaction, thus providing a useful bridge

between structural and intrapersonal explanations of social behaviour;

implications for study of socialisation and individual development.

225 Salt, John Isaac Ironside 1808-1870: the motivation of a radical

educationist. British Journal of Educational Studies, 1971, 19(2), 183-201.

Analysis of career of Isaac Ironside (1808-1870), from viewpoint of insights

into complex motivation underlying the 19th century popular education movement

in England (showing this movement to be rooted in a process of social reform),

wiyh special reference to Ironside's synthesis of radicalism and Owenism.
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226 Saxe, Robert M. and Stollak, Gary E. Curiosity and the parent-cr..'1
relationship. Child Development, 1971, 42(2), 373-384.

Presentation of a theory concerning children's curiosity (curiosity

viewed as trait negatively associated with high anxiety, negative feelings

and aggression, which parental curiosity may elicit, and which parental

behaviour may reinforce either positively or negatively); tested in

investigation of interrelations amongst range of measures of curiosity;

also investigation of relations amongst children's expressions of curio-

sity and maternal behaviour (praise/punishment as reinforcement, atten-

tiveness, curiosity) amongst groups based on teachers' ratings (high

curiosity/high prosocial, low curiosity, high aggression, high neuroticism),

with consideration of socioeconomic status; implications in terms of

reciprocal influence between parents and children. Source of data -

Sample of 40 mother/son dyads (? children in first grade) in US.

227 Schrag, Francis The right to educate. School Review, 1971, 79(3),

359-378.

Gverview of philosophical considerations relevant to the notion of rights,

with special reference to the right to educate children; leading to critique

of commonly held viev that this right is the prerogative of natural parents

as the persons most likely to promote the optimal development of their

children; basis for position that various persons have interest in children's

development (parents, community, nation-state, the social class, ideological

and ethnic groupings comprised by the state, in addition to children

themselves), that the nature of these interests differ, wd that conflicting

ideals will influence views as to the most effective way of achieving a

balance between the interests of the various parties.

228 Schwab, Joseph J. The practical: arts of eclectic. ,School Revisg,

1971, 79(4), 493-542.

Argument that behavioural science theories cannot be applied directly to

educational problems (they fail to take account of concrete particulars,

and represent different perspectives); leading to discussion of 'arts of

the practical' and 'arts of the eclectic' (as arts which 'ready theory for

practice' by discovering and taking account of the distortions which theories

impose), and recommendation of means by which understanding of these arts

may be conveyed to students of education (theoretical mastery must be com-

bined with practical utilisation of the ideas in examining educational

situations).
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229 Schwartz, Audrey James A comparative study of values and achievement:

Mexican-American and Anglo youth. Sociology of Education, 1971, 44(4),

433-462.

Investigation of individual value orientations (pertaining to idealised

school goals in relation to institutionalised school goals, individual's

beliefs about chances of reaching goals, individual's interpersonal

relations) which might inhibit the educational achievement of Mexican -

American as compared with Anglo-American pupils, with consideration of

social class and sex; implications for role of school in problem of

participation of Mexican-Americans in larger society. Source of data

Sample of 3,086 pupils (ninth and twelfth grade) from high schools in US.

230 Schwarz, J. Conrad and Wynn, Ruth The effects of mothers' presence and

previsits on children's emotional reaction to starting nursery school.

Child Development, 1971, 42(3), 871-881.

Statement of implicit theory underlying procedures designed to facilitate

young child's entry into nursery school (parallels arousal reinforcement

theory, which assumes that separation from mother is distressing in children

lacking prior similar experience); tested in investigation of effect of

alternative procedures (previsit v no previsit, mother present/not present

for part of first session) on emotional reaction to classroom situation

(separation reaction, activity-position, comfort, affect, motility) in

children grouped according to sex and prior experience in group settings

with age mates outside home. Source of data - Sample of 108 children

(ages 3i-5) entering one nursery school (follow-up after one and five

weeks) in US.

Sears, David O.

Sebera, Peggy

Jt. author See 285

Jt. author See 193

231 Selman, Robert L. Taking another's perspective: role-taking development

in early childhood. Child Development, 1971, 42(6), 1721-1734.

Outline of Piagetian approach to development of child's conception of

uocial world (move from egocentric to sociocentric perspective), with

special reference %o role taking ability, distinguishing between perceptual

and conceptual role taking; basis for investigation of sequential levels

(nature and interrelations) of role taking, and their relation to chrono-

logical age and sex, with consideration of competitive guessing or hiding

behaviour (as benchmark of comparison, along with chronological age, for

categories of role taking derived from the investigation); implications

for later development of role taking ability. Source of data - Sample of

60 middle class children (ages 4-6) attending preschool or elementary

school in US.
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232 Sewell, William H. Inequality of opportunity for higher education.

American Sociological Review, 1971, 36(5), 793-809.

Investigation of inequalities in opportunity for higher education in terms

of relation of educational and occupational attainment respectively to social

and educational background variables (socioeconomic origins, sex, academic

ability, student's performance in high school and his occupational and

educational aspirations, and expectations of parents, teachers and peers);

leading to presentation of linear causal models of educational attainment

process; implications for study of social stratification and for policies

aimed to reduce inequalities. Source of data - Sample of 9,000 high school

students in one city in US.

233 hdw, K.E. and Downes, L.W. Unitary and discrepant goals in a college of

education. British Journal of Educational Studies, 1971, 19(2), 139-153:

Position that institutions of higher education, as normative institutions,

exhibit forces tending towards differentiation along with countervailing

social processes producing integration (particular and possibly discrepant

objectives and behaviours, which are evidenced as institution responds to its

environment, are legitimated by reference to shared set of generalised

values); basis for case study of historical development of one college of

education (as it has grown in size, original unitary goals of college have

developed into cluster of subgoals thrown up by differential response to

particular subenvironments, such that college may now be viewed as a

shifting coalition of members pursuing a variety of goals simultaneously,

with overlapping frames of reference); implications for empirical research

to test this view. Source of data - Documentary sources.

_!34 sheldrake, P.F. Orientations towards work among computer programmers.

Sociology, 1971, 5(2), 209-224.

Discussion of alternative approaches to study of work orientations (prior

frameworks imposed on data cannot take sufficient account of variations

within a group, and a more appropriate approach, involving analysis of ways

in which people construct their social world, is to allow categories to

emerge from data); basis for investigation of work orientations amongst

programmers in a computer service bureau, and grouping of emerging cate-

gories into 'allocational frameworks* (work role, occupational distinctions,

work interest, geographical, andeparentage'or differences according to

membership of companies merged to form present one); leading to discumsion

of relation between objective differences and perspectives held as factors

in programmers' interpretations of work activities, and bearing of perapec-

tives on both general and day to day aspects of functioning of bureau, with

consideration of personal and organisational background characteristics as
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possible sources of perspectives; implications for study of other groups

of 'applied' specialists. Source of data - Sample of programmers and

other personnel in one computer service bureau in England.

235 Shepherd, Angela Married women teachers: role perceptions and career

patterns. Aducational Research, 1971, 13(3), 191-197.

Investigation of married women's perceptions of compatibility of teaching

as career with marriage, in terms of their perceptions of factors influ-

encing return to teaching (recruitment procedures, provision of part time

work, nursery provision and use made of it, husband's attitude to wife

working, motives for returning to work and intended career patterns, views

on role of wife and mother), with consideration of social class and income

of husband, and age; implications for policy in relation to wastage of

married women teachers. Source of data - Sample of 180 married women

teachers (89 out of service at time of study) in one LEA in England.

236 Silverman, William Ems. Legal developments in urban education.

Education and Urban Society, 1971, 3(2), 245-249.

Overview of some recent legal decisions (concerning race relations, parental

v community control, finance of education and equal educational opportunity)

which have implications for urban education and overall public policy.

237 Silverman, William Ed. Legal developments in urban education. Education

Aducation and,Urban Society, 1971, 4(1), 115-123.

Outline of recent legal decisions in regard to social issues relevant to

education (equal employment opportunity, student rights, parental v

community control, race relations, vouchers), with special reference to

implications of such decisions.

238 Silvern, Louise S. and Nakamura, Charles Y. Powerlessness, sooial-

political action, social-political views: their interrelation among

.11ege students. Journal of Social Issues, 1971, 27(4), 137-157.

Critique of research relevant to understanding of student activism

(inth.vidual differences related to activism tend to be nonfounded

with both eocial-political views and demographic variables and, in

discussion of alienation, generalisations about relationships amongst

powerlessness, locus of control and activism are open to question);

basis for investigation of extent to which alienation in the sense

of powerlessness (internal/external control scale, distinguishing

between control over personal outcomes and social-political affairs)

differentiates between college students who take social-political
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action and those who do not, with consideration of sex; also consider-

ation of extent to which powerlessness is associated with activism per se

(degree and type of action), or whether it is related to social-political

views (counterculture score) or to some combination of views and action,

with consideration of social class and religion as possible mediating

factors between powerlessness and views or action. Source of data -

Sample of 223 undergraduates from one university in US.

239 Simmons, Roberta G. and Rosenberg, Morris Functions of children's

perceptions of the stratification system. American Sociological Review,

1971, 36(2), 235-249.

Proposal to extend (to include perceptions and attitudes) Davis and Moore's

functional theory of stratification, occupational prestige and income

differentials for the study of motivation of school age children; tested

in study of extent to which status perceptions and class attitudes requisite

for motivation towards socially functional occupations exist among children

of various ages and social backgrounds, distinguishing between views of the

opportunity structure and of personal opportunity, and with consideration of

socioeconomic and racial hoMogeneity of environment. Source of data -

Secondary analysis of data on 1,917 urban school children (third - twelfth

grade) from 25 schools in US.

SiMpson, H. R. Jt. author See 221 222

240 Sistrunk, Frank, Clement, David E. and Guenther, Zenita C. Developmental

comparisons of conformity across two cultures. Child Development, 1971,

42(4), 1175-1185.

Investigation of crosscultural differences in development of conformity,

in terms of relation of conforming behaviour (Asch line-judgment task) with

age, sex, nationality and difficulty of task; leading to interpretation of

data in light of two stage hypothesis of Costanzo and Shaw (children

develop conforming behaviour in response to social pressures from peers

until peer norms are fully internalised at age eleven to thirteen, after

which trend of conformity decreases with increasing age), with adj'atment

of chronological age to social age to account for inconsistencies between

behaviour of males and females. Source of data - Sample of 80 students

(ages 9-10, 13-14, 17-18, 20-21) from Brazil and US.
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241 Smart, P.F. Personal needs in large schools. Trends in Education, 1971,

22, 5-11.

Argument that planning and administration of secondary schools in England is

hampered by lack of clear definition of social aims, and by lac' of reliable

evidence about effects of alternative forms of formal and informal organisa-

tion on social relationships within school; backgruund to discussion cf

issues relevant to organisation of pastoral care (vertical/horizontal systems,

relation between arrangements for pastoral care and academic organisation,

problems for middle management teachers responszple for pastoral care,

arrangements for vocational guidance, problems of form teachers and tutors).

242 Smith, Calvert Hayes Prerequisites to successful teaching in inner-city

communities. Educatic.al and Urban Society. 1971, 4(1), 41-59.

Argument that significant variables influencing level of achievement of

inner city youngsters include not only programmes but also attitudes of

teachers through whom programmes are transmitted; leading to recommenda-

tions of prerequisites for successful teaching in inner city community

(1. school must take life styles of various ethnic groups and use them

as way of helping pupils to explore the meaning of their lives; 2.

school must assume, as major function, the development of high self esteem

in youngsters, through emphasis on their cultural heritage, bet), it can

serve its managerial functions (preparation for employment) effectively;

3. teacheia must learn to expect achievement from their youngsters; 4.

teachers must understand they are servants of the community; 5, teachers

must bezome professionally oriented rather than system- or career-oriented,

a"d the rationalisation of failure must be eliminated); also proposal of

means by which these goals may be realised in the classroom.

243 Smith, Gilbert Some research implications of the Seebohm report.

British Journal of Sociology, 1971. XXII(3), 295-310.

Outline of recommendations and supporting arguments of Seebohm Committee (on

local authority and allied personal social services), from viewpoint of

Committee's assumptions concerning relation between organisational structure

and efficiency in meeting clients' needs; leading to recommendation of

research to clarify 1. themes underlying policy intentions (questions

Committee's social pathological view of social need, family and community),

2. assumptions underlying proposals concerning organisational structure

(questions necessity of centralisation at local authority level), 3.

appropriate bases for evaluation of changes which will follow implementation

of report.

Smith, Paul V. Jt. author See 159
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244 Smith, Peter B. The varieties of group experience. New Society, 1971,

443, 483-485.

Discussion of developments in techniques of sensitivity training in Great

Britain, distinguishing between T-group, encounter group and organisational

development group (although diverse, approaches united by common procedure

of 'attention to here and now behaviour', and common ideology that society

undervalues interpersonal relations); implications for bringing about

social change.

245 Smithers, Alan Students' experience of thick sandwich courses.

educational Research, 1971, 13(3), 171-178.

Discussion of development of sandwich courses in industrial training,

with special reference to confUsion over their purpose and to advantages

claimed for thick mid thin sandwiches alike (integration with and

relevance to course work); background to investigation of expectations

and reactions of students on thick sandwich coursas regarding industrial

training, with consideration of field of study (biology, textile teoh -

nology and civil engineering), nature of industrial experience and

amount of time spent with different grades of personnel; implications

in terns of extant to which sandwich courses meet objective of illust-

rating practical application of principles taught in college or have

other benefits, and for presenting them realistically so that students'

!..xpoctations are not disappointed. Source of data - Sample of 126

male students on thick sandwich course (79 restudied after industrial

training) at one university in Bngland.

246 Smother gill, Nancy L., Olson, Frances and Moore, Shirley G. The effects

of manipulation of teacher communication style in the preschool. Child

Development, 1971, 42(4), 1229-1239.

Position that teaching styles may be characterised as elaborative or non-

elaborative, viewed as modification of Bernstein's distinction between

elaborated/restricted communication codes; basis for investigation of

effectiveness of an experimental teaching programme for young children, in

terms of relation between teaching style and children's problem solving

strategies (ability to reflect on alternative solutions), verbalisation and

time spent on curriculum activities. Source of data - Sample of 24

disadvantaged (mothers in welfare) white children (ages 3-5 years) from

one day care centre in US.

S#rensen, Annemette Pt. author See 096
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247 Spady, William G. Status, achievement, and motivation in the American

high school. School Review, 1971, 79(3), 379-403.

Outline of research into achievement process, with special reference to role

of formal and informal competitive structures of high school (they have

consequences not only for development but also for realisation of success

goals), and to author's own findings on effects of extracurricular involve-

ment (ambiguous influences of athletics and leadership roles); basis for

investigation of independent influence of extracurricular role (areas of

varsity sports / social clubs /performing arts /service - leadership activities /

none/other) on student's educational goals (% wanting some college after

completing high school), actual college attainments (% obtaining more than

one year of college), and fulfilment of initial goals (% obtaining more than

one year of college amongst those with high college goals at school), with

consideration of perceived peer status, academic achievement and intrinsic

motivation; leading to discussion of alternative interpretations of findings

(selection into extracurricular roles v socialising experience of participation

itself). Source of data - Sample of 297 boys from 2 high schools in US.

248 Spence, Janet,T. Do material rewards enhance the performance of lower-

class children? Child Development, 1971, 42(5), 1461-1470.

Outline of findings which are inconsistent with Havighurst's theory of

differential evolution of reward/punishment systems (from material to symbolic

motivation and reinforcement) in children from differing socioeconomic and

subcultural backgrounds (suggestion that task and situational variables are

factors of possible significance); basis for two investigations (one

replicating other with slightly older children) of influence of reinforcement

condition (light/light + candy) and instructional condition (brief

preliminary instructions only/amplified instructions + training and practice)

on performance of lower class children on a concept identification task, with

consideration of sex of subject and (in second experiment) race of

experimenter (negro/caucasian); Source of data - Samplesof 64 lower class

negro children (ages 5y 1m) and 48 lower class negro and Latin American

children (ages 5y 8m) in US.

Spencer, B. G. Jt. author See 015

249 Spilerman, Seymour Raising academic motivation in lower class adolescents:

a convergence of two research traditions. Sociology of Education, 1971,

44(1), 103-118.

Review of research representing two research traditions in study of learning

and motivation (concern with normal functioning of adolescent society/design

of reward structures to promote academic attainment), with special reference

to the situation for lower class adolescents (they fail to follow normal
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developmental sequence from dependency on material inducements to self

reinforcement, and for them peer society is even more pervasive than for

middle class youth); leading to discussion of effectiveness of combining

monetary inducements with group-based competition as strategy for motivating

lower class children to achieve academic goals.

Sprague, Nancy Freitag Jt. author See 174

250 Stayton, Donelda J., Hogan, Robert and Ainsworth, Mary D. Salter Infant

obedience and maternal behavior: the origins of socialization reconsidered.

Child Development, 1971, 42(4), 1057-1069.

Critique of assumptions common to social learning theory and psychoanalytic

t1:cory (child acquires roles, attitudes and responses that conform with '

social pressures; child becomes socialised only by intervention tactics;

there is fundamental antagonism between child and his society); leading to

statement of alternative theoretical first principle that disposition for

obedience develops naturally in children reared in social environment

similar to that in which species was adapted; tested in investigation of

relation between maternal behaviour (degree of harmony in mother/child

interaction and extent to which disciplinary procedures are employed) and

manifestations of obedience in first year of life; implications for theories

of children's early social development and for research on later development.

Source of data - Sample of 25 mother/infant pairs from white middle class

families in US.

251 Stebbins, Robert A. The meaning of disorderly behavior: teacher

definitions of a classroom situation. Sociology of Education, 1971, 44(2),

217-236.

Presentation of theory of the definition of the situation, with special

reference to distinction between cultural, habitual personal and unique

personal definitions; basis for investigation of ways in which teachers

habitually define misconduct in the classroom in terms of a range of

variables (1. teacher's perceptions of students' evaluations of the

situation, intentions and plans of action, 2. teacher's actual evaluations,

intentions, plans and justifications, and 3. teacher's perceptions of

students' perceptions of his own evaluations, intentions and plans). Source

of data - Sample of 36 teachers in one school system in Canada.

Steiner, William Jt. author See 273

252 Stein, Annie Strategies for failure. Harvard Educational Review,

1971, 41(2), 158 -204.

Arg'unont that high failure of b1aelm and Puerto Rioans in Pow York

school syston, as conpared vith whitos, suggests that there are
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strategies at work (by which schools fail with all but a few of

coloured pupils whilst at same time succeeding with whites) to subvert

change and to perpetuate the status Quo, of two societies; leading to

analysis of operation of stratogios of control (parents struggled first

for Oesogrogation and then for coaiunity control of segregated school

but, whilst both principles wer,3 conceded, reforms wore implemented in

such a way as to represent change in name only), strategy of training

toadhozs to fail black ohildron (a mystique of reading and a myth of

cultural deprivation persists and underlies teacher training prorrarnes,

dospl.to ovidonco concerning solf fulfilling prophecy effect of teachers'

attitudes), and strategy of institutionalising mochanisme for failure

(tracking system and difforontial educational goals disorininato

against black children whilst attributing failure to child not teacher);

iApltcation for future (that parents and youth nust challenge not only

strategies but education itself, and that honest educationalists and

social scientists should assist them in this struggle).

253 Stern, George G. Self-actualizing environments for students. School

Review, 1971, 80(1), 1-25.

Outline of alternative psycholocioal theories concorning relation of

indiv'Aual to his onvironmont, and presentation of a view, following

Lowi:1, of personality and envtronunnt as two independent vootors in a

life space, which may bo moasurod in terms of Murray's concepts of need

and press; basis for investigation (factor analysis) of personality

noes (inferred fron rosponsoo concorning proforrod activities

roprosoting thirty variables and ton contexts) and onvironmontal

proesos (inferred from responses concerning ovonts reprosonting sane

variables and contexts), with consideration of independence of those

domains; loading to analysis of omorging factor structures and their

intorrolation (fivo distinctive oulturos identified in terms of twelve

porsenality factors, aid two underlying environmental dimensions: self

actualisation of participants and maintenance of institutional struotuzel

with consideration of contribution of oach type of component to life

spaoe represented by a given culture; also investigation of possibility

of °hang° in otudonts and environments, impact of college cultures on

post college careers, and future polarisation of cultures in American

society; imrlications for understanding of collage as loarning

onvironment and of student unrest. Souroo of data - bamplos of

10,000 students in over 100 eollogos and univorsities, 1,000 students in

12 high schools, 1,000 teachers in public schools, 2,500 trainees in

63 Poac) Corps progrannos, and 225 people on 5 industrial sites in US.

Sternlof, Richard B. Jt. author See 145
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254 Stimson, James and LaBelle, Thomas J. The organizational climate ,:

Paraguayan elementary schools:rural...urban differentiations. Education

and Urban Society, 1971, 3(3), 333-349.

Presentation of theory, following Crozier, that educational institutions

mirror the cultural values and traditions of the social system of a given

society, with special reference to Paraguay as a closed autocratic system,

and with consideration of possibility that institutions may deviate from

the dominant societal pattern, dependent on nature of community in which

they are situated (rural/urban); tested in investigation of organisational

climate (patterns of social interaction: closed, paternal, familiar contro-

lled, autonomous, open) in schools (public/private in rural/urban settings)

in Paraguay. Source of data - Sample of 30 elementary schools (258 teacher

respondents) in Paraguay.

Stollak, Gary E. Jt. author See 226

Stout, Robert T. Jt. author See 156

255 Stradling, Robert and Zurick, Elia Political and non-political ideals of

English primary and secondary school children. Sociological Review, 1971,

19(2), 203-227.

Theory of the development of ideals as process of transfer of affect (child

first invests affect in persons of direct experience, then idealises public

figures as symbols, then transfers affect to institutions); basis for

investigation of differences in children's ideals (choice of political/non-

political exemplars) in relation to age, sex, social class, educational

background (type of school) and political party identification; also

investigation of probable participation in adulthood (type of exemplar

chosen and sense of political effidacy); implications of absence of radical

or even liberal exemplars for maintenance of political stability in Britain.

Source of data - Samples of 260 children (ages 8-12) from 4 junior schools

and c700 children from 7 secondary schools in England.

256 Summerfield, Harr;' L. Cuing and the open system of educational politics.

Education and Urban Society, 1971, 3(4), 425-439.

Critique of argument that educational decision making systems are closed

(grounds that surface characteristics are misinterpreted as sigma of

closedness, and 'the system' is viewed from ideological rather than technical

standpoint); background to alternative position that such systems are open,

and that openness is a function of 'cuing' (engagement of decision maker and

his constituents'), distinguishing four types of cuing (messages transmitted

informally and unintentionally by clients, direct and intentional contact

initiated by clients, direct/indirect elite-initiated contacts), with

consideration of nature of cuing process.
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257 Swanson, Guy E. An organizational analysis of collectivities. American

Sociological Review, 1971, 36(4), 607-624.

Presentation of a typology of collectivities viewed as constitutional

systems (individuated heteronomy, commensual heteronomy, commensualism,

heterarchy, simple centralism, unitary centralism, limited centralism,

balanced centralism, feudalism), distinguishing between authority of agent/

constituent body, steps in choice process (set boundaries of collectivity's

jurisdiction, determine collectivity's choice, approve use of sanctions to

support choice, general supervision, supervision over specific aspects of

implementation of choice) and degree of authority granted at any stage

(none/as member of collectivity/as holder of special office), drawing on

data on societies at various historical periods and families known to

university students, to illustrate generality and usefulness of this type

of classification; leading to comparison of this kind of organisational

analysis with interactional and functional analysis, and discussion of

situations when organisational analysis is appropriate; implications for a

general theory in sociology.

Sweeney, Jo Ann Jt. author See 174

Sykes, Mary Jt. author See 023

258 Talbot, John E. The history of education. Daedalus, 1971, 100(1),

133-150.

Discussion of development of history of education in relation to main-

stream history (previously concern was with history of particular institu-

tions and ideas of pedagogical reformers, but over last decade attention

has focussed on education in its involvement with rest of society);

leading to analysis of concerns of historians adopting present approaches

(changes in who is educated, consequences for individual and society of

mobility promoted by education, education of lower classes, involvemeots

of education in politics) and problems associated with them (possible

tendency to disregard internal process of education, need for a new

institutional history involving methods of several disciplines, and for

viewpoint 'from inside looking out').

259 Tapp, June L. and Kohlberg, Lawrence Developing sensos of law and

legal justice. Journal of Social Immune, 1971, 27(2), 65-91.

Position that both moral and legal dovelopmcnt result from interaction

botweon universal struoturos of social environment and natural

structuring tondencios of organism; also presentation of a cognitive

stajo tlioory of noral developmont (threo levels of moral judmont

spocified as proconventional, convontional and poctoonvontional,

conventional level being typical societal node), with comoideration of
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.sal applicability of t'oory; tostod in analysis of data bearing

prohTession in local values ariongst white youth ,;.or

L7LIderearton to colluco, and crossoultural conparison of local values

of '`.?'.lo :school proadoleoconts fro seven cultures, and comparison

with earlier analysis in Which oupirirally dorivod categories wore

oplo:red; implications for logal socialisation (participation and

conflict rocolution aro key concopta in developing principled thought,

a.11 role ta'Ang opportunitios in family, poor group and secondary

illcIitutions should provido nocessary input to stimulate development),

with considoration of contexts of legal socialisation and universal

:owls of legal socialisation.

Targ, Harry R.

Tarryer, Jill M.

Jt. author See 215

Jt. author See 165

260 Taylor, George North and south: the education split. New Society,

1971, 440, 346-347.

Analysis of economic factors in regional inequality in education, with

special reference to problems of intermediate areas in north of England

(low rate income, poor resources, and migration, particularly of young and

skilled, lead to progressive deterioration of facilities, lack of interest

on the part of parents, and a decline in use of higher education);

implications for policy to redistribute government resources in relation to

local authority needs if equality of opportunity is to be achieved.

261 TenHouten, Warren D., Tzuen-jen, Lei, Kendall, Fransoise and Gordon,

C. Wayne School ethnic composition, social contexts, and educational

plans of Mexican/American and Anglo high school students. American

Journal of Sociology, 1971, 77(1), 89-107.

Investigation of processes in formulation of plans to go to college

amongst :lexican-American as compared with Anglo students of each sex,

in terms of relation of college plans with family SES, ethnio

composition of school, intelligence, students' perceptions of their

parents' aspirations for them, and students' perceptions of peers'

aspirations, for each ethnio/sex group; implications in terms of

appropriateness of defining college plans and academic achievement as

(.esirable outcomes for minority students. Souroe of data - Sample

of 624 Mexican- American and 455 Anglo students from 5 high schools

in US.

262 Thomas, Darwin L. and Weigert, Andrew J. Socialization and adolescent

conformity to significant others: a cross-national analysis. American

Sociological Review, 1971, 36(5), 835-847.

Theory (extending classical urban theory to interpersonal level) that high

industrialisation-urbanisation is ass hated with low conformity to
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significant others, with consideration of differing normative prescriptions

in societies and patterns of intrafamilial socialisation; basis for

investigation of relation between familial variables (joint function of

parental control and support) and adolescent conformity to significant others

(father, mother, priest, friend, religious practice) in urban settings,

taking account of sex. Source of data - Sample of 1,458 adolescents (ages

15-16) from single sex high schools in US, Puerto Rico and Mexico.

Thompson, Barbara Jt. author See 069

263 Thompson, D. Season of birth and success in the secondary school.

Educational Research, 1971, 14(1), 56-60.

Investigation of relation between season of birth and intellectual perfor-

mance in secondary school; implications for arguments against streaming

(perpetuates tendency for autumn-born children to enter top streams, and to

enter sixth form in disproportionate numbers). Source of data - Sample of

1136 boys in one comprehensive school in England. Longitudinal study.

Thompson, James D. Jt. author See 170

264 Thorns, David C. Work and its definition. Sociological Review, 1971,

19(4), 543-555.

Presentation of four definitions of work (activity which is necessary but

not enjoyed, is organised by others, requires exertion, is productive)

identified by Weiss and Kahn as held by American workers, varying in

relation to occupation and education; adequacy and generalisability of these

definitions tested in investigation (using both open question method and

forced choice of Weiss and Kahn categories) of relation of definitions of

work with social background variables (occupational position, education,

social class) and work commitment (degree of commitment to work/other

activities, reasons for that commitment) amongst English workers; implica-

tions in terms of more varied complexion of definitions of work as con-

trasted with view which emerges when set categories (work as a source of

intrinsic satisfaction/as an instrumental activity) are employed. Source

of data - Sample of 242 middle class heads of households from 2 suburban

communities in England.

265 Timperley, Stuart R. and Gregory, Alison M. Some factors affetting the
career choice and career perceptions of sixth form school leavers.

Sociological Review, 1971, 19(1), 95-114.

Discussion of process of occupational choice in telation to effectiveness

of flow of personnel from sixth form into higher education and employment

systems; basis for investigation of relation between career aspirations

and expectations of sixth form leavers; also investigation of character-

istics (social class, sex, mother's employment situation, A levels,
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educational intentions, information sources in choosing job, image

industry) of those sixth form pupils who wish to enter 1. industry/commerce

and 2. education. Source of data - Sample of 431 final year sixth formers

from 13 secondary schools in England.

266 Toomey, Derek and Child, Dennis The development of local-cosmopolitan

attitudes amongst undergraduates and sixth formers. Sociological aujet,

1971, 19(3), 325-341.

Investigation (factor analysis of data from a series of researches) of

development of local/cosmopolitan attitudes (concerning weight to be attached

to alternative courses of action in a future work situation) amongst

technological university, nontechnological university and sixth form

students, with consideration of subject, type of educational institution

attended, year of study and sex; implications in terms of anticipatory

socialisation into occupational roles, structure of local and cosmopolitan

attitudes (more complex than suggested by previous research, with fragmenta-

tion in terms of these samples and as between students and mature pro-

fessionals), and aims of university education (stress on vocational utility/

pursuit of knowledge). Source of data - Samples of 277 male first year and

78 third year students of applied science and engineering from one

technological university, 520 students of science, engineering, modern

languages and social science from one nontechnological university, and 201

sixth formers (who intended to apply for university entrance) from 4 grammar

schools in England.

267 Tornay, Judith V. Socialization of attitudes toward the legal

syston. Journal of Social Issues, 1971, 27(2), 137-154.

Discussion of political scionce appronchos to study of political

socialisation (concentration on results and contonts of socialisation

rather than process by which it tans placo) and presentation of four

-0syc'aoloical models, relevant to study of political socialisation,

uhic:1 toothor have useful explanatory power for understanding the

variety of sources of attitudo dovelopuont and change (accumulation

nodal, identification model, role tranafor model, cognitive development

.1clol); basis for invostigation (drawing on all four modols) of

relation of dovolopmont of childron's attitudes toward legal system,

laws aad legality, with ago, IQ, social class and sex; leading to

analysis of differences in responso to questions concerning policemen,

Supro:Io Court, and functions and fairness of laws, in light of explan-

ations offered by different models; implications in terms of importance

of studies of socialisation as predictors of future adult political

att:Audon and furthor research roquirud. zee of data - Samples

of 12,000 white childron (grades 2-0) and 40 children (grades 3-8)

froa eler,entary schools in US.
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268 Trent, Uillian J. Jr. The future role of the negro college and its

financing. Daedalus, 1971, 100(3), 647-659.

Discussion of factors bearing on role of negro colleges in South in

recent yaare (new options available to nacre students, growth of

eoumunity colleges and increased fucieral aid to higher oduoation);

loading to discussion of prosont financial status of negro colleges

(him:, tried to ,et rising costs by developing nor sources of funds

and now nethoda of securing traditional monies) and future financial

trLncla (decisions concerning federal funds are unpredictable and,

trough analysis of other sourooa suggests modest increase in funds,

those will not match rising costs); implications for future role of

nocro colleges, distinguishing between public/private and accredited/

unaccredited colleges, and with consideration of state desegregation

policies.

Trow, Martin

Tzuen-jen, Lei

Jt. author See 106

Jt. author See 261

269 Vaizey, John The costs of wastage. Universities Quarterly, 1971,

25(2), 139-145.

Analysis of concepts involved in studying problem of wastage, distinguishing

between failure to qualify and delay in qualifying, and of alternative

ways of measuring coats of undergraduate education (factors of which account

must be taken and conceptual questions involved); leading to discussion of

sense in which wastage is to be regarded as a cost (calculations based on

rate of return approach suggest that higher wastage rates are not a serious

matter whereas, if wastage is expressed as an additional cost of graduation,

wastage should be regarded as a serious cost); implications for methods of

calculating costs appropriate to changing structure of higher education.

270 Valentine, Charles A. Deficit, difference, and bicultural models of

Afro-American behavior. Harvard Educational Review, 1971, 41(2), 137-157.

Discussion of alternative models (psychological deficit v cultural

difference; for understanding Afro-American behaviour; background to

presentation of alternative 'biculturation' model (simultaneous enculturation

into two different ways of life: mainstream culture and contemporary form of

traditional culture), with special reference to value of such a model for

understanding educational failure of Afro-Americans (in terms of failure of

mainstream cultures to cope with biculturation process rather than in terms

of inadequacies in the individual, his family or his commuuity), drawing on

data from ongoing field research; implications for alteration of dominant

institutions to prevent inhibition of biculturation process.
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Kagner, Janis Jt. author See 195

Wampler, David R. Jt. author See 155

Waton, Alan Jt. author See 045

Watson, F. R. Jt. author See 125

271 Watson, Peter Is woman nigger? New Society, 1971, 449, 767-768.

Argument that analogy between position of women and of negroea as

underprivileged groups in American society is invalid, at least where ability

is concerned; basis for recommendation that women's liberation movement

should aim far recognition of equivalence (different but equally valuable

pattern of skills) in ability, rather than equality.

Webb, David Jt. author See 070 i

Webb, P. Jt. author See 043

Weigert, Andrew ./. Jt. author See 2b2

Weiler, Daniel M. Jt. author See 178

272 Wellman, Barry 'I am a student'. Socioloev of Education, 1971, 44(4),

422-437.

Argument that a particular definition of self, from amongst range of social

categories and roles to which an individual belongs, becomes salient when it

forms basis for significant social action, and when that identity is

positively e,aluated by significant others:1 basis for investigation (content

analysis) of extent to which black adolescents identify themselves as students

(academic student role; diffuse student role; intellectual ability: positive/

negative evaluation; nonstudent role) in comparison with Lhite adolescents,

with consideration of racial composition of school and student's social status,

and taking account of sex; implications for poasiale directions of further

research. Source of data - Sample of 2,150 (ninth grade) students from 8

schools from one city in US.

273 Ilestbury, Ian and Steiner, William Curriculum: a discipline in

soarch of its problems. School Review, 1971, 79(2), 243-267.

Position that curriculum, viewed as an organised and institutionalised

discillino, does not exist (failure to develop into a discipline

stems from leak of concern for stabilisation of a subject matter, and

systematic elaboration and acceptance of forms of enquiry into that

subject matter); background to argument that subject matter of
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curriculum enquiry comprises elements of teacher, student, subject

matter and milieu, and that central concern is with choice and

action (goal it not exhaustively to spell out solutions to curriculum

problems, but to prey/de knowledge of the variety cf ways in which

elements in the situation can interact, as basis for investigation

into :Alarm for actualising these potentialities), with consileration

of arguments supporting this model and problem of defining the

elements in it.

274 Westhues,,Kenneth An alternative model for tesearch on Catholic

education. American Journal of Sociology, 1971, 77(2), 279-292,

Discussion of alternative models for sociological research into Catholic

education in United States, stressing limitations of traditional survey

studies of individual attitudes and characteristics, and proposing analysis

of organisational .iehavi..wr (Roman Catholic ohirch viewed as responding to

threatening environment by maintaining sectarian schools as means by which

its goal of salvation is achieved); basis for investigation of relation

between measures of Roman Catholic church's involvement in education and

measures of its minority position, religions hostile to Roman Catholicism,

ethnicity of Catholics, modernisation of milieu and density of Catholics

within a state. Source of data - Documentary sources for 1926 and 1950.

275 Westland, Gordon Selection, performance, and assessment. Universities,

Quarterly, 1971, 25(3), 344-352.

Argument that, in assessing wastage rates, overconcentration on process of

assessment may prevent us from questioning underlying assumptions which

should not be taken for granted; basis for discussion of assumptions about

nature and function of selection (ideal of perfect correlation between

selection and eventual success is open to question on grounds that selection

can only be diagnostic and not predictive, and hence appropriateness of

graduation as sole criterion of success should be examined), and about level

and kinds of performance students may achieve (traditional means of sampling

learning behaviour is to sample only recall to the exclusion of recognition,

re-learning and transfer which, though less readily measured, are no less

desirable as outcomes); leading to idealistic interpretation of this analysis

(a 'production line' view of education is in no sense an ideal, and all we can

meaningfully do is to aim to select those who are capable of profiting from

the experience of education, regardless of the nature of the profit) and

practical recommendation that, whilst external pressures force us to view high

wastage as a problem, we should not view this as the whole picture.

Whiteside, M. T. Jt. author See 175
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Wiles, David K.

Williams, A. T.

Jt. Author See 126

Jt. author See 187

276 Williams, Gareth Are more dons worse dons? New Society, 1971, 448,

713-715.

Investigation (using published survey data) of effect of university

expansion 1961-70, in terms of changes in quality of staff (first class

honours degree/Ph D overall - choice of indicator supported by showing that

universities use same criterion in selecting between applicants), with con-

sideration of subject, type of university, type of post (teaching/research),

age of entry to profession; leading to outline of problems associated with

post-1970 lower rate of expansion.

Williams, Phillip Jt. author See 080

277 Willings, David What jobs are worth. pew Society, 1971, 442, 435-437.

Investigation of students' knowledge of employment opportunities and

attitudes concerning relative worth of authority of rank and of expertise;

leading to argument that subject choice and thus later career selection is

a chance process; implications for more adequate guidance to ensure a

return from educational investment. Source of data - Samples of students

in 1964-70 from universities in England and Scotland.

278 Wilson, RoLald S., Brown, Anne M. and Matheny, Adam P. Jr. Emergence and

persistence of behavioral differences in twins. Child Development, 1971,

42(5), 1381-1398.

Investigation of respective contribution/; of genetic/constitional and life

situation factors in child development, in terms of appearance and

persistence of beha. -.Aral differences/similarities (seventeen variables) in

infant twins, with consideration of extent to which overt behaviour of each

twin indicates distincl. behavioural style, and of differences according to

sex and zygosity; leading to comparison of findings with earlier results.

Source of data - Sample of 232 mothers of same sex twins (ages 3 months-6

years) in US. Longitudinal study.

279 Winston, Michael R. Through the back door: academic racism and the

negro scholar in historical perspective. Daedalus, 1971, 100(3),

678-719.

Analysis, in historical context, of role of racism in development of

negro higher education, viewed as a framework for assessment of contri-

butions made by negro scholars to scholarship and to the status of the
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notro in American life (whites have had ?ominant role in de,tormining

nature of support given to negro collages and, despite their motivation

to philanthropy, noncorn for uhito supromocy has been uppormoat);

loading to chronological aocount of otiorts of nogro scholars to

contriuute to advanconont of knouledgo, from 19th century (nova

scholars largely ovorloolood through date supronioist propaganda), to

onorgenco of rloie broadly difforontiatod group negro scholars in

poriod 1920-45 (revioir of work illustrating how growth of black

niddlo class and inprovod status of negro collages supported golden ago

of scholarship, although sogrogatton continued to operate as doterront

to rcsotirch and publication), and subsequent poriou (desogrogation has

eroded °lusters of research scholars in negro collogos, and onorgonoo

of black oonsciousnesm is in danger of destroying genuinely critical

%scholarship in thus° institutions); implication for future of black

scholarship (survival will dopond on extent to which racism can be

disentangled from other conceptions of hu:ian purposes of education and

scholarship).

280 Witkin, Robert W. Social :lass influence on the amount and type of

positive evaluation of school lessons. Sociology, 1971, 5(2), 169-189.

Critique of 'class-culture conflict' model, or view that middle class culture

of school is dissonant with working class culture, and hence that working

class child negatively evaluates school experience jails to distinguish

between child's relation to wider values and utilisation of resources in

pursuit of them, or between child's relationship to school as social

system and experience within it); leading to presentat.on of alternative

'articulated systems' model (middle class child's relations with home,

school and community are governed by a single superordinate system of gener-
\

alised expectations and articulation is high, so that probability that

experience within a particular system will diverge from expectations is great,

whereas working class child*s relations with different social systems are

governed by expectations which are specific to the particular systemand

articulation is low, so that divergence between experience and expectations

will be relatively Jess); test of hypotheses derived from each model in

investigation of social class differences in pupils' orientation to school

in general, and the English lessen in particular, with consideration of

type of school (differences in level of involvement and participation

encouraged by grammar and secondary modern schools) and taking account of

sex; leading to discussion of explanations other than articulated systems

model which might account for findings; implications for wastage of working

class talent (however enjoyable and relevant experience of school is, Nocial

conditions generating child's mode of relating to wurld will continue to

prevail in wider community). Snurce of data - Sample of 3,400 pupils (fourth

year) from 36 secondary schools in England.
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281 Woelfel, Joeph and Haller, Archibald 0. Significant Jthers, the slf-

reflexive act and the attitude formation process. Amgrican Sociolole,cal

Review, 1971, :16(1), 74-87.

presentation of theory of attitude formation (significant others seen as

attitude specific, and process is one of categorisation whereby, under

influence of significant others who define or provide model:. of self or

objects, self-reflexive activity and related attitudes, as mediated by

structural factors, ego develops filter categories through which he selec-

tively 47.erprets his environment); basis for investiption of relations

amongst students' attitudes (levels of educational and occupational

aspirations), expectations of persons (definers only) identified by

subjects as significant others, self-reflexive activity (grade point

average in high school to date, number of extracurricular activities,

extent to which subjects see themselves as leaders in such activities),

related attitudes (using educational aspirations for occupational aspirations,

and vice versa), and position in social structure (family SES); leading

to presentation of model of causal ordering of variables; implications for

thwory and methodology (definition and measurement of variables, parti-

cularly influence of significant others). Source of data - Sample of 100

high school seniors and 950 persons identified by them as significant others in US.

282 Wolkon, George H. African identity of the negro American snd

achievement. Journal or Sooial Issues, 1971, 27(4), 199-211.

Critique of argumJnt that negro Americans have negative self concepts,

negat!No identities and by self images, that those load to poor

academic achievement, and that nogntive self iLIntity for members of

iiI:rrity groups is rooted in group identification, which loads to v'ew

that identification of negro American with Africa will be helpful in

developing positive self image, and that this will bo good fcr

AzIerican society (lack of evidence, but crucial issue is that person

belongs to more than ono group and this ambiguity lessens probability

of positive identification); basis for comparison of groups identifying

+71omselves as coming from Afrioan/American family background, in terms

of correlates of family background identification (demographic and

socioeconomic variables, academic aptitude and high aohool performance,

aspirations and other social-psychological variables, and college

acaievonent), with consideration of sex; leading to complementary

explanations of finding (data do not support relation between African

identifioation and achievenelt) in terns that 1. African identification

represents protest rather than positive identification, 2. performance

measures employed might be confounded by instructor's judgment of

students, 3, courses in which performance assessed are biassed to

American values and culture; implications for socialising agencies in

relation to possible social consequences of black identity crisis.

Source of data - Sample of 216 students'on remedial programme at one

university in US.
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283 Wright, Derek The changed morality of race discrimination. New Society,

1971, 452, 905-906.

Discussion of alternative predictions concerning the effect on attitudes of

increase in amount of public discussion of race in the last e:-Ade;

background to investigation of changes 1963-70 in moral assessment of colour

discrimination, with consideration of influence of social events (comparison

with changes in judgement on a number of other moral issues not affected by

external events); implications in terms of need for schools to help yoing

people to clarify these issues. Source of data - Samples of 2,276 sixth

form pupils from 96 grammar ,chools in 1963, and 1,574 pupils from 66 of

these schools in 1970, in England.

284 Wright, Derek A sociological portrait: sex differences. New Societ

1971, 474, 825-828.

Discussion of evidence relating to sex differences, and of alternative

explanations (biological v social) for origin of sex differences.

Wynn, Ruth

Youtz, Robert

Jt. author See 230

Jt. author See 007

285 Zellnan, Gail L. and Sears, David 0. Childhood origins of tolerance

for dissent. 0=01 of Social Issues, 1971, 27(2), 109-136.

Argunont that American political socialisation, apparently successful

in developing rospcot for political authority and identifioation with

political system, fails to ongonc.er publio support for basic civil

libortios for social dissenters; background to invostigation of

origins of this gap, in terns of relationsanonzst children's attitudes

to free spoeoh (abstract pzinciples/conorete situa!lions), ago, IQ, self

ostoon, college motivation And politicisation, with consideration of

extent to which proadolosoonts' attitudes resemble thoae of adults

(marginal distributions and impact of high sooi0000nonio status);

also investigation of relative influence of attitudinal me6Lators

(attitudon to other races and to communism, chauvinism), and influence

of cotecoi:ent variables on toleranoJ (direct and indirect family

influoncos and child's self esteem, college bound peers as roferonce

exoup, school programmes); implications for school programmes. Source

of data - Sample of 1,384 children (ages 9-14), with additional data

from parents, from one school district in US.

Zurick, Elia Jt. author See 255
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PROTOWEE SCHEME OF INTELLECTUAL ORGANISATION

Items in the sample bibliography are amongst those studied for the purpose of

con5tructing our scheme, a are used here to illustrate the approach we are

adopting.

The main sections comprised at present by our scheme are as follows:

Colour coding

Theories and models

Methodology

Affiliation with area defined by
journal policy

Affiliation with area defined by
'significant author'*

Affiliation mith area defined by
current interest

Old gold

Green

Salmon

Lavender

Buff

Variables Blue

Sample Yellow

Geographical location of inv,ttigation White

Where necessary a section is preceded by an overview of the structure proposed

for it.

It is possible that, when further developed, it may be appropriate to devise

a notation for our scheme. For the moment, we hope that the colour coding

distinguishing one section from another, and the overview prefacing each

individual section, will be adequate to make the scheme's structure clear to

those unfamiliar with it.

In an eventual printed publication, the presentation would be somewhat diff-

erent. We illustrate overleaf the kind of format which might be most appro-

priate for use in an actual retrieval situation.

* This term is coined by analogy with 'significant other' and denotes no
evaluation.
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INDfVIDUAL BACKGROUND: GENERAL
SOCIAL

Note: We have fond it impossible
to make a distinction between
factors as background/as
experienced by an individual.

INDIVIDUAL

General, 006 042 224

Social class background and
position (It has been
suggested that these items ah
should be subgrouped into (1)
origin, (2) previous exper-
ience, (.0 current position).

003 007 009 012 014 016 020
021 045 035 061 064 065 069
072 074 078 081 082 089 090
101 110 114 120 131 133 138
142 163 182 185 186 195 196
201 211 222 226 229 232 235
238 239 255 261 264 265 267
272 280 281 282

The following are singletons in
the present sample, not being
clearly regarded as indicators of
social class:

Disadvantagement 219

Fatherless status 069

Married women's participation
in work 211

Mother's employment situation
265

CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS DEFINED
IN TERMS OF

General social characteristics
103 130

Cultural assimilation 223

Social class 005 006 033 078
153

INDIVIDUAL BACKGROUND: EDUCATIONAL

Note: We have found it impossible
to make a distinction between
factors as background to/as
experienced by an individual.

c INDIVIDUAL

General 007 021 041 045 107
1:4 197 207 264

ggagedepartment affiliation
010 045 053 061 101 103 107 110
142 158 174 185 190 196 215 245
266 276 285

Esalismal_saaliticakam
129 135 174

Informal edw.Ltional Nuseriences
(eg use of mass media) 007
041 068 207 285

Mode of instruction receiy
198 245

Position in educational struc-
Igu 006 032 218 266

Type of educational institution
attended 008 009 014

065 072 lul 121
196 247 254 255

053
129
266

061
062 064
142 174
276

CATEGORIES OF :NDIVIDUALS DETER-
MINED IN TERMS OF

Course/department 186

INDIVIDUAL BACKGROUND: OCCUPATIONAL

Note: We have found it impossible
to make a distinction between
factors as background /as
experienced by an individual.

INDIVIDUAL

alilLELL
041 129 133 142 196 197 232 234
264

Specific occupational experiences
007 056 106 135 155

Information sources used in

91219122CRf"ation009 265

Status within organisation
015 149 096

Type of post
056 062 096 135 276

The following are singletons in
the present sample:

Age of entry to profession
276

Expertise
015

Location of employment
142

Occupational mobility
143

CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS DEFINED

2alifications
104
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THEORIES AND MODELS
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THEORIES AND MODELS

Overview of structure

THINKING ADDRESSED TO THEORETICAL ISSUES

'ORDER' VIEWS OF SOCIAL WORLD

Social system as unit of study (individual as element in social system)

Theories and models in terms of 'approaches'

General traditions

Other specific models

Theories and models in terms of the phenomena to which they refer

General areas

Particular conceptualisations of different phenomena

Concepts of an analytical natukg

Individual as unit of study (social system as element in individual's
environment)

(Subdivisions as above)

Syntheses between thinking at perLanal/interpersonal and social levels

'CONTROL' VIEWS OF SOCIAL WORLD

(Subdivisions as above)

THINKING_ADDRESSED TO PRACTICAL ISSUES

CONCEPTUALISATION IN RELATION TO INTERVENTION SITUATIONS

Frameworks or concepts relevant to intervention

Assumptions guiding definition of concepts employed in current intervention
policies

Factors in current situations relevant to current intervention policies

EVALUATION OF INTERVENTION SITUATIONS

Intervention proposals

GQA1 setting

Implementation of goals

Intervention effeca

Comparison of actuallintencled effects

Analysis of unintended effects



Structure illustrated by means of documents
li.sted in sample bibliography

A113

The criterion for inclusion in this index is that of thinking about a situation
rather than accepting a taken for granted view of it. The index is divided
into two parts. The first represents thinking addressed to theoretical
questions. In the second, we explore the possibility of bringing together
theories and models which researchers have employed to provide insights into
situations raising issues of practical concern, along with the thinking of
those directly concerned w....th policy making in relation to social intervention.

THINKING ADDRESSED TO THEORETICAL ISSUES

A central distinction is made between 'order' and 'control' views, based on
Dawe's characterisation of models which focus on system and action respectively,
the dominant actor in the first case being the system and, in the second, the
person.

As subsidiary divisions in each of these sections, we distinguish between two
ways of characterising theories and models: first, approaches such as 'isms'
which can be characterised by means of established labels and, second, theoJies
and models which are usually described in terms of the phenomena to which they
refer. If the thinking guiding a particular study can be characterised in
both ways, we index both. In the case of studies which combine elements from
several theories, they are indexed under all the relevant headings. It is also
our policy to index positions which authors reject as well as those they
espouse. Additionally we list,in each section, selectively and experimentally,
a number of different concepts used in general, to adopt Bium's terms, in a
way which is analytic rather than sensitising. Some of these concepts (those
which are relatively directly operationalisable) are also indexed in the
variables index.

'ORDER' VIEWS OF THE SOCIAL WORLD

We subdivide 'order' views on the basis of unit of study

Social system as unit of study (individual as element in social system)

.Thgrsriel.U.ntracoaagoisandrods'

General traditions

Conflict 047 151 173

Consensus 173

Cybernetic 173

Exchange, 173

Functional 047 151 257

Marxist 144 153

There are also approaches described in terms such as 'man as judgmental
dope' (052) and 'sociological-scientific absurdity' ;091). These tend
to be used in a pejorative sense, and we have two few items in our
present sample to determine how to handle them.

Other specific models

Bureaucratic and formal organisational models 004 034 102 119
122 151 170

Communication-exchange-coalition model 173

Embourgeoisement thesis 201

Input/Output systems models 017 103 130

Role models 184

Subcultural models 072 206
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THINKING ADDRESSED TO THEORETICAL ISSUES

ORDER' VIEWS OF THE SOCIAL WORLD

Social system as unit of study cont'd

Theories and models in terms of the phenomena to which they refer

General areas

Collective behaviour (including student unrest) 153 180

Differential access to life chances (including equality of
opportunity) 130 173

Innovation and change 129

Institutionalised human groups 118

Relation between education and society 014 017 047 144 217
252 254 256 274

Stratification 047 103 173

Urban politics 126

We do not propose to index here societal. theories of a wholly
generalised nature.

Particular conceptualisations of different phenomena

Academic reward system as exchange process 187

Collecti.vities as interactional networks 257

in terms of constituent bodies 257

Curriculum research as a discipline 273

Forms of social organisation as mediating between social structure
and social change 140

The precise relation between the two categories under this heading cannot
be fully clarified on the basis of our present limited sample.

Concepts of an analytical naturp

No basis on which these concepts might helpfully be subgrouped is
apparent for our present sample

Ascription/achievement 047

Bargaining 047

Bases of power 126 173.

Cueing _ 256

Formal/communal organisation 118

Formal/informal (including structured/unstructured) organisation
004 102 151

Freedom 118

IndiViduated heteronomy/Commensual heteronomy/Commensualism/
heterarchy /simple, unitary, limited, balanced centralism/
feudalism 257

Integrative mechanisms 102 .233

:Locus of control 014

Open/closed system 254 256

Organic/mechanistic organiSation - 004

Rate of. 170

Strategies for avoiding dependence 173

Strategies foi ensuring failure 252

Structured belief system 180

Voluntarism/Corporate voluntarism/democratic localism/bureaucracy
140
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THINKING ADDRESSED TO THEORETICAL ISSUES

'ORDER' VIEWS OF THE SOCIAL WORLD cont'd

Individual as unit of study (social system as element it., individual's

environment)

Theories and models in terms of 'approaches'

General traditions

Deficit models 209 270

Deviance models 038 074 223

Difference models GO9 229 261 270

Environmental theories 007 016 020 050 065 068 098 101
130 226 278 284

Evolutionary theories 250

Experimental approaches 128 145

Field theory 253

Genetic theories 016 050 098 130 278 284

Linear/temporal (including causal) ordering of variables 033 077
093 117 133 138 154 232 281

Psychoanalytic theories 020 211 250

Small group theories 096

Social learning theories 038 211 250 267

'Stage' theories 003 050 073 084 093 127 136 148 181
195 212 231 240 248 255 259 267

We recognise that associational or correlational studies represent a
tradition in the . sense as those listed above. We do not propose
to index them here, J.nce the category would be too overburdened to
have much practical value.

As a slightly different way of defining 'tradition', we propose to
introduce an additional subset of headings which represent current
theoretical debates (this set of headings would reouire updating more
frequently than most). For example:

Social structural v social psychological explanations 041 055
078 121 129 186 247

The heredity-environment debate is another example.

Other specific models

Articulated system model (concerning individual's relation with
different social systems) 280

Bicul'urat'_on models 270

Bureaucratic and formal organisational models 015

Class culture conflict model* 175 280

Identification theories (including imitation and modelling) 065
067 120 214 267

Labelling theories 152

Theories and models in terms of th201ummuluisyNaiammvaL

General areas,

Acculturation 007 270

Achievement 016 038 055 078 229 247 i61

Activism 033 082 185 186

Attitude formation and change 152 154 181 267

Decisionmaking 024 041

Delinquency 074

Development 003 050 073 084 093 120 127 136 195
231 240 250 259
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THZNEIT3 ADDRESSED TU THEOPETICAL ISSUES

'ORDER' VIEWS OF THE SOCIAL WORLD

Individual as unit of study

Theories and models in terms of the . henomena to which the r f

General areas cont'd

Di;:erential iccess life chances (includin, equality cf
opportunity) 077 110 130 138

Inte;persoual choice G;6

Language 050 -68 073 087

Lower class political extremism 207

Mental abilities 098 101 128

Motivation 248

Occupational mobility 015 133 157

Race relations 214

Sex role differentiation 065 284

Socialisation (including political socialisation) 064 093 117
121 250

Particular conceptualisations of different phenomena

Activism as political romanticism 059

Adolescence as marginal role 148

Attitudes as determined by events 215

as determined by instruction 215

as hierarchically structured 056

Career decisions as an additive process 061

College cultures in terms of needs and presses 253

Development of ideals as transfer of affect 255

Early and later experiences as interacting to determine married
women's family and career patterns 211

Education as equalising opportunity 162

as reinforcing individual's genetic and social
capacities 162

Frustration as normal 020

Home/school interaction as Gynamic process 081

Life space in terms of personality needs and environmental
presses 253

Mental abilities as hierarchically structured 130

Mobility as compensatory process 143

as disruptive process 143

Motives as causal antecedents 027

as hierarchically structured 136

as private states 027

Nature of bureaucrat4.; man 149 150

Occupational choice as funnelling process 054

as scanning of shifting range of options 054

Parental reports of childrearing in terms of dimensions 063

Political extremism as age-related '61

as determined by .tvents 161
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THINKING ADDRESSFD TO ihEJRETICAL ISSUES

'ORDER' VIEWS OF THE SOCIAL WORLD

Individual as unit of s.. 44x.

Theories and models in terms of the phenomena to which they refer

Particular conceptualisations of different phenomena cont'd

Social divisiveness as consequence of social change 048

Status allocation as related to societal evaluations of
colleges 137

Hp would expect to subsume some items such as these under 'general
areas' headtSgs with a larmr sample of material. The precise
relation between these cateCories cannot be fully clarified on the
basis of our present limited sample.

Concepts of an analytical nature

No basis on which these concepts might helpfully be grouped is
apparent for the present es'aple.

Academic /collegiate /collegiate scholar/independert 072

Ascription/achievement 015 223

Authoritarian/democratic orientation 033 048

Authoritarian/egalitarian orientation 182

Basic learning ability 098

Behavioural style 278

College 'charter' 137

Commands /reasoning 097

Conflict environmental force units 020

Convergent/divergent orientation 022 101

Culture/counterculture 148

Deep structure 050

FormalfInformal (including structured/unstructured) organisation
020 101 247

Homeand family/wider interests 201

:come- centred aspiring/solid working class 068

Husband-dominant/kyncratic/autonomic/wife dominant power structure
041

Inauthentic images 152 181

Instrumental-task/so able-person orientation 096

Intolerance/openmindedness 149 150

Intrinsic/extrinsic orientation 078 106 187 264

Local/cosmopolitan orientation 266

Locus of control 038 146 238

Modern/traditional orientation 007

Nationa.l. style 003 084

Self direction/conformity 144 150

Seniority/expertise 015

Speech convergence/divergence 087

Uncommitted/integrationist/nationalist/pluralist orientation 071

Unresponsive/dependent-compliant/thoughtful-persistent/offensive-
combative/other modes of adaptIon 020

Value themes 093
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THINKING ADR.:;;SEI, TO THBORETILAL ISSUES

'ORDER' VIEWS THE SOCIAL WORLD

Lndividual as unit of study

Conceota of an analytical nature cont'd

Vocational/acv:emic orientation 190 266

Youth/Middle class values 048 20b

Typologies of develcpmental stages could also be indexed here if this
would be helpful.

In principle, it would be quite feasible to merge this list of concepts
with those indexed under the heading of nonpersonalised views. In
practice, we assume that concepts vary in meaning depending on general
theoretical context, and therefore propose to keep the two inventories
separate. If anything, we fear that we have already lost meaning by
divorcing them from their particular contexts.

sulhalLutstween thinking at perhonal/interoersonal and social levels

We have only three items under this heading in our present sample, the
thinking invrIved being:

Classical urban theory /psychological motel of intrafamilial socialisation
262

Formal sociology (notions of dyad and triad as simplest forms of undiff-
erentiated and differentiated social systems, also ascription/
achievement and organic /mechanical s,stems)/psychoanklytic theory

224
Structural functional /social psychological 239

A decision on the most appropriate way if building such approaches into
our scheme woulc be premature.

'CONTROL' VIEWS OF THE SOCIAL WORLD

Theories and models in terms of 'approaches'

General traditions

Action 025

Existentialist 091

Interaction 199

Marxism 013

Symbolic interaction 139

More general labels for items which, in broader terms than the
approaches we have just listed, contrast *control with 'order'views,
are:

Phenomenological 052

Radical sociology 013

It is impossible to predict whether indexing at this level of
generality would have any value in the long term, and we feel a
decision on this point should be deferred.

Other specific models

Theory of the definition of the situation 115 251

Theories and mndeis in te-,42_11mjtiLammd1W_Iii_sL/LAfr.fl

General areas

Attitude formation uld change 021 281

Meaning 091

Occupational choice process 025 115

Role identification 272

Social ascription of motives 027
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THINKING ADDRESSED TO THEORETICAL ISSUES

'CONTROL' VIEWS OP THE SOCIAL WORLD

Theories imd models in terms of the phenomena to which they refer cont'd

Particular conceptualisations of different phenomena

Adult /child relationship as grounded in taken for granted
social evaluations 060

Creation of adolescence as Jocial fact 011

Marriage as mechanism for personal validation 018

Nature of adolescent experience 051

definitions of work 264

work orientations 234

Concepts of an analytical nature

No basis on which these concepts might helpfully be subgrouped is
apparent for our present sample

Allocational frameworks 234

Awareness contexts 115

Cultural/habitual personal/unique personal definitions 251

Reference individual 199

THINKING ADDRESSED TO PRACTICAL ISSUES

Discussion of findings from the viewpoint of possible or desirable social
intervention is the criterion for inclusion of a model or theory under this
heading. This means that many of the models here are models of the social
intervention process, but the section is not confined to them. The notion
of model is defined more broadly than in the previous section, to include
studies which take a specification of the variables in a situation as their
model, as well as studies employing a fully worked out theory.

The central distinction we propose is between models used to guide con-
ceptualisation of situations (on the assumption that the nature of the
situation is problematic) and models used to guide evaluation (taking the
nature of the situation for granted, and relating 'actual' to 'ideal' or
future states in terms of some rind of means/ends framework).

There are no precedents to guide us in constructing an index of this kind,
and it should be considered as a first exploration of the problems involved.

CONCEPTUALISATION IN RELATION TO INTERVENTION SITUATIONS

The models indexed here are ones which have been used in thinking about the
intervention process, though not necessarily conceptualisations of it.
The common factor is that insights afforded by the models have been trans-
lated by authors into implications (direct or indirect) for action. We
have constructed three categories under this heading. We index, by the
intervention issues on Warh they have been brought to bear: (1) frameworks
or concepts employed in research affording insights or data on, or relevant
to, policy issues; (2) assumptions guiding definition of concepts employ &d
in current intervention policies; and (3) items which seek to clarify
tactors in contemporary situations relevant to current intervention policies.
There is no suggestion that the categories are mutually exclusive.

itirAvinttointrvtancltion
rational policy in general

Technocracy and community control as models for educational
reform 141

Curriculum of higher education

Relation between education and employment structure as complex
and dynamic 030
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THINKING ADDRESSED IU PRACTICAL ISSUES

CONCEPTUALISATION IN RELATION TO INTERVENTION SITUATIONS

vororsagkjrssaggzjgtFtltslvant to intervention cont'd

ggEritulum Of high school

Characteristics of adolescence as psychological stage 148

Distribution of educational resources

Bases of public support for educators as changing 005

Equality of opportunity as capital embodiment 156

Education and social advancement of minority groups

Achievement as related to differences in educational opportunity
130

as inhibited by value orientations 229

Black college as system responding to hostile supersystem 132

Black identity crisis viewed in terms of relation between group
identification, self image and achievement 282

Educational failure as outcome of mainstream culture's inability to
cope with biculturation process 270

Life chances of blacks as related to family stability 077

E uali of o...rtunit for hi h r ducation

Nature of educational attainment process 232

Specialisation (direction and extent)

Career choice as additive process in terms of factors slanting
people towards a career 061

Teaching methods in higher education

Learning not as mechanical process but as an experience 198

Urban education

Role of education in resolution of societal problems as contingent
on socioeconomic and political forces 036

Wastage in teacher education

Notion that teacher education has value for jobs other than
teaching 203

Assumptions guiding definition of concepts employed in current intervention
policies

Compensatory education

Nature of educational need 002 080

parental involvement 001

Comprehensivisation

Beliefs about optimum size of school

Distribution of educational resources

Nature of regional inequality 260

Education of minority groups

Assumption that community control will increase sense of
control and hence achievement 146

Ecualitv of educational opportunity

Views as to genetic difference 075

Assumptions about relation between selection on the basis of
. ability and social or ethnic origin 110'

selection and guidance 095

105,

fate
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THINKING ADDRESSED TO PRACTICAL ISSUES

CONCEPTUALISATION IN RELATION TO INTERVENTION SITUATIONS

Assumptions guiding definition of concepts employed in current intervention
policies cont'd

Expansion of higher education

Range of factors relevant in predicting effect on academic
standards 023

Provision of sixth form places

Assumptions about proportion of children staying on in relation
to comprehensivisation and raising of school leaving age 019

Selection

Assumptions about nature and function of selection, and about
desirable learning outcomes 275

Social service

Assumptions about social need, family and community, and about
appropriate organisational structure 243

Teacher deployment

Beliefs about relation between pupil development and close stable
emotional relations between pupil and teacher 104

Wastage in polytechnics

Assumptions about factors in wastage 037

Women's liberation

Views of women as equal v equivalent 271

Factors in current situations relevant to current intervention policies

General social policy

Aspects of family background effects 114

General educational policy

Educational and career background of science as compared with
other graduates 142

Change in social attitudes

Aspects of emotional disturbance amongst university students 100

Curriculum

Educational values of arts v science undergraduates 190

Range and nature of environments, and understanding by actors in
situation, as factors in curriculum research and development 167

Educational change

Aspects of adolescent educational experience 172

Problems of student teachers in college and practice school 062

Educational research

American pattern as model for organisation of educational research
in Britain 147

Language teaching

Ethnocultural differences in language development 032

Manpower flow

. Career aspirations of sixth formers 265

Moral education

Changes in attitudes to race 283

Polytechnics

Educational and career background of Directors of Polytechnics as
factors in implementation of government policy 197
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THINKING ADDRESSED TO PRACTICAL ISSUES

CONCEPTUALISATION IN RELATION TO:INTERVENTION.SITUATIONS

Factors in current situations relevant to current intervention policies

cont'd

Raising of school leaving age

Issues associated with implementation of,policy 124

School organisation

Alternative arrangements for pastoral care in large secondary
schools 241

Effects of increase in size through comptehensivisation 049

Selection

Range of variables related to success/failure at university 107

Social change

Alternative techniques of sensitivity training 244

Streaming

Relation between season of birth and intellectual performance 263

Technical colleges

Factors influencing educational decisions of students 009

Urban education

Legal decisions concerning social issues relevant to education
.236 237

Vocational guidance and counselling

Factors in career choice 277

Wastage of teachers

Married women's perceptions of compatibility of teaching with,
marriage 235

EVALUATION OF INTERVENTION SITUATIONS

We define evaluation to include proposals as to the nature of the inter-'
vention appropriate to given situations, as well as description of the
effects of interventions actually implemented, relative to their predicted
or intended effects, in given situations.

There are a number of elements in the models employed Ceg nature of goals,
aspects of situation prompting consideration of intervention, nature of
change required, means by which desired change may be achieved). We do
not feel able, on the basis of our present sample, to make firm proposals
as to the structuring of categories under this heading. Provisionally,
we have grouped items on the basis of the central question addressed, the
major distinction being one between proposals for and evaluating effects
of intervention strategies. This is a distinction between different 1

stages of the intervention process and, in terms of the documents at least,
the categories differ only in emphasis.

Intervention proposals

Items in the two sections under this heading (goal setting and goal
implementation) are indexed by the goal under consideration.

Goal setting

Items under this heading focus on intervention in terms of the goals
appropriate to given situations. Almost all the examples in our
present sample refer to black colleges.

Balance between black identity and participation in wider society
as goal of black college in context of white involvement in
future of black college 204
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THINKING ADDRESSED TO PRACTICAL ISUES

EVALUATION OF INTERVENTION SITUATIONS

Intervention proposals

Goal settini cont'd
t .

Biculturation of black youth as goal of black pollege in context
of racism and black awareness 039

0
black youth as goal4of black college in a

racially integrated society 116

Community service as function of bla:k college in a desegregated
society 112

Differentiation of role amongst black colleges in context of wider
educational opportunities for bla-ks, and present stage of
educational finance 268 i

t.

Equality of educational opportunitiy for black youth as goal of
black college in a racially unitary society 088

Ideology for blacks and understanding of black predicament as
goals of black college in context of white oppression 134

Leadership preparation as function of black college so as to
maximise potential of black power in a pluralist society 066

Radical change in role of urban schools relative to other education
resources in community so as to replace bureaucratic control by
community participation 099

Implementation of goals

The items under this heading focus on intervention in terms of given
goals and means by which they may be realised. By contrast with items
in our later categories, items indexed here tend to describe rather
than to assess the effectiveness of means relative to goal.

Achievement motivation of lower class adolescents in relation to
alternative reward strategies 249

Achievement of inner city. youngsters dependent on appropriate
teacher attitudes 242

Affective development of low curiosity children as related to sex
role socialisation and nature of learning environment 177

'Arts of the eclectic' as basis for helping students of education
to relate behavioural science theory to educational situations

228

Classroom observation by student teachers more effective if
students are provided with conceptual framework to interpret
it 086

Educational equity for blacks dependent on relevance of programmes
to black experience 026

Equality of educational opportunity for minority groups dependent
on teaching methods in accord with nature of ability 130

Infant schooling dependent for effectiveness on relevance to
developmental needs of child 085

Role change in headteachers by means of courses to prepare them
for democratic decision making 200

Teacher education sensitive to needs of teachers in contemporary
society in terms of courses built around concepts of role and
role strain 213

Wastage in polytechnics likely to be minimised through measures to
allow transfer among courses 037
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THINKING ADDRESSED TO PRACTICAL ISSUES

EVALUATION OF INTERVENTION SITUATIONS cont'd

Intervention effects

We have poted two general approaches to the study of intervention effects,
irrespective of whether the method of study is by reasoning or empirical
investigation. The first approach involves comparison of actual with
predicted or intended effects. The second analyses the intervention
situation to 'diagnose' factors responsible for unintended consequences.
The two approaches are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, the second
necessarily presupposes the first. Items in these two categories are
indexed by the means in question relative to a given goal.

Collarisonactriddeffcs
Black colleges as agents in emergence of 'black estate' 160

Community control of schools for blacks by blacks as means towards
racial integration 169

Day care as factor in development of young children 219

Education as agent for achieving aims of socialism 029

as agent for democratisation 179

Industrial training as element in sandwich courses 245

Intervention strategies as means for improVing communication
skills 193

Labelling to conceal rank as means of overcoming effects of
streaming 192

Laissez-faire as policy for educational finance 208

Participation by children in world of work as means for improving
intergenerational communication 094

Practical experience as element in training of teachers of
disadvantaged 155

Procedures to facilitate entry into school as means of overcoming
effects of separation from mother 230

School integration as means towards racial integration 169

Selection criteria as factor in entry to higher education 053

Sex instruction for primary school children 220

Teacher/pupil ratio as factor in educational performance 163

Teachers as agents of political socialisation in a democratic
society 135 174

Teaching style as factor in children's problem solving
behaviour 246

Technocracy v community control as models for educational
reform 141

Analysis of unintended effects

Administrative relations amongst agencies responsible for innova-
tion as factor in dilution of federally initiated reform 188

School, family and peer influences as factor in inadequacy of
political socialisation 285

Social control mechanisms in schools as factor in differential
educational success amongst races 252

Teacher reactions as factor in innovation in schools 210
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METHODOLOGY

Overview of stru ture

METHODOLOGICAL POSITIONS

ACTORS' MEANINGS AS UNIT OF STUDY

Appropriateness of explanation relative to model

Assumptions guiding study of ...:

Approach to study of ...:

Validity of evidence relative to nature of explanation sought

General strategies for study of ...:

Specific procedures for study of

INDIVIDUAL AS UNIT OF STUDY

Individual behaviour/difference

(Subdivision as above)

Individual development

(Subdivision As above)

Situational influence

(Subdivision as above)

Interpersonal interaction

(Subdivision as above)

SOCIAL SYSTEM AS UNIT OF STUDY

Oraanisaiional level

(Subdivision as above)

Institutional level

(Subdivision as above)

Cultural level

(Subdivision as above)

OTHER WAYS OF CHARACTERISING DOCUMENTS RELEVANT TO METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED (Sample inventory)

Methods and techniques which have general implications for research approach

Methods and techniques of data collection

athods and techniques of data analysis

Note: Examples of specific issues which might be pinpointed in the further
development of the 'methodological positions' section of this index
include range and explanatory power of theory, conceptualisation of
situation as static/dynamic, conceptualisation in terms of structure/
procesS. Other 'inventories' which might be constructed include
definitions of concepts, named instruments and measures.
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Structure: illLsttated by means ci documents

listed in sample bibliography

We define methodology as concerned with procedures of investigation in terms
of goodness of fit between conceptual model and evidence of whatever kind.
The assumptions guiding an observer's procedures of investigation often remain
implicit. We have so far studied only a limited number of documents, whose
methodology is explicit, for purposes of constructing this index. We are, for
the time being, excludingfrom consideration studies specifically intended to
guide policy. The categories we propose are therefore purely provisional, and
the indexing selective.

We are experimenting with two approaches. The first involves indexing factors
bearing on nature and quality of evidence in relation to aspects of models which
may have methodological significance. Specifically, we have distinguished
between considerations in appropriateness of explanation relative to model and
considerations in validity of evidence relative to explanation sought as factors
concerning evidence. We have indexed them in relation to unit/level of analysis
selected as characteristics of models relevant in determining the nature of
evidence required. We append suggestions as to other characteristics of models
which might later be built into the index.

Our second approach involves a broad categorisation of methods and techniques
employed, which leaves the user free to impose his own construction in terms of
the criteria by which he judges appropriateness to the investigation in hand
(either relation between assumptions implicit in methods and those of model, or
some other definition of goodness of fit). We append suggestions as to how this
approach also might be extended.

METHODOLOGICAL POSITIONS

ACTORS' MEANINGS AS UNIT OF STUDY

We propose to structure this category solely in terms of the methodological
issues raised.

Appropriateness of explanation relative to model

Assumptions guiding contemporary radical sociology:

non-objectivism, relativism, rejection of causal
determinism 013

guiding study of occupational choice:

alternative rationalities as contrasted with postulation
of given type of rationality 115

Approaches to study of behaviour as socially intelligible:

analysis of ot.ervable courses of action, in which motives
serve as observer's rules of relevance in imputing
socially available orientations 027

to study of individual acts:

Marxist analysis as appropriate to focus of contemporary
radical sociology 013

to study of work orientations:

analysis of ways in which people construct their social
world, viewed as more adequately taking account of
variations within a group than use of prior frameworks

234

Validity of evidence relative to nature of explanation sought

General strategies for study of actors' definitions:

allowing categories to emerge from data, as
compared with imposing categories on data 234

amenability of theory of definition of situation
to empirical investigation 251

open choice v set categories as means for opera
ticeal study 264
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METHODOLOGICAL POSITIONS

At ToRS" MEANINGS AS UNIT OF STUDY

Validity of evidence relative to nature of explanation sou;:ht cont'd

Specific procedures for study of actors' definitions:

'awareness contexts' as means of ropresenting
actors' definitions of situation? 11.1,

generalisability of data derived from open
questions, as compared with forced choice 264

for study of attitude formation:

adequacy of estimation procedures in relation to
sophistication of theory employed in investi-
gation 154

definition and measurement of variables in
context of investigation of attitude formation
as process of self reflexive activity and selec-
tive interpretation of environment 251

for study of occupational choice:

feasibility of portraying data summarising objects
in terms of their perceived attributes by a
common spatial representation 054

INDIVIDUAL AS UNIT OF STUDY

Individual behaviour/difference

Appropriateness of explanation relative to model

Approaches to study of individual behaviour:

analysis in terms of causal antecedents, private states
or concrete speech acts, viewed as focussing on surface
phenomena and as posing problem of motives as factual
one 027

to study of political attitudes and behaviour:

observers' explanations, contrasted with those of actors
(New Left), for understanding of political attitudes
and behaviour of other actors (students in general)

082

Validity of evidence relative to nature of explanation sought

General strategies for educational research:

procedures for ensuring confidentiality of data, in
particular data from survey questionnaires 028

Specific procedures for study of attainment:

distortion through cultural bias in tests and
ratings 282

validity of scales combining educational and
occupational measures 221

for study of educational situations:

procedures for determining whether findings of
educational research are genuinely contradictory,
and for combining them when appropriate 159

for study of mobility:

procedures for taking account of problem of con-
trolling prior and present SES simultaneously 143

for study of racial preferences:

value of picture ranking instrument 214
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METHODOLOGICAL PoSITIoN

INDIVIDUAL AS UNIT OF STUDY cont'd

Individual development

Appropriateness of explanation relative to model

Assumptions guiding study of adolesc,2nce:

continuing validity of established theory in relation
to change in empirical situation 148

guiding study of children's legal development:

universal applicability of given theory 259

Approachs to study of children's legal development:

interpretation of data in light of several different
models to take account of complex nature of process

267

Validity of evidence relative to nature of explanation sought

Specific procedures for stud) of child development:

effectiveness of Bayley Infant Scales for pre-
dicting scores on WISC and Bender-Gestalt
tests 089

Situational influence

Validity of evidence relative to nature of explanation sought

General strategies for study of college impact:

appropriateness to nature of data, hypoth sis to
be tested, pattern of correlations 079

Specific procedures for study of achievements of higtly selective
schools:

distortion from measures_ tmployed, analysis of
regression phenomon 125

for study of economic effects of educational
institution:

measurement of rate of return in relation to
characteristics of students in a given insti-
tution 164

for study of family interaction in relation to
psychological adjustment:

discriminatory power of measures 189

for study of family stability amongst blacks in
US in relation to life chances:

awareness of several components in family stability,
trends in whi.ch may differ, and need to examine
evidence separately for children and adults 077

for study of housing density:

need for clarification of concepts, variation in
situations studied, statistical control of con-
founding influences, improvement of measures 183

for study of streaming:

distortion from differences in results of cross-
sectional/longitudinal studies, difference and
equivalence of measures, distorting effects of
methods of analysing data 165
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METHODOLOGICAL POSITIONS

INDIVIDUAL AS UNIT OF STUDY cont'

Interpersonal interaction

Appropriateness of explanation relative to model

Assumptions guiding study of mother-child interaction:

continuing validity of established model

Validity of evidence relative to nature of explanation sought

General strategies for study of mother-child interaction:

observation as supplement or alternative to
secondhand data as means of reducing
distortion 166

observation in home as compared with laboratory
study 182

review of procedures 166

Specific procedures for study of decision making in the family:

distortion through questioning only of wives,
overrepresentation of traditional male decision
areas, inadequate consideration of personality
variables 041

SOCIAL SYSTEM AS UNIT OF STUDY

Organisational level

Appropriateness of explanation relative to model

Assumptions guiding study of social organisations:

qualitative difference amongst institutionalised human
groups 118

guiding study of formal organisations:

notion that model of formal organisation may be taken for
granted, relying on concept of informal organisation to
explain behaviour which does not fit the model v notion
of actual structure behind model 151

Approaches to study of social organisations:

rate of regeneration as basis for comparison of
organisations 170

to study of formal organisations:

value of complementary viewpoints as means of predicting
undiscovered relationships and suggesting new variables

034

Validity of evideau relative to nature of explanation sought

General strategies for study of formal organisations:

emphasis on objective institutional v subjective
attitudinal measures 119

Institutional level

Appropriateness of explanation relative to model

Approaches to study of education:

Marxist approach, dealing with specific processes in a
country as forms of general laws of development, clari-
fying them in the context of the concrete historical and
social situation, and evaluating them by appropriate
criteria, contrasted with 'mere description' as approach
to comparative stqdy of education 144

viewpoint 'from inside looking out' as appropriate to
historical study of education 258
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METHODOLOGICAL POSITIONS

SOCIAL SYSTEM AS UNIT OF STUDY

Institutional level cont'd

Validity of evidence relative to nature of explanation sought

General strategies for study of education:

methods of several disciplines appropriate to
historir.al study which focusses on education in
its involvement with rest of society 258

validity of distinguishing between ability/aptitude
tests and achievement tests, and regarding them
as input and output indicators respectively, for
study of educational inequality 130

Cultural level

Appropriateness of explanation relative to model

Approaches to study of sociology of literature:

alternative views of culture 057

Validity of evidence relative to nature of explanation sought

Specific procedures for study of sociology of literature:

distorting effect of use of quantitative methods,
unrepresentative samples, inadequate range of
situations studied 057

Note: Examples of specific issues which might be pinpointed in the further
development of this index include range and explanatory power of theory,
conceptualisation of situation as static/dynamic, conceptualisation in
terms of structure/process.

OTHER WAYS OF CHARACTERISING DOCUMENTS RELEVANT TO METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED (Sample inventory)

Methods and techniques which have general implications for research approach

Analysis of predictable deviant cases

Case study 034 187 233

034 118

Crosscultural comparison 003 042 084 106 158 240 259 262 264

Content analysis 272

Event analysis 173

Field research 270

Historical study and comparison 057 067 076 140 141 225 258

Laboratory based study 021 128 173 182

Longitudinal study 003 072 090 122 215 219 263 278

Quantitative approach 057

Replication 119 121 206

Reputational analysis 173

Small group study 173

Sociometric method 218

Survey method 028 274

Another candidate under this heading would be economic study.
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OTHER WAYS OF CHARACTERISING DOCUMENTS RELEVANT TO METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED (Sample inventory) cont'd

M thods and techni ues of data collection

We would propose to.include here techniques of observation and questioning,
choice of subjects, choice of situations, excluding very widely used methods
such as questionnaire and interview.

Methods and techniques of data analysis

Cluster approach 159

Factor analysis .063 253

Input/output analysis 079

Partitioning explained variance 079

Path analysis 033 079 093 133

Rate of return approach 164 269

Regression analysis 125 143

Residual gain 165

Stochastic model for change 079

Note: Other °inventories° which might be constructed include definitions of
concepts, named instruments and measures.
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AFFILIATION WITH AREA DEFINED BY JOURNAL POLICY

Proposed structure

As one element in collective perceptions of the patterning of work in the

field, namely the editorial policy of journals, we propose to index articles

by the journals in which they were published. (Books would be indexed by

publishing house.)

Arrangement is alphabetical by journal, the section for each journal

representing a contents list of relevant items.



Structure illustrated by journal arrangement A135
of documents listed in sample bibliography

This index is the first of three which seek to take account of different
ways of viewing the patterning of work in a field. Here we index the
material in our sample by the journal in which it was published (if books
were included they might be indexed under publisher). The assumption is
that journals (and publishing houses) tend to have editorial or substantive
enquiries. The overall distribution of articles by journal of publication
thus reflects a distinctive characterisation of work in a field, which may
serve as a language in which to talk about enquiries currently in progress.
We believe that, on occasion, the most appropriate way of characterising a
problem for investigation may be in terms of consonance, with the editorial
policy of a particular journal or journals. In this case, the effective
procedure for locating relevant material in a retrieval system will be to
search the output of the journal or journals in question.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY

76(4)

604-626

Armor, Michael and Youtz, Robert Banal educatlga
and individual modernity in a African society. (007)

673-697

Elder, Glen H. Jr. Intorrou? attitudoo and social

ascent among negro boys. (071)

76(5)

831-846

Goodwin, Glenn A. 12a_traassaaadjzal
inquiry in the socioloav of meanings 091

857-872

Rushing, William A. Clkss.pulture. and "social
structure and anomie". (223)

76(6)

999-1020

Kandel, Denise B. 112.22.1 mat r authority. and
adolescent aspiration. 138

1021-1047

Peres, Yochanan Ethnic relations in Israel, (202)

77(1)

1-18

Kesein, Kenneth §22111SOLE122h21240122BABBL.
*noes of intiipioernerationinailay.. (143)

89-107

TenHouten, Warren D., Tzuen-jen, Lei, Kendall,
Prancoise and Gordon, C. Wayne School ethnic
comdmition, social contexts, and educational plans
of Mexican/American and Anglo high school students. (261)

108-130

Braungart, Richard G. Family status. socializatp2n,
and student politics: a multivariate analysis. (033)
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AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY cont'd

77(2)

279-292

Westhuos, Kenneth An alternative model for research
on Catholic education. (274)

77(3)

472-490

Beattie, C. and Spencer, B. G. Career attainment iii
Canadian bureaucracies: unscrambling the effects of
age, seniority, education, and ethnolinguistic factors
on salary. (015)

527-539

Jones, F. Lancaster Occupational achievement in
Australia and in the United States: a comparative
path analysis. (133)

AMERICA? SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW

36(1)

1-17

Farley, Reynolds and Hermalin, Albert. I. Family
stabil t : a comparison of trends between black and
whites. 077

18-29

Mitchell, Robert Edward Some social implications of

IllghARBE11449114RE. (185)

51-65

Hillery, George A. Freedom *-
zation: a oomparative analysis. 118)

74-87

Woelfol, Joseph and Haller, Arohibald O. Significant
others the self-reflexive act and the attitude

mLetionmmofor. (281)

98-109

Blum, Alan F. and MCHugh, Peter The social ascrip-
tion of motives. (027)

36(2)

207-222

Featherman, David L. The socioeconomic achievement
of white religioethnio sub(croups: social old spvcpo -

logical explanations. (078)

235-249

Simmons, Roberta G. and Rosenberg, Berrie Functions

ofchilal---.11131-22112322321"5""lajikalillgiaktan'Aystegl. 2 9

250-263

Lammers, Cornelius J. Student unionism in the
Uetherlands: an application of a social class model. (153)
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AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW

36(2) cont'd

k64-27S

Centers, Richard, Raven, Bertram H. and Rodrigues,
Aroldo Conjugal powor structure: a re-examination. (041)

278-286

Holdaway, Edward A. and Blowers, Thomas A. Administ-
rative ratios and organization size: a longitudinal

-2=021.1111tiO. (122)

36(3)

461-474

Kohn, Malvin L. Buroaucratic man: a portrait and an
interpretation. (150)

475-484

Brewer, John. Flow of communication, expert qualifi-
cations and organisational authority structurea. (034)

36(4)

607-624

Swanson, Guy E. An organizational analysis of
collectivities. (257)

624-637

McNeil, Kenneth and Thompson, James D. The regener-
ation of social organizations. (170)

36(5)

793-809

Sewell, William H.
higher education.

rnoguality of opportunity for
(232)

820 -835

Fortes, Alejandro Political primitivism, differ-
ential socialization and lower -class loftist radicalism.(207)

635-847

Thomas, Darwin L. and Weigert, Andrew J.. Socialization
and adolescent conformity to significant others: a
cross-national analysis. (262)

860-871

Hags, Jerald, Aiken, Michael'and Marrett, Gora Bagley
Organization structure and communioatione. (102)

36(6)

1002-1019

Collins, Randall Functional and conflict theories
of educational stratification. (047)

1085-1098

Land, Kenneth C. Significantoothers, the self-
reflexive sot and the attitud formation rooess: a
yvintoruutatign. (154
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BRITISH JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

41(1)

49-61

Ross, Jean N. and Simpson, H. R. The National Survey
of He lth and Developmont. 1. Educational attain-
ment. 221)

62-69

Richardson, S. A. and Groan, A. When is black
beautiful?: coloured and white children's reaction
to skin colour. (214)

41( 2)

125-135

Ross, Jean N. and Simpson, H. R. The National. Survey
of Health and Developmont. 2. RITgOT-seli6OT
ro oss be twoon 8 and 15 an d betweenz...AE. nd.5as 15 and 18

years. . 222

136-147

Haddon, F. A. and Lytton, H. Primary education and
divergent thinking abilities: four years on. (101)

148 -154

Macdonald, B. and Rudduck, Jean Curriculum research
and developont prplects: barriers to success. (-167)

155-162

Quigley, Helen Reactions of eleven nursery teachers
o )zasuaunts.. Peabody LangUagv Development

jut. 210

41(3)

277-286

Biggs, J. B., Fitzgerald, D. and Atkinson, Sonia N.
Convergent and divergent abilities in children and
teachers' ratings of competence and certain classroom
behaviours. (022)

BRITISH JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

XIX(1)

40-50

Hanson, Derek, Tho art masters. (108)

70-90

Fain, E. F. Nationalist origins of thq folk high
school: the romantic visions of N. . S. Grundtvig.(076)

XIX(2)

139-153

Shaw, K. E. and Downes, L. W. Unitary and diaprepant
goals in a college of education. (233)

154-162

Proeco, P. F. W. The laissez-faire finance of
education. (208)

183-201

Salt, John Isaac Ironside 1808-1870: the motivation
of a radical oducationist. (225)
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BRITISH JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL STUDIES cont'd

RIX(3)

272-282

Duce, Charles Condorcet on education. (067)

283-293

Mathieson, M. and Whiteside, M. T. The secondary
modern school in fiction. (175)

BRITISH JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY

XXII(1)

16-30

Rapoport, Rhona and Rapoport, Robert N. Early and
lataLsasuarjaigiaajuLlataratawatiLof adult bchaviour:
married worm's family_ and career 2attorna. (211)

31-52

Hamilton, Vernon and Freeman, Peter Academic
achievemont and studenI Personality characteristics;
a multivariate study. (107)

53-67

Dowse, Robert E. and Hughes, John A. Girls, boys and
politics. (065)

60-82

Mulkey, M. J. and Williams, A. T. A sociological
study of a physics department.(187)

XXI/(2)

115-132

Krohn, Roger G. Conflict and function: some basic
10saas in bureaucratic thoory. (151)

160-171

Polk, Kenneth and Pink, William Youth culture an4
the schooll_a replication. (206)

mi(3)

240 -256

Martin, Roderick The concept of power: a critical
defence. (173)

295-310

Smith, Gilbert Some research implications of the
Soebohm report. (243)

311-321

McKinley, John B. Before involvement: some ou9stions
for the attention of medical sociologists. (168)

XXII(4)

395-409

Morris, Brian Reflections on role analysis. (184)
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CHILD DEVELOPMWT

42(1)

5-15

Quay, Lorene C. Language dialect, reinforcepcnt,
and the intelligence-test performance of negro
children. (209)

27-36

Guinagh, Barry J. AA experimental etude of learn-

ing ability and intelligence in low-socioeconomic-
status children. (098)

37-45

Golden, Mark, Dims, Beverly, Bridger, Wagner aad
Noss, Abigail Social-class differentiation in
co tive devolo ent amon black reschool ohild-
ren. 090

259-267

Nadler, Shari and Sebera, Peggy Intervention
strategies for Spanish-speaking preschool children.
T793)

42(2)

345-357

Baldwin, Thelma L., McFarlane, Paul T. and Garvey,
Catherine J. Children's communication accuracy
related to race and socioeconomic status. (012)

373-384

Saxe, Robert N. and Stollak, Gary E. Curiosity and
the parent-child relationship. (226)

455-464

Jeruchimowics, Rita, Costello, Joan and Bagur, J. Susana
Knowledge of action and oblect words: a comparison
of lower- and middle -class negro preschoolers. (131)

595-604

Goffeney, Barbara, Henderson, Norman B. and Butler,
Bruce V. Negro-white male - female ei ht -month

developmental scores compared with seven-year

7180 and Bender test soores. (089)

42(3)

651-684

Lytton, Hugh Observation studies of parent-child
interaction: a methodological review. (166)

685-692

Groonglase, Esther R. A cross- cultural oomparison
of maternal communication. 097)

839-869

Bark, Laura E. Effects of variations in the nurse y
school setting on environmental constraints and
children's modes of adaptation. 020)
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT

42(3) cont'd

871-881

Schwarz, J. Conrad and Wynn, Ruth The effects of
mothers' presence and orevisits on children's emotional
reaction to starting nursery school. (230)

893-903

Dielman, T. E., Cattoll, R. B., Lepper, Carolyn and
Rhoades, Patrick A check on the structure of
Parental reports of child-rearing practices. (063)

42(4)

1057-1069

Stayton, Donelda J., Hogan, Robert and Ainsworth,
ary D. Salter Infant obedience and maternal
behavior: the ori .11B of socialization reconsid-
ered. 250

1071-1082

Hoffman, Martin L. Identification and conscience
development. (120)

1083-1097

Beckwith, Leila Relat!onships between attributes of
mothers and their infants' IQ scores. (016)

1099-1107

Bartel, Nettie R. Locus of control and achievement
in middle- and lower-class children. (014)

1175-1185.

Sistrunke, Frank, Clement, David E. and Guenther,
Zenita C. Developmental comparisons of conformity
across two cultures. (240)

1229-1239

Smothergill, Nancy L., Olson, Frances and Hoare,
Shirley G. The effects of manipulation of teacher
communication style in the preschool. (246)

42(5)

1381-1398

Nilson, Ronald S., Brown, Anne IL, and Matheny,
Adam 'P. Jr. Emergence andpersistence of behavioral
differences in twins. (278)

1399-1415

Jacobson, Leonard I.,, Berger, Stephen E., Bergman,

Ronald L., Millham, Jim and Greoson, Larry E.
Effects of age, sex, systematic conceptual learning,

acquisition of learning sets, and programmed social
interaction on the intellectual and conceptual
development of _preschool children from poverty
backgrounds. (128)

1417-1431

Bernatein, Martin E. and DiVesta, Francis J. The
formation and reversal of an attitude as functions
of assumed self-concept, race. and socioeconomic
class. (021)
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT

42(5) cont'd

1461-1470

Spence, Janet T. Do material rewards enhance the
performance of lower -class children? (248)

1485-1494

Murrell, Stanley A. Family interaction variables
and adtuptment of nonclinic boys. (189)

42(6)

1685-1699

Rardin, Donald R. and Moan, Charles E. Peer inter -

..__Le:11Iidcoctio:U.orit. (212)

1673-1683

Robinson, Halbert B. and Robinson, Manny M.
Longitudinal development of very young children in
a comprehensive day care program: the first two
years. (219)

1721-1734

Selman, Robert L. Taking another's perspective:
role-taking development in early childhood. (231)

1813-1826

Buck, Mildred R. and Austrin, Harvey R. Factors
related to school achievement in an economically
disadvantaged group. (038)

1859-1871

Braun, Carl and Xiamen, Bernard A transformational
analysis of oral syntactic structures of children
representing varying ethnolinguistic communities. (032)

1873-1894

Minton, Cheryl, Kagan, Jerome and Levine, Janet A.
Maternal control and obedience in tho two-year-

2i (182)

1895-1907

Evoloff, Herbert H. Some cognitive and affective
aspects of early language development. (imy--

1951-1958

Overton, Willie F., Wagner, Janis and Dolinsky, Harriet.
Social -class differences and task variables in the
development of multiplicative classification. (195)

1989-1995

Kinnie, Ernest J. and Sternlof, Richard E. The
influence of nonintelloctive factors on the I scores
of middle- and lower-class children. 145

2023-2031

Maw, Wallace) H. and Magoon, A.Jon The curiosity
dimension of fifth-grade children: a factorial
discriminant analysis. (177)
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COMPARLTIVE EDUCATION

7(1)

3-14
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AFFILIATION WITH AREA DEFINIID BY *SIGNIFICANT AUTHOR**

Pr000sed structure

As an indicator of social/intellectual relations within the field, which may

be regarded as an element in collective perceptions of the patterning of work

in the field, we index authors by 'significant author'. We have experimented**

on the basis of a definition of 'significant author' as the original source of

an idea employed (ie without which the work would perhaps have been carried out

differently) by authors of the documents to be indexed.

SOURCES OF CONCEPTS/THEORIES EMPLOYED BY AUTHOR

Arrangement is alphabetical by name of 'significant author'

SOURCES OF RESEARCH STRATEGIES/MEASURES EMPLOYED BY AUTHOR

Arrangement is alphabetical by came of 'significant author'

An alternative and additional 'cut "would reflect social/intellectual relations

in terms of groups of contemporaries working with ideas from the same source.

This term is coined by analogy with 'significant other' and no evaluation

is implied.

** The following journals have been used for purposes of experimentation:

American Journal of Sociology, American Sociological Review, British Journal

of Sociology, Sociological Review, Sociology, Sociology of Education.

First authors only have been indexed.
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Structure illustrated by means of documents
listed in sample bibliography

This index is the second of three which seek to take account of different ways
of viewing the patterning of work in a field. Here we index a subset of the
material in our sample in terms of authors who are identified as 'significant'
to a work. The notion of 'significant author' is analagous to 'significant
other'. It appeared to us that authors locate themselves in relation to other
authors both 'vertically', in the sense that they trace the historical origins
of their ideas, and 'horizontally', in the sense that they identify others who
are currently doing work similar to their own. We have chosen to take a
'verticrl' view of the situation. (*Horizontal' relationships could addition-
ally be indexed, as an alternative 'cut', if users so wished.) We have not
indexed all documents cited in a given work. Rather, we have indexed people
characterised by an author as representing sources of ideas, and we have con-
fined our index to sources actually guiding an author's work (eg use of
significant authors' theories, measure, etr). We have excluded self-citations
of any kind. We have further evciuded works which the author cites simply in
order to reject a position, although we have represented all positions where an
author appears to be considering the validity of a number of alternatives.

We believe it may be helpful to construct separate categories of sources of
theoretical and of methodological ideas. The assumption in the case of both
categories is that the conjunction of individuals and their 'significant authors'
will enable users familiar with the 'significant authors' listed to select those
whose ideas are compatible wit!' ideas they wish to employ, and thence to locate
further work which may be relevant.

SOURCES OF CCNCEPTSAMEORIES EMPLOYED BY AUTHOR

Arrangement is alphabetical by name of 'significant author'

ATKINSON, J.W.

249 (Spilerman, S.)

BBNNBY, M.

065 (Dowse, R.E.)

BERGER, P.

025 (Blaikie,N.W.H.)

234 (Sheldrake, P.P.)

BERNSTEIN, B.

280 (Within, R.W.)

BIERSTADT, R.

118 (Hillery, G.A.)

BION, W.A.

224 (Rustin, M.)

BLAU, P.M.

034 (Brewer, J.)

096 (Greenberger, B.)

133 (Jones, F.L.)

173 (Martin, M.)

232 (Sewell, W.H.)

BLOOD, R.O.

041 (Centers, R.)

BOWEN, D.R.

065 (Dowse, R.E.)

BRONFENBRENNER, U.

138 (Kandel, D.B.)

BUCKLEY, W.J.

173 (Martin, M.)

BURNS, T.

004 (Aiken, M.)

CAMPBELL, A.

065 (Dowse, R.2.)

CAMPBELL, D.T.

251 (Stebbins, R.A.)

CHADWICK, R.W.

170 (McNeil, K.)

CHILD, I.L.

257 (Swanson, G.E.)

CLARK, B.R.

024 (Blackburn, R.T.)

072 (Ellis, R.A.)

137 (Kamen, D.H.)
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WHEN, P. FREUD, S.

025 (Blaikie, N.W.H.) 224 (Rustin, M.)

COLEMAN, J.S.

055 (Crain, R.L.)

071 (Elder, G.H.)

249 (Spilerman, S.)

FROMM, E.

143 (Kessin, K.)

GILLIN, J.

223 (Rushing, W.A.)

CONVERSE, P.

180 (Meyer, M.W.)

215 (Richman, A.)

COOLEY, C.H.

251 (Stebbins, R.A.)

CROZIER, M.

151 (Krohn, R.G.)

CYERT, R.M.

004 (Aiken, M.)

DAHRENDORF, R.

153 (Lammers, C.J.)

DALTON, M.

015 (Beattie, C.)

151 (Krohn, R.G.)

DAVIS, A.

055 (Crain, R.L.)

DAVIS, K.

047 (Collins, R.)

239 (Simmons, R.G.)

DUBIN, R.

264 (Thorns, D.C.)

DUNCAN, O.D.

078 (Featherman, D.L.)

DURKHEIM, E.

224 (Rustin, M.)

DUVERGER, M.

065 (Dowse, R.E.)'

EMERSON, R.

173 (Martin, M.)

EULAU, H.

255 (Stradling, R.)

FESTINGET, L.

281 (Wbelfel, J.) JACKSON, B.

280 (Witkin, R.W.)

GLASER, B.G.

115 (Haystead, J.)

JOFFMAN, E.

251 (Stebbins, R.A.)

GOLDSEN, R.K.

121 (Hoge, D.R.)

GOLDTHORPE, J.H.

201 (Parsler, R.)

GREELEY, A.

274 (Westhues, K.)

GROSS, E.

118 (Hillery, G.A.)

HAGSTROM, W.O.

187 (Mulkay, M.J.)

HEBR, D.M.

041 (Centers, R.)

HERBST, P.G.

041 (Centers, R.)

HESS, A.D.

064 (Dowse, R.B.)

ROMANS, G.C.

096 (Greenberger, E.)

HORNEY, K.

143 (Kessin, K.)

HUNTER, F.

173 (martin, M.)

HYMAN, H.R.

255 ( Stradling, R.)

MKELES, A.

007 (Armer, M.)

262 (Thomas, D.L.)

FRENCH, J.R.P.

173 (Martin, M.) JACOB, P.E.

A21 (Hoge, D.R.)



KARDINER, A. MILBRATH, L.W.

055 (Crain, R.L.) 065 (Dowse, R.E.)

KELLY, G.A.

054 (Coxon, A.P.M.)

KELLY, H.H.

281 (Woelfel, J.)

J.W.

115 ( Haystead, J.)

KORNBAUSER, W.

207 (Portes, A.)

LANE, R.

065 (Dowse, R.E.)

LENSKI, G.

078 (Featherman, D.L.)

LEWIN, X.

281 (Woelfel, J.)

LIPSET, S.M.

033 (Braungart, R.G.)

065 (Dowse, A.E.)

153 (Lammers, C.J.)

207 (Portes, A.)

LOCKWOOD, D.

153 (Lammers, C.J.)

MARCH, J.

102 (Rage, J.)

MARSHALL, L.L.

140 (Katz, M.B.)

MARX, K.

013 (Bandyopadhyay, P.)

153 (Lammers, C.J.)

MEAD, G.H.

272 (Wellman, B.)

281 (Woelfel, J.)

MERTON, R.K.

054 (Coxon, A.P.M.)

150 (Kohn, M.L.)

187 (Mulkay, M.J.)

223 (Rushing, W.A.)

265 (Timperley, S.R.)

MEYER, J.W.

137 (Kamens, D.H.)

MOYNIHAN, D.P.

077 (Farley, R.)

138 (Kandel, D.B.)

MUSGPAVE, P.W.

054 (Coxon, A.P.M.)

265 (Timperley, S.R.)

NEWCOMB, T.M.

251 (Stebbins, R.A.)

PARKIN, F.

065 ( Dowse, R.E.)

PARKINSON, C.N.

122 (Holdaway, E.A.)

PARSONS, T.

102 (Hage, J.)

118 (Hillery, G.A.)

229 (Schwartz, A.J.)

PUGH, D.S.

119 (Hinings, C.A.)

RIESMAN, D.

072 (Ellis, R.A.)

ROSE, R.

065 (Dowse, R.E.)

ROSEN, B.C.

078 (Featherman, D.L.)

ROTH, J.K.

118 (Hillery, G.A.)

SCHUTZ, A.

025 (Blaikie, N.W.H.)

115 (Haystead, J.)

SIMNEL, G.

224 (Rustin, M.)

SKINNER, B.F.

249 (Spilerman, S.)

SLATER, P.E.

257 (Swanson, G.E.)

SOROKIN, P.

143 (Kessin, K.)

SPICER, E.H.

118 (Hillery, G.A.)

A163
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STRAUS, M.A. WEISS, R.

262 (Thomas, D.L.) 264 (Thorns, D.C.)

SUGARMAN, B.

206 (Polk, K.)

TAVISS, I.

121 (Hoge, D.R.)

THOMPSON, J.D.

102 (Rage, J.)

274 (Westhues, K.)

THOMPSON, V.

004 (Aiken, M.)

102 (Hage, J.)

TOCH, H.

,207 (Fortes, A.)

WALLER, W.

251 (Stebbins, R.A.)

WEBER, M.

015 (Beattie, C.)

047 (Collins, R.)

122 (Holdaway, B.A.)

150 (Kohn, M.L.)

234 (Sheldrake, P.F.)

WILSON, J.Q.

004 (Aiken, M.)

WINCH, P.

052 (Coulter, J.)

WIRTH, L.

262 (Thomas, D.L.)

WOELFEL, J.

154 (Land, K.C.)

WOLFE, D.M.

041 (Centers, R.)

WOLFF, K.H.

251 (Stebbins, R.A.)

SOURCES OF RESEARCH STRATEGIES/MEASURES EMPLOYED BY AUTHCR

Arrangement is alphabetical by name of 'significant author'

ADORNO, T.W.

041 (Centers, R.)

CARTTER, A.M.

103 (Hagstrom, W.O.)

ASTIN, A.W. COLE, S.

103 (Hagstrom, W.O.) 103 (Hagstrom, W.O.)

BALES, R.F.

034 (Brewer, J.)

BERELSON, B.

137 (Kamen, D.H.)

BLAU, P.M.

096 (Greenberger, B.)

BLOOD, R.O.

041 (Centers, R.)

CAMPBELL, A.

255 (Stradling R.)

COLEMAN, J.S.

055 (Crain, R.L.)

DOUVAN, B.

041 (Centers R.)

DUNCAN, O.D.

077 (Farley, R.)

143 (Kessin, K.)

154 (Land, K.C.)

272 (Wellman, B.)

281 (Woelfel, J.)



EASTON, D.

064 (Dowse, R.E.)

EDWARDS, A.L.

LOWENTHAL, L.

255 (Stradling, R.)

MINOR, J.B.

107 (Hamilton, V.) 055 (Crain, R.L.)

ELDER, G.H. OSGOOD, C.E.

138 (Kanael, D.B.) 054 (Coxon, A.P.M.)

GLASER, B.G.

115 (Haystead, J.)

234 (Sheldrake, P.F.)

251 (Stebbins, R.A.)

GOLDBERG, L.C.

266 (Toomey, D.)

GOLDSEN, R.K.

121 (Hoge, D.R.)

GREENSTEIN, F.I.

255 (Stradling, R.)

GRYGIER, T.

107 (Hamilton, V.)

HEIM, A.W.

107 (Hamilton, V.)

KAHL, J.A.

007 (Armer, M.)

KRUSKAL, J.B.

054 (Coxon, A.P.M.)

KUHN, M.

272 (Wellman.B.)

OTIS, A.S.

281 (Woelfel, J.)

PUGH, D.S.

119 (Hinings, C.R.)

RIESMAN, D.

121 (Hoge, D.R.)

ROTTER, J.B.

055 (Crain, R.L.)

RYDER, N.B.

170 (McNeil, K.)

SCHWARZ, P.A.

007 (Armer, M.)

SEEMAN, M.

064 (Dowse, R.E.)

SROLE, L.

121 (Hoge, D.R.)

STONE, P.J.

272 (Wellman, B.)

WEISS, R.

264 (Thorns, D.C.)
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AFFILIATION WITH AREA DEFINED BY CURRENT INTEREST

Proposed structure

As an element in collective perceptions of the patterning of work in the field,

we propose to index documents in terms of themes and questions which are

currently a focus of interest. The model is the body of work such as may form

the subject of a review article or a 'special issue' of a journal, a conference

or a symposium. Subject experts are being asked to specify the themes they

wish, at the present time, to see represented in this index. In the mean time,

to help them to think about the matter, we exemplify the approach by clusters

of documents based on themes which have featured in recent 'special issues' of

the journals in our sample.

Alternative ways of approaching the literature in terms of current work in the

field are represented by listing of documents giving overviews of the present

stage of thinking in a particular area, and comprehensive accounts of the con-

temporary state of education in particular countries. By contrast with the

first approach described, in which the documents in a cluster collectively con-

stitute a picture of the present stage of development in an area of current int-

erest, the latter two approaches identify summaries or commentaries representing

alternative views of the present stage of development in a given area.

THEMES OF CURRENT INTEREST

Arrangement is alphabetical by theme

eg

Adolescence

Legal (including political) socialisation

Role of black colleges in US

Status and achievement in US

Student politics

Wastage in higher education

OVERVIEWS OF THINKING

Arrangement is alphabetical by subject of review.

OVERVIEWS OF EDUCATION IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

Arrangement is alphabetical by country.

Further categories of overviews might later be added on the basis
of searchers' suggestions.
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Structure illustrated by means of documents
listed in sample bibliography

This index is the third of three which seek to take account of different ways
of viewing the patterning of work in the field. We first propose to select
themes of current interest in the field, and to index documents in terms of
relevance to these themes. Our idea is that, in an operational system, subject
experts should designate current interests to be represented. For purposes of
illustration only we have employed, as headings, themes forming the topic of
special issues of journals. The assumption is that these will have some approxima-
tion to the kinds of headings which would be suggested for inclusion in the
scheme. In the inventories of overviews of thinking and overviews of education
in different countries which follow, we bring together documents which summarise
or comment on work in different areas of enquiry. The assumption here is that
such documents are produced with reference to current interests in the field.

This part of our scheme will be the most subject to change of any. It is
intended to present a picture of thinking about the problems on which socio-
logists of education are currently bringing their theories and concepts to bear.
The focus changes almost from year to year, and the headings in this section of
the scheme must change accordingly. It is interesting to note that several of
the problems current in the 1971 journal literature, by which we illustrate what
we propose, have already been superseded by others at the forefront of attention.

THEMES OF CURRENT INTEREST

Examples are:

Adolescence 003 011 048 051 093 136 148 172

Legal (including political) socialisation 003 033 064 065 084 117 135
161 174 186 207 259 267 285

Role of black colleges in US 026 035 039 066 088 111 112 116 132
134 160 191 204 268 279

Status and achievement in US 014 016 038 055 077 078 090 098 128
130 131 138 145 146 193 195 209 219
229 232 246 248 249 252 270 282

Student politics 033 045 059 071 082 083 109 121 153
158 161 176 180 185 186 205 238

Wastage in higher education 037 095 100 137 164 203 269 275

Since we expect the themes at the forefront of attention to be constantly changing,
most themes are likely to have a short life in our scheme. A particular feature
of the 'special issue' approach is that it brings together contributions from a
variety of perspectives. For both these reasons we do not propose, in general,
to impose structure within the clusters of documents in this section of the scheme.
Themes of continuing and relatively intensive investigation ('Status and achieve-
ment' might be an example) could be regarded as exceptional in that the number of
documents listed might become too great for the searcher's convenience.

OVERVIEWS QF THINKING

Examples are

Education of young children 085

Family background 114

Language 050
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01,LV1EWS OF THINKING cont'd

Legal decisions concerning education 236 237

Methodology in study of college impact G79

in study of parent /child interaction 166

Race, intelligence and education 075

Role analysis 184

Secondary modern school in fiction 175

Sex differences 284

Sociology in United Arab Republic 058

Theories of action 052

OVERVIEWS OF EDUCATION IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

tixamples are:

China 123

Cuba 029

West Germany 179
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VARIABLES
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VARIABLES

Overview of structure

VARIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUALS

SOCIAL BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

sociodemographic characteristics

Socioeconomic background and characteristics

Educational background and characteristics

Occupational background and characteristics

Political background and characteristics

Interests and memberships

P1NSICAL, DEVELOPMENTAL AND BEHAVIOURAL CHARACTERISTICS

Physical characteristics

Individual developmental characteristics

Behaviours

Knowledge

F.:rformances and capacities

(Subdivision of categories under this heading:

By content

By context/role )

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Personality

Orientations. beliefs and values

Attitudes

BODirations. intentions and expectations

Perceptions and ratings

Perspectives and meanings

(Subdivision of categories under this heading:

By content

By context/role )

TEST SITUATION VARIABLES

Task variables

Other situational variables
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VARIAL:LES DEFINING SOCIAL SITUAIDNS

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS (person-defined view of social situations)

Interpersonal level

Inter-unit level

'Influence' (one -way) relationships

Personal influence

Situational influence

SOCIAL STRUCTURE/PROCESS (nonpersonalised view of social situations)

No subdivision is proposed. Variables are simply listed.

eg

Centralisation

Change and innovation

Communication

Complexity

PROPOSED 'CONTEXIIM.I. CLASSIFICATION OF VARIABLES

eg

CLASSROOM VARIABLES

FAMILY AND KINSHIP VARIABLES

POLITICAL VARIABLES

(These categories are sketched in outline only.)

As yet another 'cut', it would be possible to index commonly occurring

'combinations' of variables.
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Structure illustrated by means of documents
listed in sample bibliography

VAPIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUALS

Notes: Throughout the following index the user is advised that the 'general'
subheading conceals several distinct situations: (1) detail not clear;
(2) detail not specified; (3) specific elements so numerous as
effectively to sum to the whole.
We have made no attempt to distinguish between individual background and
experiences. We do, however, make a distinction between these variables,
which impute a property to the individual, and notions which posit an
objective relationship oetween the individual and the social environment.
The latter are indexed se either personal or situational influences in the
section of variaLles defining social situations.

SOCIAL BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTTCS

Sociodemograohic characteristics

General 282

AgS 003 009 015 020 041 044 056 065 069
096 197 127 128 129 135 152 174 185

192 218 220 222 231 235 239 240
255 267 285

Birth order 211

Geographies] mobility 074

Language 015

Marital status 041 069

Race/nationality/ethnic origin (excluding religion) 003 005 007 012

021 032 033 041 068 074 078 084 089
090 097 098 109 138 152 163 181 185

195 202 214 218 223 229 240 248 261
272

033 041 078 158 186 238

Residence 007 078 135 174

season of birth 263

Sex 003 009 012 016 020 022 032 038 045
056 052 064 065 089 096 097 107 120
128 131 135 138 174 177 182 185 220
222 229 230 231 232 238 240 248 255
261 265 266 267 278 282

Socioeconomic background and characteristics

glassal 006 042 055 103 130 177 234

Social class background and position 003 005 007 009 012 014 016

020 021 033 045 061 064 065 069 072

074 078 082 090 101 110 120 131 133

138 142 153 163 182 185 186 195

201 211 222 223 226 229 232 235 238

239 255 261 264 265 267 272 280 281
282

It has been suggested that items under social class should be grouped into:
(1) origin, (2) previous experience, (3) current position.

The following are singletons in our present sample which would not app7o-
priately be subsumed under social class:

Cultural assimilation 223

liladvantagement 219

(Mother's) Employment situation 235

Fatherless status 069

Financial position 153

(Married women'e)Particarrat4on in work 211
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VARIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUALS

SOCIAL BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS cont'd

Educational background and characteristics

General 007 041 045 107 133 207 264

Course/departmental affiliation (past and present) 010 045 061 101
103 107 110 135 142 158 174 185 186
190 196 245 266 285

Educational qualifications 129 135 174

Informal educational experiences (eg mass media exposure) 007 065 068
207

Mode of instruction received 198 215 245

Position in educational structure (formal and informal) 006 032 153
218 266

Type of educational institution attended 008 009 061 064 065 101
142 174 196 255 266

Occupational background and characteristics

General 041 129 133 142 149 196 234 253 264

Specific occupational experiences 007 056 135 155

Information sources in choice of occupation 009 265

Location of employment 142 174

Status and prest.ge 015 096 103 149

110.2112221 (including level taught, or for which preparing to teach)
056 062 096 103 135

The following are singletons in the present sample:

Expertise 015

Occupational mobilit 1.43

Tenure status 174

Political background and characteristics

Political affiliation (including party preference) 033 064 065 082
158 186 255

Union membership 005

Interests and memberships

Note: This section rcfets to individual affiliations. Participation in, and
identification with, a social structure are indexed with variables defining
social situations.

General 059

033

205

007

068

064

247

201

074

065

082 101 138

Political organisations

Schoct organisations

Voluntary organisations

PHYSICAL, DEVELOPMENTAL AND BEHAVIOURAL CHARACTERISTICS

The substructure within sections under this heading seeks to take account of two
kinds of thinking: definitions in terms of content/context or role. There is
no suggestion that these are mutually exclusive.

Physical characteristics

There is only one item under this heading in our present sample:

Zygositv 278

Individual developmental characteristics

By content

080
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VARIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUALS

PHYSICAL, DEVELOPMENTAL AND BEHAVIOURAL CHARACTERISTICS

idual develo ntal characteristics

By content cont'd

Cognitive, 212 219 220 222

Linguistic 012 032 131 193

Moral 084 120

Motor 016 219

Social 212 231

By context/role

003Political

Behaviours

Users who reject a distinction between behaviours and predispositions will find
items which for them are related under the heading of social psychological
characteristics, in the next main section. When in doubt of an author's
position on this point,we have indexed a variable as behaviour.

By content,

General 020 022 024 038 206 278

Most of the remaining items in this sample are singletons:

Asocial 074

Competitive (guessing/hiding) 231

Conforming 240

Curious 177 226

Obedient 250

Dichotomies and typologies that have been employed would also be indexed
here, eg Unresponsive/dependent-compliant/thoughtful-persistent/
offensive-combative/Other (020).

By context/role

Examples are:

Linguistic 021 087 246

Political 033 059 185 186 205 238 255

Teaching 174

Knowledge

In the present sample, all the items concern knowledge in terms of the
social context to which it refers.

By context/role

Occupations 277

Politics 064 065 082 285

Sex 220

Social class 064 239

Performances and capacities

This section relates to variables referred to by terms such as the following:
ability, achievement, aptitude, attainment, competence, exam results, IQ,
intelligence, performance, potential, progress, qualifications, status, success/
failure. Definitions associated with these terms appear to vary and overlap in
complex ways. If we were to select an arbitrary set of definitions and attempt
to translate authors' variables accordingly, we would run the risk of considerable
distortion. We propose instead to index these variables in terms of three broad
underlying notions (abilities, achievements and potential). We feel this will go
some way towards reducing the number of items which the user needs to consider,
but without forcing him to accept definitions which may be inappropriate to his
thinking.
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VARIABLES DEP/WING INDIVIDUALS

PHYSICAL, DEVELOPMENTAL AND BEHAVIOURAL CHARACTERISTICS

Performances and caoacities cont'd

By content (broad underlying notions)

glatLAA 072 177

Abilities (including intelligence) 003 007 016 032 098 101 107

110 113 128 131 145 149 150 174 192
209 222 232 261 267 285

AchieNemtaLL 009 014 015 038 042 053 055 069 082

089 090 103 107 110 130 137 138 142

146 158 163 1d5 196 206 222 229 232

247 263 265 282

Potential 130 222 282

An additional 'cut° which is relevant to certain studies of an experimental
nature focusses on the content of tasks employed for purposes of measurement.
We propose to index selectively on this basis. This might become obsolete
if an index of indicators, measures and instruments were added to the s'heme.

Specific tasks

Attitude formation/reversal 021

Concept identification 248

Convergent/divergent thinking 022 101

Multiplicative classification 195

Problem solving 246

Programmed learning 113

By context/role (applying to achievements only)

Educational 009 014 038 042 053 055 069 032 107

110 130 137 138 142 146 158 163 185

196 206 222 229 232 247 263 265 282

Occupational 015 103 142 232

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

This section brings together variables which in some sense posit a subjective
relationship between the individual and the social world. We recognise that
some users reject distinctions amongst say attitudes, values and personality.
They will need to view the material as a single set without reference to the
categories we have constructed. Similarly, others will wish to relate thie set
of material to that indexed under the heading of behaviours in the previous
section, on the grounds that behaviour is not distinct from notions such as
attitudes and values, viewed as predispositions. Variables defining participa-
tion or interaction with the social environment, located in the subsequent
section are also related. We hope the distinctions we have made will not cause
serious inconvenience. We feel unable to ignore them because some studies turn
on them.

Our definition of each category of variables is given at the head of each
category. A substructure has been created in certain categories reflecting a
distinction between definitions in terms of content/context or role.

Personality

Variables under this heading may be loosely described as characterising generalised
behavioural styles, as this is manifested in social behaviour.

The following is a simple list of the personality variables in our present
sample. There is a considerable proportion of singletons, and it would be
premature to put forward proposals for the structuring of this section.

General 038 107 130 177 198 253 282

Alienation and anomie 074 121 223 238

Emotional adjustment 143 183 189 230

Feelings of competence 041 071 155
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VARIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUALS

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Personality cont'd

Feelings of control 014 038 053 055 064 146

Intolerance/openmindedness 149 150

Motivation (in sense of an individual state that is activity-arousing)
009

Satisfaction 041

107

055

078

130

059

146

235

198

155

247

211

181 192 247 272 282Self concept and self esteem
285

The following are singletons

Affect 177

Aggression 226

Authoritarianism 041

Cognitive style 022

Commitment 264

Curiosity 226

Desire for independence 053

Dogmatism 074

in the present sample:

Feelings of groue-embeddedness 121

Intrinsic/extrinsic reward motivation 078

Locus of control 238

Wenroticism 226

Other-directedness 121

Sociality 226

Orientations. beliefs and values

Variables under this heading are defined as focussing on relatively staple
relationships between individuals'
world.

By content

thoughts

223

or actions and aspects of the social

201

187

082 201 223 229

190 245 280

150

180 207

149 150 187 201 211 234

Ascription/achievement

Home and family/wider interests

Modern/traditional 007

149

190

007

038

074

239

127

121

025

078

150

024

082

149

158

158

078

(Primary) Work/materialism

Self direction/conformity

Vocational/academic

By context/role

General

Education

Moral issues

Opportunity structure

Politics

Religion

Work

Attitudes

Variables under this heading are defined, like those under the heading of orien-
tations, as focussing on a relationship between individuals' thoughts and actions
and aspects of the social world, but stability is not assumed.
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VARIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUALS

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Attitudes cont'd

By content

Examples of the kind of items
heading are-

Libertarianism

we would propose to locate

082

185

of rank /expertise

under

277

071

074 082

185 267

214 283

this

113

285

285

130

Radicalism

(Relative worth of) Authority

Traditional/(progressive) 174

Uncommitted/integrationist/nationalist/Pluralist

By context/role

016

005
142

183

106

071

045

021

149

239

045

211

038

006

186

277

082

055

150

121

235

155

010
198

109

071

174

135

180

056
206

121

152

238

215

266

070
220

135

202

220

General

Education

Housing

Occupations

Opportunity structure

Politics and state

Race

Social change

Social class

Social issues

Women working.

Aspirations, intentions and expectations

Variables under this heading are distinguished from those in all the other cate-
gories of social psychological characteristics by looking to the future.

A 'content' subdivision might later be created, as in preceding categories, but
is not required for our present sample.
We index definitions by context and by role separately.

By context

General 223,

Education 009 053 061 082 138 142 185 196 201
206 232 247 265 281 282 285

Occupation 025 068 137 142 196 211 232 235 239
265 281

Social mobility 186

By role

Parents for child 138 201 232

Peers for peer 232

Significant others for ego 281

Teacher for pupil 232

21Eceptiont and ratings

The significant feature of variables under this heading, by comparison with those
in all the other social psychological sections, is that the social world element in
the relation between the individual and the social is defined in terms of the
individual's perceptions of it. We see a contrast with variables in the next
section (perspectives and meanings), in that variables describing perceptions of
the social world do not necessarily include the notion of imposing structure or
meaning.

A 'content' subdivision might later be created, as in preceding categories,
but is not required for our present sample.
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VARIABLES DEFINING INDIVIDUALS

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Perceptions and ratings cont'd

By context/role

Achievement 022 038 059 101 192

Aspirations of others 261

Disadvantaged 155

Educational institutions 043

Educational issues 005 017

Effectiveness/relevance of training 062 155 245

Jobs and careers 142 196 265

Opportunity structure 223

Role requirements 044 062 139 187 235

Social issues 005

Teaching methods and materials 210

Perspectives and meanings

Variables under this heading, like those in the previous section define the social
world element of the relation between the individual and the social in terms of the
individual's perceptions of it. By contrast with variables in the previous section,
perspectives and meanings are defined as including the notion of imposing structure
or meaning.

By content

Symbolic universes 025

By context/role

Language codes 087

Misconduct in the classroom 251

ag 281

Work and occupations 054 234 264

TEST SITUATION VARIABLES

These are variables featuring in studies of an experimental nature.

Task variables 128 240

Other situational variables 021 098 145 209 248

VARIABLES DEFINING SOCIAL SITUATIONS

The variables under this heading define social situations in that, as a minimum,
they assume a two-person situation. The structure of this section reflects a
distinction between person-defined views and nonpersonalised views of social
situations.

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS (person-defined view of social situations)

As a basis for substructure in this category, we propose to adopt a distinction
found in our documents, between participation and two-way interaction on the one
hand and, on the other, one-way influence (personal or situational) on the
individual.

Participation and reciprocal (two-way) relationships

Interpersonal level

General 016 055

Community 143 183 201

Educational settings 070 072 074 121 153 21P 254
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VARIABLES DEFINING SOCIAL STITATIONS

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS (person-defined view of social situations)

Participation and reciprocal (two-was_Lrelationships

Interpersonal level cont'd

ramily 016
250

212

059

094

004

033

230

207

096

119

138 143 183 189 201 207 211

Peers

Voluntary organisations

Work settings

Inter-unit level

'Influence' (one-way) relationships

Personal influence (reciprocal role indicated where ambiguous)

General 205

Employer 061

Family 053 061 068 138 186 262 285

Friend 061 068 262

Headteacher (on pupil) 061

Older pupil (on younger pupil) 218

Peer 285

Priest 262

Situational influence

General 025 119 253

Community 254

Educational opportunity structure 235

Home 007 068 163 206

Job opportunity structure 235

School and college

Social events

020 253 280

215 283

SOCIAL STRUCTURE/PROCESS (nonpersonalised view of social situations)

The following is a simple list of structure/process variables featuring in
our sample. There is a considerable proportion of singletons, and it would
be premature to make any decision as to the structuring of this category. A
distinction which might be helpful is between variables which have been
employed in studying social systems in general and those specifically defining
characteristics of formal organisations.

General 007 042 129 254

102

102

097

262

004

103

119

102

119

138

119 138 149 150

Background variables (eg origin, history)

Centralisation 004 102 119

Change and innovation 004 059 129

Communication 004 034 097

Complexity 004 102

Expenditure 129 130

Formalisation 004 020 101

Intactness 069 138

Intervention 193 219

Physical features 020 183

Power and authority 033 034 041

187 189 250

Selection and recruitment 007 121 235
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VARIABLES DEFINING SOCIAL SITUATIONS

SOCIAL STRUCTURE/PROCESS (nonpersonalised view of social situations) cont'd

Size 004 020 078 103 119 122 129 137 153

163 222

Social composition

By ability 113 192

By race/nationality/ethnic origin/religion 055 074 135 214

218 239 261 272 274

By social class 080 163 214 239

Socialisation (including curriculum and teaching) 007 042 063 182

215 220 226 230 246 274

Specialisation 119 137

Staff ratios 020 122

It has been suggested that the notion of 'identification' should also
be located in this section rather than under the heading of participation
and reciprocal relationships (the notion 'self concept' amongst
personality variables is also relevant):

dentification 015 033 120 138 186 202 206 255

The following are singletons in the present sample:

Administrative control 254

Modernisation 274

Open/closedness 254

Patterns of interaction

Commands/reasoning 097

Democratic/authoritarian 033

Elaborativ, /nonelaborative 246

Husband dominant/syncratic/autonomic/wife dominant 041

Professional training 004

Quality and prestige 103

Research opportunities 103

Resources 004

Reward systems 187

Standardisation 119

Technology 119

PROPOSED 'CONTEXTUAL' CLASSIFICATION OF VARIABLES

This would be an additional section, cutting across the preceding individual/
social distinction, and creating clusters of variables relating to particular
contexts or roles (eg classroom variables, teacher variables). Sets defined
like this are distributed over too many sections in the main part of this
index for convenient recall, and we believe that users will sometimes want to
think in this way. There are a number of questions to be considered in
defining contextual clusters. Three possible clusters are sketched and dis-
cussed, and we hope this will enable subject experts to give us guidance on
appropriate principles for constructing this part of the scheme. The clusters
are: classroom variables, family and kinship variables and, from a different
angle, 'political variables'.

CLASSROOM VARIABLES

Social structure/process 155

Social structural characteristics (excluding social composition) 020 163
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PROPOSED 'CONTEXTUAL' CLASSIFICATION OF VARIABLES

CLASSROOM VARIABLES Cont'd

Social composition 055 192 218

Behaviour in classroom situation 020 022 038 230 251

We could extend this set to include further 'member' variables such as pupil
orientation to lesson, which have a direct bearing on the study of the class-
room. Other pupil variables, which could influence the classroom situation
but are not viewed in this way, would not be expected to have a place in this
set.

Member variables 218 280

We would also expect to include variables arising in formal interaction
analyses in classroom situations.

FAMILY AND KINSHIP VARIABLES

Structural aspects 033 041 069 078 114 138 222

Member/member relations 016 033 053 061 068 081 097 114 120 138
143 182 183 186 189 201 207 211 226 232
250 261 262 285

We would take the above two sets to represent the core of this category.
Further subsets which might be added in, since family may be defined in ways
other than the above, are the following:

Individual member variables 016 038 041 043 069 114 186 201 211
220 226 235

'Home' variables 007 068 155 163 183 206

Me define membership closelyieg including 'mother' role but excluding
'married woman' role. There are,additionally, a number of parental variables
(such as parental income, employment etc) which may be relevant, although
employed as indicators of variables other than familial ones (eg social class).
We do not list these here.

POLITICAL VARIABLES

Political socialisation 215 285

Political action 033 059 185 186 205 238

Political attributes (excluding action) 003 033 045 064 065 082 084
109 121 127 135 158 174 180 185 186 207 215
238 255 267 285

With larger samples one would expect a distinction between objective and sub-
jective attributes to be helpful.

It would be possible to extend the set to include 'local-politica: variables'
(eg attitudes to school government, community control):

'Local-political' variables ea attitudes 005 017 024 045 059

We would not expect to include here political attributes which are employed in
measuring some non-political variable (eg parents political affiliation as an
indicator of family status).

As yet another 'cut', it would be possible to index commonly occurring

'combinations' of variables.
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SAMPLE

Overview of structure

SAMPLES OF INDIVIDUALS

DEFINED BY EDUCATIONAL/DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE

Preeducation stage

Educational affiliation: type of institution, by country

Chronological age

Compulsory education stage

Educational affiliation: type of institution and grade, by country

Chronological age

Other ways of defining samples of individuals at the compulsory education
stage

rostcompulsory education stage

Educational affiliation: type of institution, by country

Additional characteristics

DEFINED BY SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Community membership

Educational background

Ethnolinguistic characteristics

Family membership

Income

Marital status

Occupation

Political affiliation and activity

Race /ethnicity /nationality (- religion)

Residence

Sex

Social class

Other definitions of social position

SAMFES OF SOCIAL UNITS

Dyads

Larger social units

Educational

Family

Other

Procedures for indexing characteristics of these units is raised

as a matter for discussion with subject experts
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Structure iliust-,:zted means cf .4J:.:7=anrs

listed ir. sample bibliography

SAMPLES OF INDIVIDUALS

DEFINED BY EDUCATIONAL/DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE

Preeducation stage

This section overlaps with the next (compulsory education) one to allow for

differences between countries in the age at which compulsory education starts,

and also for items to which attendance of school is irrelevant. There is some

double indexing of items.

Educational affiliation; type of institution, by country

Notes: * Country not specified in document, and inferred from internal

evidence.
Here and throughout this index the user is advised that the 'general'

subheading conceals several distinct situations: (1) detail not clear;

(2) detail not specified; (3) specific elements so numerous as

effectively to sum to the whole.

Great Britain

127

089

128

020

212

020

020

131

181

090*

219

209

145

231

182

246

230

193 195 248 278

England and Wales

General

United States

General

Day care centre

Head Stare'

Kindergartet/

Montessori school

Nursery school

Preschool

These are not necessarily separate institutions

Chronological age

We propose a tabulated presentation under this heading for two reasons. First,

the age ranges studied vary and overlap considerably. Second, we believe that

the ability to distinguish studies of a particular age or ages within a range,
from those dealing with an age range as such, may be important to sane users.

No- of study Age

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

020 x x x x

089

090* x x x
...

x127 x x

128 x x x

131 x

145 x x

181 x

182 x

193

195

x

x x

209 x x

219 x ?

230

231

x x x

x x

246 x x x

x

248 x

278 x x x x x x
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SAMPLES OF INDIVIDUALS

DEFINED BY EDUCATIONAL/DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE cort'd

Compulsory education stage

This section is allowed to overlap with the preceding (preeducation) one to allow
for differences between countries in the age at which compulsory education starts,
and also for items to which attendance of school is irrelevant. There is some
double indexing of items also in relation to the posteducation stage.

Educational affiliation: type of institution and grade, by country

Notes: * Country not specified in document, and inferred from internal
evidence.

We would expect in an actual index to have, under each country, two
subsets of items (indexing by type of institution and grade respectively).
In the present sample, this is appropriate only for the United States.
Elsewhere, we index only by institution, annexing details of grade to the
numbers of those items for which grade is given.

Australia

Primary school 022

Canada

General 032 (grades 1, 4, 6)

Great Britain
England and Wales

General ( 068 127 163 181 214 220

Infant school 080* (reception class)

Junior school 255

Secondary school
General 101 255 265 280 (year 4)
Comprehensive school 263
Grammar school 064 065 070 266 283
Modern school 064 065

We include here for convenience, as well as under 'postcompulsory
education', items which deal specifically with the sixth form:

070 087 265 266 283

Scotland

Junior school 192*

Hong Kong

Secondary school 042 (grade 1) 183 (grades 3, 5)

Israel

Secondary school 202

Mexico

High school 262

New Zealand

Comprehensive school 110 (form 3)

Puerto Rico

High school 262

United States: type of institution

General 021 038 120 130 146 152 177 195 212

239 240 272 285

Elementary school 231 267

Catholic high school 074

Community school 014

Comprehensive school 138

(Public) High school 071 205 206 229 232 247 253 261 262

281



SAMPLES OF INDIVIDUALS

DEFINED BY EDUCATIONAL/DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE

Comoulsory education stage

Educational affiliation cont'd

United States: gt112.

No. of
study

Grade

A189

------
, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

014 x x x

021 x x

098 .

120 x

146 x x

152 x x

177 x

212 x x x

229 x x

239 x x x x x x x x x x

267 x x x x x x x

272 x
1

Chronological age

We propose a tabulated presentation under this heading for those items where
sample is specified in terms of age, since age ranges studied vary and overlap
considerably, and either a particular age or an age range may be the focus of
interest. We believe indexing by age will be helpful. Age-defined samples
may not be readily identified from indexing by either type of institution or
grade. Both these types of labels vary in meaning from country to country.
On the other hand, were all items to be translated into age, access for those
interested in educationally-defined samples would be unduly complicated.

No. of
study

Age

4 5 6 7 8 9 101i 12 13 14- 15 16 17 18

003 x x x x

022

038 x x

065 x x

068 x x

069 x x x x x x

084 x x x xy
089

094

101

127

163 x x

181 x x x x

192* x x

195 x x x x x

202 x x x x x

214

220 x x

231 x x x

240 x x x x x x

255

262 x x

285 x x x x
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SAMPLES OF INDIVIDUALS

DEFINED BY EDUCATIONAL/DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE

Compulsory education stage cont'd

Other wa s of definin sam les of individuals at the coin ulaor education st e

Samples of individuals at the compulsory education stage may also be defined in
terms of affiliation.to an educational institution described by its social
characteristics. In principle, this mode of categorisation cuts across the
administrative boundaries we have taken to define educational/developmental
stage. In practice, it seems to he relevant almost exclusively to items
employing samples in the compulsory education age range (an exception in this mat-.
erial is 020). Provisionally, therefore, we propose this additional categorisa-
tion only within this section:

Educational affiliation: social characteristics of institution

Nature of community in which located.

Defined by social class 068

Urban/rural 032 177 239

Nature of community taken to be represented

Ethnolinguistic 032

Social composition of institution

152

262

038 146

By race

By sex

By social class

Streaiaed /unstreamed

146

065

021

192*

These characteristics of institutions parallel, to some extent, later
headings describing individual social characteristics, but they cannot
necessarily be assumed to describe individuals.

A number of items refer to samples drawn from individuals or schools in a
restricted locality (eg one city), but these will not automatically be
indexed here (eg urban schOol). They will be indexed here only when the
'urbanness' rather than the 'restrictedness' of the frame is the point at
issue.

Postcompulsory education stage

This section is confined to those individuals past the age of compulsory education
who are receiving formal education. Samples drawn from this category but not in
formal education are indexed in terms of social characteristics in the next
section.

Educational affiliation: type of institution, by country

Note: * Country not specified in document, and inferred from internal
evidence..

Australia

139

240

087

186

070

062

196

009e

045

198

087/265

010

053 054

266

061

283

107 190 245 266 -277

University

Brazil

General

Great Britain

General

England and Wales

General

Sixth fon/

College of education

Polytechnic

Technical college

University

Some items under the 'Great Britain' heading in the 'compulsory
education' section do not specify age range and may also refer to.
sixth formers.

Scotland

University 277
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SAM17LYS :1).7.71DALS

DEFINED BY EDUCATIONAL/DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE

Postcompulsory education stage

Educational affiliation cont'd

Israel

University 006

Puerto Rico

University 158

United States

General 4003 033 038 065. 084 137 152 185 202 240 253

University 025 033 072 082 109 121 180 215 23S 253 282

Only one item in our sample (240) defines posteducational stage students by
age (20-21). It is almost as rare in the case of posteducational stage non-
students (the age categories over 18, 20-35, 21-45, 35-70 are employed in
items 0S5, 183 and 202, and item 015 refers to subjects in midcareer). We do
not therefore plan to offer here a categorisation by age comparable to that in
previous sections. If_it later proved desirable, it could however readily 'be
added.

Additional characteristics of posteducation stage students which could be
indexed if required include course followed (eg psychology students, 006;
sandwich course students, 245), and year or stage of studies (eg graduate
students, 109).

DEFINED BY SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

We index here social characteristics of all samples of individuals whether in
formal education or not. Some of the headings (eg ethnolinguistic characteristics)
parallel headings in the previous educational/developmental stage section, which
refer to social characteristics of the social units from which samples are drawn.
We believe it would be unhelpful to merge the headings into a single set, because
it would confound two different ways of defining samples.

Community membership

Educational background

Graduate

017

142 211

We are keeping this heading separate from the 'social class' or::ince, although
the interest is often in social class, this is not always the

Ethnolinguistic characteristics

This is a heading which would be established, if necessary, in addition to our
later 'race/ethnicity/nationality' one. A candidate would be a sample com-

eprising Anglophones/Francophones (015). We have as yet too few items to guide
a decision on this point.

Family membership

Family/household head 207 264

Parent

General. 064 193 202 285

Father 043 063

Mother 038 043 063 069 138 -182 278

A problem arises in the cases of 043 and 278 where parents comprise the sample,
but the basis of sampling is to identify particular categories of their young
(eg mothers of same sex twins, 278). We have not done so, but we would like
approval to index both parent and child characteristics in such cases, even
though this practice is strictly inappropriate in this index.

Income

Low income bracket 128 193 246
1

We are keeping this heading separate from the 'social class' one since, although
the interest is often in social class, this is not always the case. We include
here children of low income families.

Marital status

General 183

Married women 041 211 235
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SAMPLES OF IND1VITYAEJ

DEFINED BY SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS cont'd

Occupation

General 149 150 201 202

Education

School

Head 044 155

Head of department 129

Teacher (including assistant) 017 022 056 096 135 155

174 210 235 251 253

With a larger sample it may be necessary to subdivide these items
either by level/type of school, or country, or both. There are,

however, a number of items where the former is not clear. Other

characteristics of possible interest have been noted jn this sample,
and further categorisations might be developed if they would be help-.
ful. Such characteristics include engagement in inservice training,
teaching of disadvantaged, nature of area in which teaching. Others,

(eg, whether married) may be identified by crosstabulating this
heading with another (eg marital status).

Institution of higher education

Academic staff 024 106 139

A distinction between samples selected on the basis of teaching/
research/administrative duties would be a possible additional mode of
categorisation which might be required for some items in a larger

sample.

Other specific occupation 015 223 234 253

71 including trainees

We have too few examples to determine how items under this heading might
best be organised. We would wish to keep this heading distinct from the
'social class' one since, although the interest is often in social class,
this is not always the case.

Political affiliation and activity 033 059 152 158 185 186

More items are required to guide a decision on the organisation of this
category.

Race /ethnicity /nationality

Black/coloured/negro/Afro-American 021 038 055 071 074 089 090 130
131 138 145 146 152 195 205 209 214 248
272 282

Indian , 68 181

Japanese American 152

Latin American 109 248

Mexican American 074 130 223 229 261

Pakistani 068 181

West Indian 068 181

We do not propose to index Caucasian oi-Anglo as contrasted with negro samples.

Religio-ethnic categories might be indexed here, or an alternative heading
might be required. Candidates would be items 078 and 202 (categories:
Jewish:all ethnic / Protestant:Anglo-Saxon, other / Roman Catholic:Italian
and Mexican, other; Jew/Arab). We have already noted ethnolinguistic
characteristics as another possible heading.

Residence

Area of residence is characterised in a variety of ways. No overall pattern is
clear. For the time being we think it most helpful just to list the modes of
categorisation employed in our sample.

By race

Mexican-American 193
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SAMPLES OF INDIVIDUALS

DEFINED BY SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Residence cont'd

By social class 207

(Modern)/traditional 007

Urban/rural 005 007 063 120 143 183 264

Sex

As a two way split, this heading is likely to produce very large sets. For

instance:
Samples confined to males: 007 021 071 072 074 078 082 121

133 142 143 149 150 196 206 245 247

263 266

We assume that users will not wish us to exclude this heading for this reason.
Samples confined to women will be fewer in number. However, we recognise
that this heading will probably be most useful in crosstabulation with some
other.

Social class

We feel able to offer only a very rough grouping under this heading, because
definitions vary widely and in incompatible ways. Items under the headings
'educational background', 'income' and 'occupation' may also be relevant.
We would not, however, wish to subsume these headings under 'social class'
since, although the interest is often in social class, this is not always the
case.

Lower classyworkini class/blue collar 098 138 145 195 201 223 248

Middle class/white collar 145 177 195 201 223 231 264

Upper class/elite 008 015 222

Other definitions of social position

The following are singletons in our present sample:

Able but unqualified 053

Fatherless status 069

Immigrant 068 181

Legitimacy 069

Person identified as significant other 281

SAMPLES OF SOCIAL UNITS

We believe it may be helpful to index samples of individuals and samples of larger
social units separately, but would welcome comment on this point. We simply list
here the units represented in our limited range of material. We would expect
also to index characteristics of these units separately from, but in a way parallel
to, that employed for samples of individuals.

ds

Child/child 012

041

016

122

080

103

189

034

274

004

113

183

097

130

218

187

119

102

226

254

250

Husband /wife

Parent /child

Mother/child

Larger social units

Educational

School district

School

University department

Family

Other

Business organisations

Church

Welfare organisations
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GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF INVESTIGATION
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GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF INVESTIGATION

Proposed structure

Arrangement is alphabetical by country.

More detailed characterisation (eg names of regions or conurbations) is raised

as a matter for discussion with subject experts.

Note: The term 'geographical location' is defined to connote the setting in
which an investigation was carried out. It does not refer to
geographical setting as the subject of enquiry or as the sociocultural
context to which the findings of a study are generalisable.
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Structure illustrated by arrangement in terms of
settings of studies listed in sample bibliography

Note: * Country inferred from internal evidence but not explicitly stated by author.

AUSTRALIA

022 133 139 201

240

015 032 122 187 251

207

BRAZIL

CANADA

CHILE

ENGLAND - See GREAT BRITAIN: ENGLAND

GERMANY

003 084

GREAT BRITAIN

003 084 087 106 142

ENGLAND

009* 010 043 044 045 053 054
056* 061 062 064 065 068 070
101 107 113 119 127 129 157
163 181 186 190 196 198* 210
211 214 218 220 222 234 235
245 255 263 264 265 266 277
280 283

SCOTLAND

069 192* 277

WALES

044 080* 129

HONG KONG

042 183

ISRAEL

006 202

R-

MEXICO

262

NETHERLANDS

153

NEW ZEALAND

NIGERIA

110

007

PARAGUAY

254

PUERTO RICO

158 262

SCOTLAND - See GREAT BRITAIN: SCOTLAND

SOUTH AFRICA

008

UNITED STATES

003 004 005 012 014 016 017
020 021 024 025 033 034 038
041 055 059 063 071 072 074
078 082 084 089 090* 094 096
097 098 102 103 109 120 121
128 130 131 133 135 137 138
143 145 146 149 150 152 155
174 177 180 182 185 189 193
195 205 206 209 212 215 219
223 226 229 230 231 232 238
239 240 246 247 248 250 253
261 262 267 272 274 278 281
282 285

WALES - See GREAT BRITAIN: WALES
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APPENDIX B

Details of further items

studied but not included in sample bibliography
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Further items studied

Items listed here were published in the period 1969-1970, and are

drawn from the same journals as those contained in the sample

bibliography. The items were studied in the course of experimen-

tal work which guided our thinking as to the form to be taken by

our scheme for the intellectual organisation of documents. They

have not been used to illustrate the construction of the scheme

we now propose; later issues of the same journals were used for

that purpose.



AMERICAN JOURNAL Of scemLoGy

c.

74(5)

306-520

Cole, Stephe
converalon of orediaooaition into action.

74(6)

367-586

NOM, EdrAard L., Rigeby5 Leo C. and Mcyera,
Edmurd D. Jr. Educational-climates of #1,n schools:
their effects and sources. .

527-611

Hauser, Robert M. chools and the str-Cication
process.

666-675

Kunz, Phillip R. ..fs:2peosahlo_and orxwizational

WLiaa9215.

720-lIl

Carey, James T. 21tntkaiLlmatglippatterns in the
popular song.

75(1)

77-96

'Weinberg, Ian and Walker, Kenneth N. Student
politics and political a stems- .towl&LELzylaLma,

75(2)

/03-207

Nelson, Joel I, and Tallman, Irving. Local-
c. olitan rc .tions of olitical conformit : a

specification

208-225

Inkeles, Alex. M men mod rn. on the caw a and
consequences of individual ch4nge in six developing
countries.

239-244

Sayer, A.B. educationalamitat

75(3)

323-339

Fishman, Joshua A. j,,poci,dimitAc c.rJgrava of a
bilinguil seigbborhospd.

355-359

Greeley, Andrew M. Contintities in research on the
factor'.

ns9-4O4

Kadushin C. The professional self-concept of music

.134.014.
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murmur SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW'

34(1)

19-31

Form, William N. and Rytina, Joan Ideological
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